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12 adventure helmets tested
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Full-throttle UK road test
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buying guide
+ Used tourers for 
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For full details and other qualifying models, visit:

www.kawasaki-kalculator.co.uk
Finance is subject to status and is only available to UK applicants aged 18 and over.
This finance offer is only available through Kawasaki Finance, which is a trading style of Black Horse Ltd, St William House, Tresillian Terrace, Cardiff CF10 5BH. Subject to availability. Finance is only 
available to UK applicants aged 18 and over. Offer ends 30 September 2015. All brand new road machines are supplied with a two year warranty, Master Scheme Security, one year’s Kawasaki RAC 
Assist, one year’s Kawasaki Riders Club Membership and access to unique Kawasaki content via email and other communication channels. Kawasaki Motors UK, a branch of Kawasaki Motors Europe 
N.V., 1 Dukes Meadow, Millboard Road, Bourne End, Bucks, SL8 5XF.

Z1000SX - Power To Move You

At £105 per month
plus deposit and final repayment,

now is the time to try the Z1000SX
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PERSONAL CONTRACT PURCHASE

Professional riders on closed road

£7 437.75
£10.00

£10 324.25
4.74%

4.9% APR

Total amount of credit
Purchase fee†

Total amount pa able
Interest rate (fixed)
Representative APR

Representative Example:
36 repayments of   
Final repa ment of   
A reement duration
Cash price
Deposit
†Included in final repayment
This finance example is based on an annual mileage of 4,000

£105.00
£4,547.00
37 months
£9,435.00
£1,997.25
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WE HAD SOME really interesting mail from

readers who’d been exploring our new-look

August issue. Thank you to everyone who

responded to my request for feedback.

The positives were very encouraging and

quite flattering – we’re only human, after all.

But some of the (few) negatives were also very illuminating –

too many routes, too many blokes sitting around outside cafés,

they said. Fair enough, RiDE can’t hope to be the magazine

for everyone.

Buoyed by the overwhelmingly good reception, we’re really

enjoying producing this lively mix of new and used bikes,

destinations, routes, kit and care advice.

I hope you enjoy it too.

This month WHAT THE REST OF THE

TEAM ARE MOST EXCITED BY IN THE SEPTEMBER ISSUE...

Welcome...

Simon Weir
deputy editor

Having ridden the S1000XR

at the launch for our August

Kev Raymond
features writer

I do like a good café, but 

since I spend most of my 

issue, I was fascinated by Martin 

Fitz-Gibbons’ detailed assessment of 

how the BMW fared in our tough test 

on British roads. PAGE 54

time in France I’m a bit out of touch 

with what’s hot among Britain’s 

bike-friendly eateries. This month’s 

5 of the Best put me right. PAGE 14

COLIN OVERLAND
EDITOR

Matt Hull 
technical editor

It was a real eye-opener 

carrying out the research 

and evaluation for our adventure 

helmet test. Some are much better 

suited to on-road or off-road, but 

very few excel at both. PAGE 98

30 MINUTES IN 
THE SHED P86

NORTH WALES AT 
ITS VERY BEST P18

LIVING WITH A 
BMW R1200R P92

LATEST TRAVEL
GEAR P38

BARGAIN USED 
TOURERS P60

BETTER 
RIDING
P94
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ROSSI AT GOODWOOD

“I liked it so much I
bought the company”
RIDE BEST BUY-AWARDED glove

makers Arc-On are seeking £65,000

by crowdfunding. The money will help

fund a new glove, the Apex. Designed

with armour experts Forcefield, it

looks like it could take hand protection

to another level. In 10 days a promising

65 per cent of the total has been raised,

with investors putting in as much as

£10,000 or as little as £10.

Director Ian Gillet is quietly optimistic:

“Investors range from professionals who

see the potential in Arc-On, to many of our

satisfied customers who appreciate the

seriousness we place on quality.” Investors

will get rewards ranging from T-shirts to

leathers and British Superbike hospitality.

See www.crowdcube.com for details.

LOCAL HEROES

He’s not the 
Messiah… actually,
he is the Messiah
VALENTINO ROSSI HADN’T finished his champagne following

his gravel-surfing victory at the Dutch TT in Assen before he

was flown, by private jet, direct to Goodwood Aerodrome to

attend his first Goodwood Festival of Speed. 

After spending the evening at Lord March’s VIP ball, the 

MotoGP championship leader stole the show on the Sunday

of the four-day event, captivating bike and car fans. Riding a

Yamaha M1 painted in the firm’s classic yellow speedblock

design to celebrate 60 years of Yamaha racing, Rossi did a 

couple of runs up the hillclimb course. He never seemed to tire 

of signing autographs and posing for photos, and even rode 

into Goodwood House to be interviewed on the balcony.

For the first time several motorcycle manufacturers teamed 

up to present a united front at what is still predominantly a car 

event. BMW, Triumph, Ducati, Aprilia and Moto Guzzi 

showcased a mix of new road bikes, customs, concepts and 

Charley Boorman’s well-worn BMW GS from Long Way Down.

Although the bike stand was tucked away in one corner of 

the huge event, it was busy throughout, with the Ducati 

Scrambler and BMW R nineT seeming to lure in many an 

ex- or future biker. MATT HULL

The Triumphs Triumph 
should be building
THE TRADITION OF dealers building one-off specials is 

alive and well with dealers Pure Triumph in Wellingborough, 

Northamptonshire. They’ve hit the spot not once but three 

times now, with a Scrambler, a bobber and a Daytona 

1050. Inspired by the positive reception to these, Pure 

are now responding to specific requests from customers.

They plan to build up to 10 of their Speed Triple-based 

Daytona 1050s, which uses a fairing from the Daytona 

675 to create the full-size sportsbike Triumph don’t make.

It’s all with the blessing of Triumph, who borrowed the 

Speedmaster-based bobber – dubbed the Bobster – to 

show at the recent Bike Shed event in London. 

General manager Kevin Lington acknowledges that 

Triumph are operating under tight commercial restraints, 

whereas he has much more freedom. “We want it to be 

as factory as possible,” he says. “We use as many Triumph 

parts as we can – for instance, the rear light on the 

Bobster is from a Daytona, and the flyscreen is from 

a Thunderbird.” COLIN OVERLAND

BEATING HINCKLEY TO IT

 Rossi addresses 

the crowds below 

from Goodwood 

House’s balcony

 Tackling Goodwood’s 

hillclimb for the first 

time. Competitor 

number 46, of course
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IT’S AN EVENT never short on incident and

spectacle, but this year’s Isle of Man TT was

off the scale. Lap records tumbled, riders

ended up on unexpected bikes, and two

multiple winners regained top form.

As is so often the case at the TT, there

were Dunlops at the centre of the whirlwind.

Michael Dunlop declared his Yamaha R1

uncompetitive after three laps of practice

and switched to a BMW for the Superbike

race. He crashed out of the race, won by

Bruce Anstey – unhindered by his

spectacular beard.

Michael’s brother William was fifth in the

Superbike race but was injured in a practice

crash the next day. Team-mate Guy Martin

filled in for William in the TT Zero electric

bike race, finishing fourth on the Victory.

The TT Zero was won by 2014’s winner,

John McGuinness. The next day he took his

23rd TT win with a victory in the Senior TT,

setting a new lap record of 132.701mph.

Ian Hutchinson took his first TT wins for

five years with victories in both Supersport

races and the Superstock. He’d won eight

TTs before a crash at Silverstone in 2010

caused horrific leg injuries. Although he’s

still hampered off the bike, he clearly

overcame those setbacks on the bike.

RC213V-S REVEALED

ROAD RACING

MotoGP Honda
for the road
IT’S REAL: HONDA’S MotoGP

bike for the road has been

unveiled. The £137,000 RC213V-S

has a 999cc V4 engine producing

157bhp, and weighs just 170kg

dry. On paper, that seems rather

odd: BMW’s S1000RR is a tenth

of the price, weighs only 5kg

more and makes nearly 200bhp.

For another £10k there’s an

optional race kit, which trims

10kg and takes peak power to

over 212bhp. So it will be on a

par with a Superstock-spec

Kawasaki ZX-10R, and will only

be usable on track.

Confused? Join the club.

The most eventful TT for years

Just like Marquez’s…

minus about 80bhp

 John McGuinness 

stamped his authority 

during the Senior TT

Pure Triumph’s

Bobster on display at

Bike Shed in London

 Triumph won’t 

make a Daytona 1050, 

but Pure will build 10
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 READERS’ PICTURES

Your rides
Been somewhere inspirational? Ridden 

an amazing road? Email ride@ride.co.uk 
to tell us about your trip and your bike

Turkey
 This was in Oludeniz, Turkey, on my 

Triumph Sprint during a 5000-mile round

trip from North Wales. The bike was 

great. I’ve done the trip five times now –

three times on a Harley Dyna Glide 

(twice with my daughter as pillion), once

on a Suzuki V-Strom 650 and last year

on the Triumph. I’m thinking about doing

it on a BMW 650 this year. Anyway, 

here’s my route: day one, Colwyn Bay to

Folkestone; day two, Folkestone to Calais,

Belgium, Luxembourg, Strasbourg; day

three, Strasbourg to Forli, Italy; day four,

overnight ferry to Igoumenitsa, Greece;

day five, Igoumenitsa to Eceabat, Turkey;

day six, Eceabat to Oludeniz – John Jones

Gran Canaria
 This is me and my partner, Chris. We 

decided to hire Honda CBF600s and do 

a guided tour around Gran Canaria. The 

roads, the weather and the bikes were 

absolutely fantastic. What more could 

you want? – Debbie Boardman
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Get your bike in  
& win a BikeTrac system
Each month the star picture will win a Bike Trac 

unit, plus a year’s subscription to Bike Trac, 

courtesy of Road Angel. As well as boosting 

security, it helps log journeys.

How to send us your photos Email your most 

inspirational biking photos to us at ride@ride.

co.uk with Your Rides in the subject line. Please 

send us the original unedited photo file, ideally at 

least at least five megapixels in size. And don’t 

forget to include your full name, too.

STAR PICTURE
Arizona

 I rode along Route 66 with a mate 

from work, and I refused to do the 

usual thing and hire a Harley (probably 

as I’d just sold one – it was rubbish). I 

hired a Triumph Bonneville T100, which 

was so good that I bought one as soon 

as I got home. In this picture I’m going 

across the Oatman Highway, taking a 

slightly off-road diversion as the road 

had melted. Route 66 is almost a cliché 

now, but it was truly an amazing trip. 

It’s well worth doing, but not on a 

Harley! The Bonneville was the perfect 

bike for it, and for me it left the Harley 

standing in every way – Steve Jenkins

Germany
 Here’s my 1993 Honda CG125 after 

I rode it all the way from London to 

Thurmansbang, Germany, for the 

Elephant Rally. It was great fun on 

a small bike – Matthew Shearer

Oxfordshire
 My red CBR600FS, and my pals’ 

Suzuki GSX-R600, MV Agusta F4 and 

Aprilia RSV4, during a trip to Henley-on-

Thames in the sun – Daniel Naish
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 READERS’ PICTURES

Somewhere in France
 This was taken one morning, 

somewhere in France on the way to the 

Pyrenees. We were on a Moto Guzzi 

Breva 1100, two Yamaha XJR1300s and a 

Honda Fireblade. We had stayed in the 

village about an hour further down the 

road and happened upon this place on 

our way to Millau. I’ve absolutely no idea 

what this place was called, but we 

turned over the bridge in the picture and 

up over very thickly wooded hills that 

opened out into stunning views of 

cloud-topped hills and valleys below 

– Alistair Patterson

London
I took my much loved Moto Guzzi V7

Classic on its first trip to the UK from my

home in Guernsey. For me, having

disembarked at Portsmouth, there was

only one possible first stopping place:

the Ace Cafe. I discovered biking late in

life, having only taken my A licence two

years ago at the age of 69, so it’s never

too late. I’ve never had as much fun as I 

am now – George Le Couteur

New Zealand
Me outside Christchurch, New

Zealand, on an off-road tour with

Adventure Trail Rides New Zealand. It

was worth every penny. I will be out

again – Andrew Craigmile

California
 I hired this BMW R1200RT to ride the peaks above Silicon 

Valley, California. The locals insisted I try Highway 9 from La 

Honda to Santa Cruz, which had smooth roads, no traffic and 

stunning scenery. It only cost $140 a day to hire the bike, and if 

you keep it sensible you can have some cheap thrills on great 

roads. I went through California Motorcycle Adventures. They 

were no-nonsense guys with a strong Harley passion, but had 

some solid BMWs on offer as well – Michael Thomas

Hampshire
 This is my missus Michelle Jackson on 

the top of Portsdown Hill, on the way 

back to Gosport from Brighton, after 

picking up a Suzuki GS500F, her first 

bike after passing her test. Mine is the 

Kawasaki ER-6f behind it – Neil Brown   
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New Rider Offer

†BMW Motorrad UK is offering an industry leading package for new riders to get them

on the road. The ‘New Rider Package’ offers a convenient and great value solution for

new riders. New riders ordering a BMW F 800 R on BMW Select will be offered a

seven-day Direct Access course with BMW Rider Training and head-to-toe BMW Rider

Equipment all for £500. For full details, contact your local BMW Motorrad Centre or visit

bmw-motorrad.co.uk
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24 £199.00 £7,595.00 £0.00 £7,595.00 £1.00 £4,259.03 £8,837.03 10.9% Fixed 10.9%

    BMW NEW  
 RIDER OFFER
   GAIN £2,680 WORTH OF RIDER TRAINING AND 
BMW RIDER EQUIPMENT FOR £500 WHEN YOU  
  PASS YOUR BIKE TEST WITH BMW. †

BMW  Select Representative example: F 800 R
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HOW TO GET THERE From Fort William it’s north on the 

A82, then west on the sublime A87 (the road to the Isles), 

which is worth the trip alone. Just before Kyle of 

Lochalsh, turn right on the A890 and then, after 

Strathcarron, left on the A896 through Lochcarron.

WHEN TO GO Any time – though July, August and early 

September give the greatest chance of fine weather. The 

road can be closed in winter.

WHERE TO STAY We favour the Strathcarron Hotel 

(www.strathcarronhotel.co.uk) but there are rooms in the 

Applecross Inn. The Applecross campsite is also excellent 

(www.applecross.uk.com).

WHERE TO RIDE Everywhere, but for the RiDE tour of 

the area, see the Skye tour at www.ride.co.uk/tour2015.

APPLECROSS
WEST COAST, SCOTLAND
BEALACH NA BA, the Pass of the Cattle, the road 

to Applecross… call it what you will, it’s one of the 

most famous and brilliant biking roads in Scotland. 

But ‘brilliant’ doesn’t mean wide, well surfaced or 

easy to ride. It’s none of those things. It scampers 

up hill with spectacular sea views before entering 

a steep-sided gorge and climbing up the sheer 

face of it in a series of bumpy hairpins. It’s 

demanding, challenging and rewarding. 

What makes the Pass of the Cattle so good is 

the fact that it’s just a part of the ride in an area 

of Scotland where every road is amazing. Making 

Applecross the destination means putting 

together a tour on stunning roads – some wide, 

some smooth, some twisty, some sweeping. But 

none will have the views of Bealach na Ba, and 

that’s why it should be your next great ride.

12 |  SEPTEMBER 2015 
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 GREAT RIDE-OUTS

FIVE OF THE BEST

afés to ride to
Colin Overland’s tips for finding a mix 

of good food, roads and atmosphere

SQUIRES CAFÉ
NEWTHORPE, 
WEST YORKSHIRE

 ON THE outskirts of Leeds, Squires 

Café is one of the biggest bike meeting 

places in the north of England. There’s 

a thriving calendar of rallies, ride-outs, 

charity events and more. The food is 

solid, well-priced stuff: burgers, chips, 

jacket potatoes and proper meals too.

BEST ROADS TO GET THERE Head east, 

past Selby and Beverley, and you hit the North 

Sea at Hornsea, for a ride along the coast.

WHAT TO EAT A giant Yorkshire pudding.

GREAT FOR… Picking through the tat at the

monthly autojumble.

www.squires-cafe.co.uk

GREEN WELLY STOP 
A82, TYNDRUM

 TYNDRUM IS about 60 miles north of 

Glasgow on the well-worn A82 to Fort 

William. Fill up with petrol as a matter 

of course, then fill up with the excellent 

food: venison for the foodies, and 

haggis pasties for the greedies. 

BEST ROADS TO GET THERE The A82 is 

awesome, but busy at peak times. Consider 

taking the A85 route round towards Oban, 

then up the A828 coast road by Appin to 

Ballachulish and rejoin the A82. 

WHAT TO EAT A full Scottish breakfast.

GREAT FOR… Grabbing a bottle of single 

malt from the specialist whisky store.

www.thegreenwellystop.co.uk

RYKA’S CAFÉ 
BOX HILL, SURREY

 THE HEADLINE spot for riders in the 

south-east. It’s nestled at the base of 

Box Hill, at the top of which you’ll find 

the best view in Surrey. A prime 

stop-off point en route to the amazing 

(if deadly) A272 across the Downs, and 

then to Goodwood, it’s seldom quiet.

BEST ROADS TO GET THERE Watch for the 

speed cameras and police patrols on the A24.

WHAT TO EAT The breakfast bap is popular.

GREAT FOR… Bike spotting.

www.rykas.co.uk
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THE PONDEROSA
CAFÉ LLANGOLLEN

 LOCATED ON the picturesque 

Horseshoe Pass. Breakfasts would fell 

a horse, the roads are incredible, and 

it’s well-placed to pop into if you’re on 

a north-south Welsh blast. 

BEST ROADS TO GET THERE All of them. 

The A542 Horseshoe Pass is textbook scenic 

stuff, while the A5104 is straighter and faster. 

WHAT TO EAT The breakfasts are legend: an 

enormous gutbuster for under a fiver.

GREAT FOR… Browsing for fridge magnets.

www.ponderosacafe.co.uk

ACE CAFÉ LONDON
 A VERITABLE cottage industry of 

1950s nostalgia, the Ace is run by 

ex-cop Mark Wilsmore. Just off the 

North Circular near Wembley, it’s 

grittier than a Ken Loach documentary 

about sandpaper. Laden with history, 

the building dates back to before the 

Second World War as a biker meet, but 

was relaunched by Wilsmore in 2001. 

It’s a big place, with a decent car park, 

plenty of indoor space, and an 

enormous range of food and drink. The 

prices are a little bit premium, although 

not bad for London.

Unlike most cafés the ride there (see 

below) is not part of the attraction. The 

main reason to visit the Ace is the 

special events hosted there. The café’s 

website lists a dizzying number and 

variety of special days and evenings, 

from scooter owners’ gatherings to 

round-the-world adventure bike 

departures. It’s also worth checking 

out to see what days or times to avoid 

– not that the TVR or Ford Escort 

owners wouldn’t make you welcome, 

but you might have a better time 

among kindred spirits. 

BEST ROADS TO GET THERE Er, nothing 

within 20 miles really. This is proper 

north-west London urban sprawl, and the 

Hanger Lane Gyratory is perhaps your 

least-worst hope for hot cornering action. 

The A40 and M40 is your easiest way out, and 

if you continue out towards Beaconsfield, 

High Wycombe and Thame, there are decent 

A- and B-roads.

WHAT TO TRY The chili has a sound 

reputation, and the tea is solid builders’ stuff. 

GREAT FOR… Quantity and quality of bikes 

parked outside, even at quieter times.

www.ace-cafe-london.com
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START/FINISH

MARKET HARBOROUGH

LEICESTER

LOUGHBOROUGH

BURTON

UPON

TRENT

TAMWORTH

NUNEATON

STAGE 1

HINCKLEY

STAGE 2

ASHBY

STAGE 3

ASHWELL

CORBY

Market

Bosworth

Ibstock

Coalville

Melbourne

Melton

Mowbray

Oakham

Stamford

Uppingham

Greton

Husbands

Bosworth

Edith Weston

South Witham

Eastwell

A47

A46

A1

A1

A6

M1

M1

A5

A6

A4304
A4303

A447

A6006

A606

B664

B672

B676

COVENTRY
M6

 DAY TRIP

STAGE ONE
Market Harborough
to Hinckley
25 miles
Leave Market Harborough on the A4304

to Lutterworth. When you get to the M1

roundabout, carry straight on along the

A4303 towards Hinckley. At the A5

roundabout, take the third exit for the

minor road signed to Wolvey and Willey.

When it reaches a roundabout, go

straight across and then, at the

T-junction, turn right on the B4109 to

Hinckley. At the M69 roundabout, take

the second exit for the A5 into Hinckley.

Morning coffee

Sovrano Caffe, Hinckley

Normally our routes avoid town centres, but it’s

worth going into Hinckley. On the pedestrianised

Castle Street is Sovrano – a fantastic Italian cafe

T
HIS RELAXED ROUTE not far

from RiDE’s home territory rolls

through the hills of the East

Midlands, taking in some vintage

biking roads – and one or two

quieter ones that aren’t so well known.

It passes plenty of sites of biking interest

along the way as well, like Donington Park

and the Triumph HQ in Hinckley

(although the factory isn’t in any way

picturesque, and they don’t have guided

tours waiting for casual visitors). Mallory

Park and Rockingham are nearby, so you

could use this route when you next visit an

event at one of those race tracks.

But this isn’t really a route for seeing

sights – it’s all about the riding. With every

kind of road, from flowing A-roads to tight

and demanding back roads, it’s the kind of

route we love. You never know, you might

meet us when you’re out riding it…

MARKET HARBOROUGH
A great biking route hidden away in the middle of England

One-day ride

and restaurant. Park in Church Walk to enjoy an 

outstanding coffee. 

www.sovranocaffe.com

STAGE TWO
Hinckley to Ashby
30 miles
Leave Hinckley on the A447 to Ibstock 

(look for signs to the community hospital). 

Stay on this road for 13 miles, all the way 

to the Coalville bypass. Take the second 

exit from the roundabout, through 

Swannington. Go straight over the next 

roundabout, through Peggs Green. At 

the staggered crossroads with the 

B5324, go straight over on the minor 

road to Worthington. At the roundabout, 

go straight across to take the A453 

towards Castle Donington. Pass the 

circuit, cross one roundabout for the 
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Start/finish: Market Harborough Distance: 135miles Time: 4 hoursOUR ROUTE
SUGGESTED STOPS Morning coffee: Hinckley Lunch: Donington Park Afternoon coffee: Ashwell
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airport, then take the next right turn to 

Diseworth. Stay on this road through 

Long Watton. At the T-junction, turn left 

to Hathern. At the A6 traffic lights, turn 

left then right for the A6006 to Melton.

Lunch

The Rose and Crown, Ashby

A pub lunch is a fine thing if you have the time, or 

there’s the option of an all-day breakfast served 

until 3pm. At the moment it’s two courses for £10 

on Saturdays. There’s a generous ploughman’s too.

www.roseandcrownzouch.co.uk

STAGE THREE
Ashby to Ashwell
45 miles
Keep on the A6006 towards Melton, 

through Rempstone and Wymeswold. 

At the Shoby Crossroads, turn left to 

Grimston and Old Dalby. Go straight over

the A606, towards Eastwell. At the 

T-junction, turn left to Eastwell. After 

about two miles, turn right to Waltham. 

In Waltham on the Wolds, turn right on 

the A607 to Melton Mowbray. At the 

traffic lights in Melton, turn left on the 

B676 to Colsterworth. After four miles 

(just past the self-store centre) turn 

right to Wymondham. Stay on this road 

to a T-junction, turning right to 

Thistleton. After one mile, take the right 

turn to Market Overton. In Teigh, turn left

to Ashwell.

Afternoon coffee

The Potting Shed Cafe, Ashwell

Carry on through the village of Ashwell to reach  

the Rutland Village shopping centre. The Potting 

Shed’s an excellent cafe, but it shuts at 4pm. 

www.rutlandvillage.co.uk

STAGE FOUR
Ashwell to Market 
Harborough
35 miles
Carry on from Ashwell to Oakham, 

turning left on the ring road. At the third 

roundabout, turn left on the A606 to 

Stamford. Go through Empingham, then 

take the right turn for Normanton and 

Rutland Water South Shore. At the 

mini-roundabout in Edith Weston, turn 

left to North Luffenham. At the 

roundabout, turn right on the A6121 to 

South Luffenham. In Morcott, turn right 

then first left on the B672 to Caldecott. 

When you get to the T-junction, turn right

to stay on this road. In Caldecott, turn 

right on the A6003 to Oakham. At the 

traffic lights in Uppingham, turn right on 

the B664 to Market Harborough. When it

meets the A427, turn right to return to 

Market Harborough.

SEE...
Donington Grand

Prix Collection

Four huge halls crammed 

with motorsport – and 

military - memorabilia, 

including the world’s 

largest collection of F1 

cars. Open every day until 

4pm. Admission is £10.

www.donington-park.co.uk

SHOP...
Moto Central 

Just outside Hinckley is 

the huge and well-stocked 

Moto Central – so whether 

you want a new neck 

tube, a Rukka suit, a crash 

helmet, boots or gloves, 

they will have exactly 

what you need.

www.motocentral.co.uk

STAY...
The Three Swans

This large, comfortable, 

well modernised hotel is 

part of the Best Western 

chain but has bags of 

character – and a great 

restaurant as well.

www.threeswans.co.uk
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viaduct, 

Caldecott

Senna’s McLaren 

MP4, Donington

MCN CLOTHING AND ACCESSORY RETAILER OF THE YEAR 2013

WHY USE ANYONE ELSE?

...for our 25,000 unique 

product reviews. 

They’re all written by real 

bikers, just like you.

LOOK

OUT…
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 BIG EVENT LLANGOLLEN MOTORCYCLE FESTIVAL

T
HE LLAN BIKE Fest will be held at the Royal International 

Pavilion, Llangollen, on Saturday August 1 and Sunday 

August 2 and it promises to have something for everyone 

interested in bikes. From guests of honour, such as four-

time World Superbike champion Carl Fogarty and seven-

time TT winner Mick Grant, to classics, customs, stunt shows, 

demo rides, trade stands and even a stage of the British Pre-65 

Trials Championship, it’s a true celebration of every aspect of 

motorcycling. And it’s all set in the heart of some of the best biking 

roads anywhere in the UK. We went to Llangollen to seek out some 

of the best roads for you to ride, and the best biker-friendly cafés to 

stop at as part of your perfect Welsh biking weekend.

A festival held amid some of 

the best roads in Wales… what 

more excuse do you need?

By Stuart Barker Photographs by Mark Manning

Into the Valleys



IN ASSOCIATION WITH

TrailRider

FOR LIFE’S
GREAT

ADVENTURES

THE NEW 
ADVENTURE 
SPORT TYRE
Manufactured in the UK

4
Typical fi tments include

BMW GS1200, Triumph Explorer,
Yamaha XT1200 Tenere,
Honda 1200 Cross Tourer 

4
Enhanced wet grip with new

super rich silica compound and 
latest compounding technology

4
Superb handling delivered by a 
high tech carcass construction

ADVANCED TREAD ARC
COMBINATION – TRI ARC PROFILE

ENHANCED
AQUA FLOW PATTERN

SUPER RICH
SILICA-COMPOUND

FORCE FOLLOWING
GROOVES

World reputation.
British tradition

www.avonmotorcycle.com

Llangollen to Bala
The A5 from Llangollen to the turn off for 

Bala Lake is a great stretch of road, but it’s 

best ridden early in the morning or later on 

a summer’s evening if you want to avoid the 

tourist traffic. It’s a road of contrasts – you’ll 

find yourself riding through hemmed-in 

sections between trees and stone walls before 

bursting out from the dappled sunlight into far 

more open expanses with terrific panoramic 

views of the surrounding hills and woodland. 

Although it’s only 12 miles into the loop 

along the A5, it’s well worth making a stop at 

the Rhug Estate Farm Shop and Café (postcode: 

LL21 0EH), if only for the rare opportunity to 

eat a bison burger. The Rhug Estate keeps a 

herd of bison (you’ll see them in the field to 

your left as you approach the farm) so you 

can be sure the burger is as fresh as its possible 

to get. There’s plenty of outside seating, a 

hard-standing car park and a good choice of 

gourmet food such as rump steak baps (£5.25) 

and lamb and mint burgers (£3.75). If the 

weather’s bad there’s an inside café/restaurant 

and also a fantastic farm shop. 

The road from the Rhug Farm Estate down 

to Bala Lake (A494) is not for lazy riders. It’s 

a hugely impressive collection of corners, all 

threaded together for your riding enjoyment, 

so if you enjoy dancing on the gearbox and 

constantly feathering the throttle around blind 

hairpin bends, you’ll be in heaven. The many 

chevron tight-corner warning signs give an 

indication of just how challenging and fun 

 Recover from 

the A494 at the 

calming Bala Lake

 The A542 – aka 

the Horseshoe Pass 

– is not to be missed 

if you’re heading to 

the Llan Bike Fest



A5

A494

A494

A5104

Corwen Carron

Llanelidan

Cefn-brith

Cerrigydrudion

Druid

Bethel

BALA
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 BIG EVENT LLANGOLLEN MOTORCYCLE FESTIVAL

this short route is - the only downside is

that it’s so twisty it’s quite difficult to pass

if you get stuck behind traffic.

Once you reach Bala Lake after about 10

miles, pull into the hard-standing parking

area on the northern shore and take in a

view that’s good for the soul. The Loch

Café (LL23 7SR) is right on the shores of the

lake and offers outside seating. The choice

of food is not massive but it does a good

all-day breakfast, hearty home-made soup

and a great selection of ice creams. It’s

worth noting that the café, like many

businesses in the area, does not accept

credit or debit cards – so take cash.

Bala to Llandegla
Once you’ve taken in the views, snapped

a few pics and taken some refreshments on

board at Bala Lake, head back the way you

came and follow the A494 until you get to

the A5. You’ll want to ride this stretch again

anyway and doing it in reverse is just as

much of a challenge. Turn right on to the

A5 for a short spurt until you see the turn

on the left for the A494 towards Ruthin,

just past the Rhug Farm Estate. Follow it for

about a mile before bearing right on to the

A5104 for Llandegla. This road is a beauty

but is now subject to a 50mph speed limit,

so just take it easy and enjoy the views. It’s

The Horseshoe Pass
No run over the Horseshoe Pass is 

complete without a stop at the Ponderosa 

Café (LL20 8DR). If cafés were built for 

bikers, this is what they’d all be like. The 

Ponderosa sits on one of the best biking 

routes in the country, has plenty of 

hard-standing parking, offers stunning 

views out over the Welsh hills, and serves 

up exactly the kind of no-frills grub you’ll 

want after a spirited ride out. It even offers 

B&B for £35 per night, so you might want 

to stay here during LlanFest as it’s only a 

few miles from Llangollen

The Ponderosa is a magnet for bikers. On 

summer weekends the car park turns into 

a bike show, and it should be particularly 

impressive during Llanfest when the area 

will be swarming with bikers. It’s open 

from 9am to 4.45pm 

on weekdays and 8am to 5.30pm at 

weekends. A bacon or sausage bap costs 

£2.60, full breakfast is £4.80 (available 

from 8am to 11.15am on weekends) or you 

can have a portion of chips for £1.90. There 

are plenty of full meals on offer too.

After leaving the Ponderosa you get to 

ride the awesome Horseshoe Pass itself. 

The A542 sweeps over open moorland for a 

stretch (where you need to keep an eye out 

for sheep on the road) before dropping 

Where, when, how
DAY TICKETS Llangollen 

International Motorcycle 

Festival tickets are £12 for an 

adult one-day ticket (£10 in 

advance), £22 for a two-day 

ticket (£18 in advance), with 

reductions for children and 

OAPs. Under-threes are free.

NIGHT TICKET Tickets are 

valid from 9am to 6pm on 

Saturday, and 9am to 5pm on 

Sunday. You’ll need a separate 

ticket for Saturday night’s 

entertainment (two live bands 

and a bar) at a cost of £5 in 

advance or £6 on the gate. 

INFORMATION For further 

information on the Llangollen 

Motorcycle Festival visit 

www.llanbikefest.co.uk, email 

office@llanbikefest.co.uk or 

call 07960 693398.

ACCOMMODATION As a 

popular tourist destination 

there’s no shortage of 

facilities in the Llangollen 

area, but don’t expect much 

choice if you leave it late – it’s 

a busy time of year. We stayed 

at the Royal Hotel in the 

centre of Llangollen, where 

you can get a single room with 

breakfast for £50 a night. 

There’s no camping at the 

festival site but there are 

plenty of campsites nearby. 

For a full list of hotels, B&Bs 

and campsites in Llangollen 

visit www.llangollen.com

 Crossing the River Dee into pretty Llangollen

worth knowing that the Welsh police are 

pretty hot on speeding – we saw three 

police cars on our 52-mile route.

When you reach the roundabout just 

before the village of Llandegla turn right 

on to the A542 to Llangollen. This is the 

famous Horseshoe Pass, so be prepared 

for some major fun. 



A5

A542

LLANGOLLEN

Llandegla

Rhydtalog

Llanarmon-yn-lal

Llysfasi

Eglwyseg
Bryneglwys

“Make time to take in
the views: you won’t
be disappointed”

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

 PONDEROSA CAFÉ On the Horseshoe Pass, up at 1400ft 

above sea level, the Ponderosa is a renowned favourite with 

riders. Refreshments have been served here since the 1930s

The Llangollen Loop
Llangollen-Corwen-Bala-Corwen-

Llandega-Horseshoe Pass-

Llangollen: 52 miles

Llangollen is a small town in Denbighshire, 50 

miles west of Junction 16 (Stoke-on-Trent) on 

the M6. The festival is at the Royal International 

Pavilion, Llangollen (postcode: LL20 8SW).

There are lots of great biking roads in the 

area but any list of favourites is sure to include 

the A542 Horseshoe Pass. We’ve linked it up 

with a section of the fast and swooping A5, the 

hugely entertaining and impossibly twisty A494 

and the winding A5104, before finally joining the 

A542 Horseshoe Pass and the run back down to 

the picturesque tourist town of Llangollen.

A final note on Llangollen: the first and third 

Ls are pronounced like the ‘ch’ at the end of 

‘Loch’. So phonetically it’s ‘Chlangochlen’.

Reassurance 
in the wet
For this trip our Honda Crossrunner was fitted with Avon’s 

Storm 2 Ultra. It’s an older design, having been superseded 

as the firm’s premium sport-tourer by the Storm 3D X-M. 

But Avon have kept the Storm 2 Ultra in the range as a 

cheaper, entry-level option.

For your cash you get a silica-rich tread compound, 

with a zero-degree belt carcass. That gives a stiffer 

construction, allowing a softer compound for the same 

tyre wear. The tread pattern is specially developed to 

prevent uneven wear on the front, while clearing water out 

of the way in the wettest conditions – and we had plenty of 

those on our ride to Wales.

On the road, they give heaps of feedback, particularly in 

the rain, which is a real confidence booster. And if you 

enjoy watching your ABS and traction control lights, you’ll 

notice they rarely lose grip on the asphalt. If you’ve got the 

cash to spend, go for the 3D X-Ms. But if you’re looking for 

a bargain, the Storm 2 Ultras are well worth the money.

down steeply through wooded hillsides, 

making you feel like you’re riding an 

Alpine pass. There are hairpins and 

undulations aplenty, the surface is 

generally good and sometimes excellent, 

and if you make time to take in quick 

flashes of the views you won’t be 

disappointed either. It’s only around nine 

miles from start to finish so you’ll soon 

drop down into the pretty village of 

Llangollen. This is due to become the 

biking capital of Wales over the weekend 

of August 1-2 - so park the bike and enjoy 

a beer as you get into the festival spirit. 

 A belly full 

of beans and 

bacon helps the 

run downhill
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 GROUP RIDE

BMW R nineT

£11,750 1170cc boxer twin 109bhp  222kg
Yamaha XJR1300 Racer

£9735  1251cc inline four 96bhp  240kg

Triumph Thruxton

£7899  865cc parallel twin 68bhp  230kg
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GROUP RIDE

cool
Naturally

Some bikes offer every gadget going, but 

this air-cooled trio shows there’s plenty of 

choice if you prefer to keep things simple

By Phil West Photographs by Chippy Wood

 Whatever else 

happens, at least 

you’ll never have to 

top the coolant up, or 

risk a stone holing 

the radiator…
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Start: Peterborough Finish: Peterborough Distance: 122miles Time: 3.25 hoursOUR ROUTE
Our three-hour Lincolnshire loop heads north to Lincoln, skirts the Wolds and returns via Revesby Bends

A1

A1

A46
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A16
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A47
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Uppingham

Ancaster
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Mansfield

Boston

LINCOLN

GRANTHAM

NEWARK-ON-TRENT

KINGS LYNN

SKEGNESS

NOTTINGHAM

PETERBOROUGH

N
OSTALGIA AIN’T WHAT it used to be. 

Isn’t that how the saying goes? But you 

could actually argue that we’re currently 

enjoying peak nostalgia. For the last five 

years, retro has been one of the biggest 

trends in motorcycling. While gadget-

laden missiles like the new R1 or latest 

Panigale continue to grab the headlines 

and globetrotter-styled adventure bikes hog the sales 

charts, there’s now a third trend, one for back-to-

basics, retro-styled café racers or street scramblers, 

built by back-street hipsters and mainstream 

motorcycle manufacturers, which is now the biggest 

bandwagon in town.

While the likes of Honda, with the CB1100, and 

Ducati, with their new Scrambler, have both recently 

got in on the act, the two newest examples of the breed 

have come from Yamaha and BMW.

Yamaha’s self-styled Yard Built programme has 

proactively commissioned some of the world’s leading 

customisers to produce ‘on trend’ versions of bikes like 

the SR400 and XJR1300, with the results sometimes 

leading to production interpretations. The new 

XJR1300 Racer is the latest result.

BMW have dipped a corporate toe in retro waters by 

celebrating their 90th anniversary with a special, 

classic-inspired version of their boxer roadster dubbed, 

somewhat clumsily, the R nineT, the success of which 

has surprised even BMW. Triumph have been quietly 

showing everyone else how to do it with an old 

favourite that beat them all to the air-cooled café-racer 

punch – the Bonneville-based Thruxton.

Collectively, this threesome shows the variety 

available today to anyone interested in the café racer 

trend. Although they all share air-cooled café racer 

chic, they’re also very different: prices range from 

£8000 for the Triumph to nearly half as much again for 

the BMW; power similarly varies from 69 to 109bhp, 

while engines, suspension, brakes and more are about 

as diverse as you can get.

So, to discover what can be expected from bikes 

that celebrate yesteryear, there’s no better journey 

than along some roads from my motorcycling youth. 

My biking baptism came early, but was punctuated 

prematurely. The family motorcycle shop, Wests of 

Lincoln, had been both an ageing landmark of the 

town’s High Street and my Saturday hang-out during 

the early ’70s. While Dad toiled in the office, pre-10 

me annoyed the staff by clambering over rows of 

TS125s, CD200s and GT380s. But by my early teens 

the family had moved to Yorkshire and the shop had 

closed, though I knew its imposing, Victorian Gothic 

red brick buildings remained to this day. And from 

RiDE’s Peterborough HQ to those metalflake 

memories lay 50-odd miles of Lincolnshire’s A15 – 

as good a ride as any for a motorcycling journey 

down memory lane such as this.

Starting with the benchmark – the Thruxton – I’m 

quickly reminded that there’s no better introduction 

to this type of machine. While it’s existed for 11 years 

largely unchanged, aimed at the more entry-level, 

budget end of the breed, the Thruxton is still a 

sweetie. It’s cute, manageable and unthreatening. 

On closer inspection it may be a tad basic, but its 
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 Even the sticker 

on the BMW nineT’s 

brake reservoir 

encourages the 

rider to treat it like

a classic bike…

 Jimmy, Phil and 

Bruce set off from 

RiDE’s luxurious gated 

grounds. Yeah right…
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 There’s nothing 

traditional about the 

way the R nineT can 

slice through bends

 Mix of dials and 

LCD panel sums up 

the nine T’s blend of 

retro and modern

wire wheels, twin-pot motor, gently 

canted riding position and not-a-

lot-else are also biking at its purest.

With a riding position that’s not as 

extreme as it looks, everything’s as 

easy as pie – or at least it would be if 

the steering lock was more generous 

and the bike wasn’t so inexplicably 

heavy. It may be small and simple, 

but the Thruxton feels like it’s hewn 

out of an old ship’s anchor.

Even so, as Peterborough blurs 

backwards in the Triumph’s shiny 

and effective bar-end mirrors, I can’t 

think of any saddle I’d rather be on. 

Though racy-ish, the Thruxton is 

also comfortable and natural. While 

it makes just 68bhp, the air-cooled 

twin is eager and flexible, and the 

loud pipes on our bike make a 

glorious, guttural roar.

As the pace rises between Langtoft 

and Baston the Triumph remains a 

pleasing joy. It may not be flash or 

cutting edge, but there’s enough 

pleasing touches to satisfy both eye 

(that racing stripe, for example) and 

ear. And its lack of sheer poke – the 

Thruxton doesn’t exactly accelerate,

distinctive, tin-roofed village hall outside Aslackby 

before trundling on to the impressive expanse of 

Folkingham’s village square, we pause for a catch up.

Fellow tester Bruce Dunn, though a fan of the 

standard XJR for its hewn-from-solid stability and 

grunty smooth four, isn’t as convinced by the Racer’s 

slightly contrived clip-ons. “I don’t think they work 

that well,” he says. “It’s not exactly agile either – in 

fact it’s probably got its own gravity.” Our third rider, 

Jimmy Doherty, is simply confused by the inwardly 

modern yet outwardly retro BM.

I take the big Yamaha. What a contrast to the 

dinky Trumpet. Though a fan of the previous XJR, 

I’m yet to be convinced by the new version. 

Although the basics (the fabulously creamy and 

grunty motor, the steadfast twin-loop chassis and 

better handling than most) are all unchanged, the 

Yard Built restyle comes over as dressing up for 

dressing up’s sake. “Remember Bunty?” I ask. “Nah, 

more Action Man,” corrects photographer Chippy. 

For me, Yamaha’s newcomer is a little too much 

style over substance. The restyled twin dials look 

nice enough (and remind me of a MkII Ford 

Cortina’s) but annoy slightly, too, as the speedo’s 

The R nineT was launched last year as 

a limited-edition, end-of-line, 

celebration machine to mark 90 years 

of BMW’s air-cooled boxer twin. BMW’s 

very first bike, the R32 of 1923, was an 

air-cooled boxer. With the arrival of the 

new 123bhp liquid-cooled boxer in 

2013, the R nineT – powered by the 

outgoing 109bhp air-cooled powerplant 

– was to be the last.

As such, the R nineT is effectively the 

‘old’ R1200R but with classic styling 

touches, telescopic forks (in place of 

Telelever) and a raft of customisable 

options, developed with the current 

king of the customisers, Roland Sands.

Three different seat/rear-end options 

are available: Standard; Solo (with a 

seat hump instead of a pillion seat);  

or Sport (no pillion pegs or subframe). 

There are also three different exhausts 

plus a host of other accessories, right 

down to check shirts, caps and wallet 

chains. Yes, you too can be an official 

BMW Hipster. And, apparently, lots of 

us want to – the nineT is a huge hit.

SPEC Price £11,750 Engine 1170cc dohc boxer twin, 4v per cyl, a/c Power  

109bhp @ 7750rpm Torque 88lb.ft @ 6000rpm Transmission 6-speed, shaft Front 

suspension 46mm forks, 120mm travel, unadjustable Rear suspension monoshock, 

adjustable preload and rebound Front brakes 320mm discs, 4-piston calipers Rear 

brake 265mm disc, 2-piston caliper Front tyre 120/70 ZR17 Rear tyre 180/55 ZR17 

Wheelbase 1476mm Seat height 785mm Kerb weight 222kg Fuel tank 18 litres

it gathers speed – wasn’t as exposed by the others as 

much as I’d feared. Keep the revs wound on, snick 

through that slick gearbox, tuck in, enjoy its light, 

precise steering, avoid the brakes, and the Thruxton 

hustles with the best of them.

After the turn-off to Dyke, sweeping past Halls MG 

specialists on the outskirts of Morton and the 
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How retro would

you like your retro?

There’s everything

from twin shocks and

crossplies to Öhlins

and radial brakes in

this one picture

XJR1300 isn’t the

quickest into a turn, 

but when it gets there 

it’s absolutely solid

numbers only climb in 20mph increments – so you

have to think for a split second where 30mph is. The

fairing’s pretty, but so low it doesn’t do anything, 

while the equally low clip-ons give a simply odd 

riding position. Putting carbonfibre on an XJR is as 

pointless as fitting a tankbag to a Goldwing. And 

those oval, raceplate-style side panels are as cheesy

as the socks of a security guard at Cathedral City.

Worst of all, though, is that new cut-down tank. 

First, I reckon its looks are dubious at best, 

attempting to suggest ’80s AMA superbike with that

contrived, rough bottom edge. Second, it’s fashioned

from unpleasing plastic, but worst of all is that it 

holds less than 15 litres and is tricky to brim. The big,

burly Yam has by far the smallest tank range.

It’s a shame, as underneath all that is a decent, 

authentic, old-school, air-cooled Japanese roadster

– just the thing, in fact, to park up outside the old 

Wests building 40 minutes later before reminiscing

to anyone who’d listen about the good old days…

Don’t get me wrong, in essence I like the Yam – we

all do. Despite the bulk it’s easy enough to get on 

with, it’s a handsome lump of metal, the sheer drive

is classic old school Japanese multi. Although the 

steering sometimes puts me in mind of a Maersk 

container ship it’s also predictable, stable and can be

thrashed quite happily.

But all of that was equally true of the old XJR and I

can’t help feeling that this dressed-up version is both

contrived and disingenuous. I notice, by the way, 

that you can still buy brand-new ‘old model’ XJRs 

for less than £8000. But even if that wasn’t an 

option, I still find it difficult to recommend the Racer 

when it costs a full grand more than the stock bike.

After our sandwich bar lunch in the shadow of 

Lincoln’s cathedral I stick with the Yam for our next 

leg, out to Horncastle before looping down through 

the Lincolnshire Wolds to Boston and the ’Boro. 

I soon wish I hadn’t.

Within five miles of the A158 the XJR’s fuel gauge 

starts flashing – meanwhile, the other two bikes are 

still showing half full. In truth, as we turned south 

from Wragby, it wasn’t too much of a pain. The big

Yam has enough low-rev grunt to roll around in top 

gear all day, so the sweeping roads are still a joy.

There’s a timewarp quirkiness to this end of 

Lincolnshire that always entertains: carved owls 

poke out of tree stumps; bizarrely blue pirate 

mannequins peek over the ever-red brick walls. 

Even Richard Dear’s garage, where will fill up on the 

outskirts of Horncastle, has more than its fair share 

of quirky knick-knacks and nonsense: valve radios 

and vintage ephemera cluttering its walls, all 

manner of bikes, cars and vehicles outside.

Near Cadwell I switch to the Beemer at last and 

revelations don’t get much bigger – bugger me the 

nineT is good! Despite its classic styling touches 

there’s absolutely nothing old-fashioned or even old 

about it. The R1200R has long been an underrated 

“Despite the XJR’s bulk 
it’s easy to get on with. 
It’s a handsome lump”

Yamaha 
XJR1300 Racer
More than all the other Japanese 

manufacturers put together, Yamaha 

have embraced the current trend for 

customisable retro machines – and the 

new XJR1300 Racer is their boldest 

offering to date.

It’s the blingier brother of an updated 

XJR1300 released this year (tested in 

our May and June issues). Though the 

air-cooled four and steel double cradle 

frame is largely unchanged from the old 

XJR – and can be traced back to the 

1984 FJ1100 – much of the rest is new. 

Both XJRs get a new, plastic, slimline, 

‘chopped-down’ fuel tank; ’70s race 

plate-style side panels; black exhaust 

and forks; a smaller headlamp; tweaked 

dials; and Öhlins twin shocks. This 

Racer version gets clip-ons in place of 

straight one-piece bars, a carbonfibre 

cowling, chopped front mudguard and 

seat cover, and costs a grand more.

SPEC Price £9735 Engine 1251cc dohc inline four, 4v per cyl, a/c Power 

96bhp @ 8000rpm Torque 80lb.ft @ 6000rpm Transmission 5-speed, chain Front 

suspension 43mm forks, 130mm travel, adjustable preload Rear suspension twin 

shocks, adjustable preload Front brakes 298mm discs, 4-piston calipers Rear 

brake 267mm disc, 1-piston caliper Front tyre 120/70 ZR17 Rear tyre 180/55 ZR17 

Wheelbase 1500mm Seat height 829mm Kerb weight 240kg Fuel tank 14.5 litres
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 Flyscreens standard on 

Thruxton and XJR Racer, 

optional on R nineT
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bare-bones blast; in nineT trim it’s 

not just even more brilliant, but it 

looks simply awesome too. 

You might think that by using the 

old, 109bhp air-cooled boxer in 

place of the latest 123bhp liquid-

cooled version, the nineT might feel 

somehow lacking. Not a bit of it – 

and especially not in this company. 

What’s more, the switch to forks 

from the old R1200R’s Telelever 

imbibes the nineT with a more 

conventional sporting feel. It also 

has a conventional sporting roadster 

riding position, top-notch brakes, 

and a slimline lightness its rivals 

can’t match thanks to a minimum of 

flab. Plus, unencumbered by the 

new R1200R’s electronics, it also has 

a simplicity that’s refreshing. Mix all 

of those qualities together and you 

have a lively, dynamic and hugely 

entertaining package that leaps and 

bounds like a herd of startled deer.

But as we squirt off south towards 

Boston, the R nineT isn’t just 

comparatively lively and modern, 

it’s immensely balanced, refined 

and pure, too – something that 

Well, actually, I – and a few others – do. But first, 

let’s be absolutely clear about one thing: the R nineT 

is a hugely impressive machine. As Bruce says, “It 

functions perfectly as a motorcycle.” It’s both fun 

and versatile, is crafted beautifully and so on – in 

short, it was definitely one of the bikes of 2014.

But, at the risk of sounding a little picky, if you’re 

really after the retro café racer thing, the BM isn’t 

quite the ticket. In fact, if you closed your eyes, the 

R nineT wouldn’t feel or sound like a retro café racer 

at all. In a sense that’s a good thing, particularly if 

you want modern quality and performance.

But here’s one final thought: while I was revelling 

in the BMW’s modern performance and 

effectiveness, I was also slightly missing the 

old-school character of the Thruxton I was chasing. 

Jimmy, aboard the Triumph, was impressed. “It 

handles lovely,” he says, adding: “You don’t expect 

that much from it but it’s just fun.”

And, of course, there’s another factor to be 

considered: the price differential. Jimmy again: 

“£12,000 for the Beemer? But the Thruxton costs 

just eight grand and I’m having a ball!”

To some, that says it all.

presumably comes from being a variant of a 

machine at the end of its development. Here’s a 

machine that doesn’t just work brilliantly as a

motorcycle, but also looks great in its own right, is

eminently customisable, certain to hold its value,

and has all the backing of an established brand. Who

says you can’t have your custom cake and eat it?

 Triumph’s bar-end 

mirrors are a neat 

café racer touch

 The Thruxton’s 

dials might move

the slowest, but they 

don’t measure fun

Triumph 
Thruxton
Arguably not only the original retro 

air-cooled café racer but still, for many, 

the best of the breed. Launched in 

2004 as a café racer-style spin-off of 

the modern Bonneville, the Thruxton, 

characterised by its racing seat hump, 

lower ace bars and headlamp cowling, 

has gained a steady following.

While the original featured an 

uprated, bigger-bore, 865cc version of 

the Bonneville’s then-790cc, air-cooled 

parallel twin, since 2007 both have 

shared the same fuel-injected 865cc 

unit, producing 68bhp. 

As such, although fairly mild and 

novice-friendly in this company, the 

Thruxton (named after the Thruxton 

500 endurance race, in which Triumph 

posted a 1-2-3 in 1969 at the height of 

the café racer boom) offers a mix of 

style and performance, not to mention 

a whole catalogue of optional extras, in 

a package that’s more accessible and 

affordable than most alternatives.

SPEC Price £7899 Engine 865cc dohc parallel twin, 4v per cyl, a/c Power 

68bhp @ 7400rpm Torque 51lb.ft @ 5800rpm Transmission 5-speed, chain Front 

suspension 41mm forks, 120mm travel, adjustable preload Rear suspension twin 

shocks, adjustable preload Front brake 320mm disc, 2-piston caliper Rear brake 

255mm disc, two-piston caliper Front tyre 100/90-18 Rear tyre 130/80 R17 

Wheelbase 1490mm Seat height 820mm Kerb weight 230kg Fuel tank 16 litres
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At the end of the day...
A

LL THREE OF these bikes share old-

fashioned (ish) air-cooled motors and 

modern (ish) café racer ideals. But that’s 

largely where the similarities end.

It’s fitting that the Thruxton, being the 

oldest of the bunch, should be the most honest and 

least contrived. What you see is what you get: a 

simple, straightforward, novice-friendly sporting 

twin with a classic badge and a few styling touches 

to go with it. For a nudge under £8000 it’s decent 

value, a doddle to ride, easily accessorised and 

possibly the best of the whole Bonneville family.

On the downside, despite its great handling, 

the performance and base spec is a little 

underwhelming. It’s too dinky for most riders over 

5ft 10in tall. And it’s more than a tad long in the 

tooth – roll on the long-rumoured, all-new 1100cc 

Bonneville. It also sticks in my craw that the latest 

Bonnevilles, the Thruxton included, are now made 

in Triumph’s Far Eastern facility rather than in 

England. And for a bike whose very being trades on 

its heritage, shouldn’t that be the whole point?

Even so, the Thruxton’s still far more genuine than 

Yamaha’s XJR1300 Racer. To be brutally frank, I

don’t quite get the Yard Built thing: it’s still a big

corporation trying to make out they’re individual

customisers, and it doesn’t quite wash. And 

whichever way you slice it the Racer’s styling is a

contrived mish-mash, with bits of ’80s AMA, USAF

Mustang, 21st-century carbon, ’60s dials and more.

What’s more, that styling overkill has 

compromised the bike. The clocks are less easy

to read, the riding position somewhat awkward,

there’s no pillion seat and the tank range is awful.

I wouldn’t mind, but the old XJR1300 they started

with was much better in all of those respects. Buy

the stock XJR1300 if you must, but I really can’t

recommend the Racer at £1000 more. In fact I’d

rather they’d just subtly modernised the old XJR,

perhaps painted it in an appropriate ’70s/’80s 

scheme and kept the price down.

Much better in every respect is the R nineT. 

BMW’s retro-inspired roadster has been a huge hit 

and we can completely see why. It’s dynamically

brilliant and hugely entertaining, it’s refreshingly 

simple, great-looking and (thanks to an impressive 

range of accessories) totally personalisable. It even 

has a desirable badge, with all the back-up that 

brings. In fact, the nineT is a truly modern bike in 

every way – which is also my only criticism of it.

Make no mistake, BMW’s ‘throwback’ is not really 

a retro café racer at all – whatever that is – nor does 

it have the spirit and character that’s supposed to 

bring. But it is a very, very fine bike.

“The R nineT is hugely entertaining, 
refreshingly simply and great-looking”

 They might all be 

air-cooled and they 

might all trade on 

their firms’ heritage, 

but otherwise the 

similarities end there

 THANKS • To the very lovely folk 

at Pure Triumph in Wellingborough 

for the loan of their Triumph 

Thruxton. Phone them on 0844 856 

7156, or click on their website at
www.puretriumph.co.uk



I GO WHEREVER THE 
ROAD TAKES ME.

Dunlop tyres are dedicated to real riders. 

Those who never give up and most of all, who 

enjoy the sheer passion and excitement of 

riding their bikes. The new Dunlop TrailSmart is 

made for them. The end of the tarmac is the 

start of the next journey.

www.dunlopmotorcycle.co.uk
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IS THIS
AIR-COOLING’S
FINAL STAND?

The XJR, Thruxton and R nineT are

part of a long-running breed now

under threat of extinction

By Martin Fitz-Gibbons

 Is this sight 

about to become 

a fin of the past?



Air-cooling is facing its biggest obstacle just as

retro bikes, such as the Ducati Scrambler and Moto

Guzzi V7, have become more popular than ever

Pollutant limits (g/km)

Carbon monoxide (CO) Hydrocarbons (HC) Nitrogen oxides (NOx)

Euro 1 (June 1999) 13.00 3.00 0.30

Euro 2 (April 2004) 5.50 1.00 0.30

Euro 3 (January 2006) 2.00 0.30 0.15

Euro 4 (January 2016) 1.14 0.17 0.09

A BRIEF HISTORY OF EUROPEAN EMISSIONS STANDARDS

Q Why are there so few air-cooled bikes?

A It all comes down to emissions. Any new 

production motorcycle that goes on sale in 

Europe has to meet a set of standards 

governing the gases that come out of its 

exhaust. The current limits, known as Euro 3, 

were introduced in January 2006. A decade 

later the even-tougher Euro 4 regulations are 

looming – and this is what’s behind the recent 

decline in air-cooled bikes.

Q Is Euro 4 going to ban air-cooled engines?

A No, not specifically, but the strictness of 

Euro 4’s new limits will make it a lot harder for 

them. The new rules aren’t about picking on 

air-cooling specifically, just enforcing a 

blanket reduction in the three measured 

pollutants: hydrocarbons (HC), nitrogen 

oxides (NOx) and carbon monoxide (CO).

Q Why is it any harder for an air-cooled 

engine to pass an emissions test than a 

liquid-cooled engine?

A Two main reasons: temperature control and 

warm-up time. Firstly, it’s harder to measure 

and manage the temperature around an 

air-cooled combustion chamber. A water 

jacket helps keep the temperature uniform 

across the engine, but an air-cooled motor 

heats up from the exhaust port. The resulting 

temperature gradient across the engine block 

is unpredictable – it depends on how the bike 

is being ridden. Knowing the exact 

temperature around the combustion chamber 

is crucial for being able to calculate the 

correct amount of fuel for each cycle.

The second issue is warm-up time. Emission 

tests start with the bikes cold, and until 

engines and catalytic converters are brought 

up to temperature they’re very inefficient. It’s 

even possible for a motor to overstep the 

limits for the whole test cycle during the 

warm-up phase alone. Thermostats on 

liquid-cooled motors shut off the engine from 

the radiator, helping them warm up faster. 

Air-cooled motors don’t have this luxury.

Q But air-cooled bikes already have fuel 

injection and catalysers. Isn’t that enough?

A Three-way catalytic converters help to 

remove HC, NOx and CO – or, more accurately, 

convert them into less-poisonous compounds 

such as water and carbon dioxide. However, 

the chemistry that goes on inside a cat relies 

on the incoming exhaust gas having an air:fuel 

ratio within a fairly narrow window. If the 

exhaust gas is too lean (too much oxygen), 

NOx won’t be reduced as efficiently. If the gas 

is too rich (too much unburned petrol), then 

HC and CO emissions go up instead. The 

whole process is a delicate balancing act, and 

it relies on putting exactly the right amount of 

fuel into the engine to begin with.

This is why catalytic converters require 

closed-loop fuel injection. Sensors measure 

the oxygen content of exhaust gas, then feed 

this back to the ECU to adjust the amount of 

fuel being delivered.

But while this technology does reduce 

emissions, even liquid-cooled motors have 

needed all of it just to pass Euro 3 standards 

for the past decade. Euro 4 is going to be even 

tougher, and being air-cooled simply puts an 

engine at a significant disadvantage.

Q How much tougher will Euro 4 be 

compared with what we have now?

A Under Euro 4 the limits for all three 

pollutants will be roughly half what they are 

today (see table below). And given the current 

levels are already around a third of what was 

allowed before 2006, it’s clear just how 

dramatically emission rules have changed 

in an incredibly short space of time.

Q What are manufacturers doing about it?

A Largely abandoning the air-cooled Titanic 

for water-cooled lifeboats, it seems. The only 

air-cooled motor left in Ducati’s European 

range is the Scrambler. BMW have only the 

R nineT. Harley-Davidson introduced liquid-

cooled cylinder heads to some of their tourers 

as part of Project Rushmore last year, while 

spy shots show Triumph are developing 
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COOLER HEADS 

WILL PREVAIL

BMW and Harley have 

introduced “precision” 

water-cooling systems 

to regulate the area 

around the combustion 

chambers. This is the 

engine in the R1200GS.

No, but their future looks a lot less bright 

from 2017. Perhaps the most important 

thing will be for riders to adjust their 

expectations. The smaller an air-cooled 

engine is, or the lower the performance 

level demanded from it, the easier it will 

be to get it to pass Euro 4. The air-

cooled engines that survive the next few

years will almost certainly reflect this. It

could be one reason why the motor in

Ducati’s Scrambler is 12bhp down from

when it powered the Monster 796.

A manufacturer might still be able to

make a large, powerful air-cooled engine

pass Euro 4, but something else would

So, are air-cooled bikes doomed?
suffer instead. Its part-throttle response 

may be atrocious. Or it might cost a 

fortune in development, resulting in a 

price that would put off customers.

This is not a simple black-or-white 

issue. The long-term survival or 

extinction of air-cooled bikes can’t be

guaranteed either way, but things will 

get a lot harder for them. Their longevity 

depends on the attitudes of both the 

manufacturers making them and, more 

crucially, the riders buying them.

Will it be more important to riders that 

“traditional” bikes remain air-cooled, or 

that they’re nicer to use? Indian’s 

liquid-cooled Scout and Triumph’s future 

Bonnevilles appear to give one answer, 

yet the popularity of (and investment 

behind) both BMW’s R nineT and Ducati’s 

Scrambler gives another. And it’s a 

question every firm will have to answer 

at some point in the next two years. 

water-cooled Bonnevilles. Of the recognisable 

brands, only Moto Guzzi and Royal Enfield still 

have an entirely air-cooled range.

Q Why is this all happening now?

A Because Euro 4 is just months away. From 

January 1 2016, every new bike introduced to 

the European market will have to meet the 

new standards. Anything on sale now, such 

as the Thruxton, XJR and R nineT ridden here, 

gets a further 12 months’ grace. But from 2017 

all new bikes will have to be Euro 4 compliant.

Q What about bikes already on the road?

A They’re safe – Euro 4 won’t affect them. The 

tougher limits will only apply to new models. 

Euro 4 is nothing to do with the MoT test 

either (which, for motorcycles, doesn’t even 

test emissions anyway), so there’s no need to 

worry about any bike you already own. Any 

unsold non-Euro 4 bikes still lurking in dealers 

towards the end of 2016 will probably be 

preregistered to get around the rules.

 Air-cooling faces 

a Darwinian choice: 

adapt or perish

“Perhaps riders will 
have to adjust their 
expectations”
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Motorcycle Journeys 
Through the Alps
& Beyond
£24.99

 This is the fifth edition of American 

John Herman’s comprehensive guide 

to Europe’s mountains – including 

chunks of the Pyrenees, the Picos 

de Europa and Corsica as well as the 

Alps. But it’s the Alps he covers most 

thoroughly, with great pictures and a 

wealth of detail. It’s a hefty 416 

pages – and almost every page will 

make you want to get on your bike 

and ride there. For keen European 

tourists, it’s a must-read book.

www.mapsman.com
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BMW Function 4
Rucksack £115
BMW’s latest version of their motorcycle rucksack

is very good. It comes with waist and chest belts

to help spread the load, a rigid back board and a

large waterproof main compartment, its

roll-top seal concealed beneath a zipped top

that contains two pockets. There are a

further two pockets on the outside, plus

two on the waist belt. There are two

carrying handles plus four clip-on

lash straps that can convert it to a

tailpack. The lower section

unzips, expanding and opening

so a crash helmet can fit

inside. It’s a big bag – with a

big price tag – but it’s also

very good indeed.

www.bmw-motorrad.

co.uk

SwissTool Spirit Plus £140
Multitools are a bit like watches: you can get a cheap

one, or you can get a Swiss one. This Spirit Plus from

Victorinox, makers of the famous army knife, boasts an 

impressive 39 functions, ranging from a compact ratchet 

handle with a small but expandable selection of Torx and 

Allen bits to the more conventional pliers, knives, 

screwdrivers and, of course, corkscrew. Packs neatly 

into a leather pouch, reeking of quality. A future family 

heirloom – for a fraction of the price of a Swiss watch.

www.victorinox.com

Oxford Xtend adjustable
bungee £3.99

 Bungee are sometimes just not quite long enough. Other 

times, they’re just too short. The Oxford Xtend solves that 

by being adjustable: unclip the elasticated cord, pull it 

through the sturdy plastic hook, refasten it at the desired 

length: simple. It works too, staying securely at the 

correct length.

www.oxprod.com

TRAVEL GEAR
 Good touring kit for you and your bike

 Waterproof, with a 

30-litre capacity and 

an expanding section 

to store a crash helmet

Robens UL Dry Pack 
£29.99
 Sometimes, having an extra bag 

can be incredibly handy. Lugging an 

extra bag about, though, is a pain… 

unless it’s as small as this 28-litre 

rucksack from camping experts 

Robens. It weighs just 88g and packs 

down to slightly smaller than a tin of 

beans. It has a roll-top closure, 

adjustable straps and a drawstring 

cargo net on the outside. 

www.robens.co.uk



w w w . o x p r o d . c o m
i n f o @ o x p r o d . c o m

BRADLEY SMITH

STYLE & 
PERFORMANCE

FUELLER PANT
£149.99

SUMMIT PANT
£89.99

RACING 
SUMMER KIT
APPROVED BY 

BRADLEY SMITH

EAGER
£99.99

FUELLER DRY
£229.99

E X C L U S I V E L Y D I S T R I B U T E D B Y

reative ike ear

RS LIFT HP
£34.99

RS RALLYE HP
£49.99

NEW

RiDE Guide to Europe
£5.99

 We thought it had sold out – like

another crate of Château d’Yquem

’57 found at the back of the wine

cellar, we’ve unearthed a limited 

number of the well-received RiDE 

Guide to Europe. Rounding up the 

Guide to France and Guide to Spain 

with a host of other touring features, 

it’s the perfect companion to this 

issue’s Guide to Italy. You can order 

a copy by going to our website and 

clicking the “Guide to Europe” link.

www.ride.co.uk

Oxford Aqua 50 tailpack £59.99
 Oxford’s updated Aqua rollbag is 

a thing of simple beauty. Ruggedly 

built, it rolls shut to be completely 

waterproof. It’s easy to fix to the 

bike: there’s a Velcro belt to go 

beneath a rack or seat, but really 

it’s the four webbing straps – 

fastened with double D-rings 

– that secure it in place so it 

doesn’t move. It’s a decent 

system, but does leave a lot of 

excess strap to be tucked away 

or tied up. It comes in 30-, 50- or 

70-litre sizes – this 50L bag being 

perfect for a week’s touring kit. 

It comes with a shoulder strap, 

though the external pocket is too 

small to store the strap in when 

the bag’s on the bike.

www.oxprod.com

Matador £22.99
Here’s an odd but handy thing: a 

pocket-sized fold-out picnic blanket. 

This water-repellent, puncture-

resistant mat makes things more 

pleasant, without wasting space in 

your tailpack. And if you go camping 

on your bike, an ultra-compact 

additional groundsheet for the porch 

of the tent can be particularly handy. 

You probably weren’t sitting there 

waiting for someone to invent this, 

but now they have it’s a must-buy for 

touring riders.

www.eskimoagency.com
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T
HE BMW GS series has pulled off 

the rare trick of being both a big 

seller and, simultaneously, a cult. 

That cult is partly built on the fact 

that the GS has more off-road ability 

than most other adventure bikes, without 

compromising its on-road user-friendliness.

That off-road ability is showcased in the 

biennial GS Trophy, an international 

competition organised by BMW. Each 

nation puts forward a team of three 

BMW-owning riders, selected during 

qualifying events held in each country.

The UK qualifier was held over the bank

holiday weekend at the end of May, based

at the Ancient Briton pub in Pen-y-Cae,

South Wales. A total of 242 riders competed

for one of the three prized places as part of

the UK team at the 2016 GS Trophy.

The first day was centred around a

100-mile on-road orienteering ride, and

took place on the tight, often unclassified

roads in and around the Brecon Beacons.

There was also a selection of fitness,

mechanical and teamwork challenges

to test the riders along the way.

At some point during the first day all the

riders found themselves facing the off-road

skills section. This was co-ordinated by

Dakar racer Simon Pavey at his Off Road

Skills facility at the nearby Walters Arena.

Unlike the road element, which was

What’ll 
it do, 
mister?
The GS Trophy is an 

opportunity for owners 

to explore some of the 

BMW adventure icon’s 

huge off-road potential

By Nathan Millward 

Photographs by Jason Critchell

GS Trophy welcomes riders of all levels  Putting the ‘adventure’ in adventure bikes

undertaken on a rider’s own machine, 

tasks here were completed on training 

school bikes – this year, mostly R1200GSs. 

Challenges included riding five laps around 

an enduro track in under five minutes, 

jousting balloons off a cone – a new skill 

for many – and tackling tricky muddy 

ditches with penalty points gained, 

trials-style, for each dab of the foot.

You don’t need to be an experienced 

enduro rider to enter – any owner of a 

BMW bike is welcome. But by the time the 

242 have been whittled down to the best 50 

for a second day of tougher dirt challenges, 

and finally the top 10, it will only be serious 

off-roaders still in contention.

This year’s winners were James Berrill, 

Gordon Blackley and Oliver Twigg, who 

will all represent Team UK in next year’s 

GS Trophy, held in south-east Asia. But for 

most riders the important thing was the 

taking part, not the winning. There really 

was a proper community feel to the event. 

To put that in perspective think of the 

task facing Honda, whose new Africa Twin 

will be launched later this year. They don’t 

just need to make a bike that is good on- 

road and off-road, in the hands of both 

experts and mere mortals – they also need 

to nurture a sense of belonging, and being 

in on something special. Otherwise those 

GS owners are going to stay GS owners. 
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING HERE?

Kevin and Julia Sanders are double Guinness World Record

holders and have taken hundreds of riders through just about

every country on Earth since setting up GlobeBusters in 2004.

You don’t have to bemad
to ride here… but it helps
Indian traffic brings out the drama

in even the simplest of rides

By Kevin Sanders

YOU CAN’T REALLY prepare for

riding a bike in India. There are

two rules: ‘might is right’, so get

out of the way of anything

bigger than you; and ‘fill the

space’, because if you don’t,

something else will.

In China and South America,

animals and vehicles share the

road, but it’s another level in

India – everything is on the road,

all at once. You’ll have an ox

pulling a massive cart full of

sugar cane at walking pace,

being passed by a £60,000 Land

Cruiser, as a bunch of school

kids cross the road and a street

vendor tries to sell you a mobile

phone cover. And that’s when

you see an elephant up ahead

and realise that the road just

disintegrates into potholes.

Small bikes and scooters are

everywhere - there are 115

million registered two-wheelers

in India. There are lanes, but no

lane discipline. The police don’t

enforce speed limits or anything

else – they’ll just pop up once

the carnage has happened.

Everything that you know about

riding, you just have to park at

the border and adapt.

Take railways crossings. When

the barriers are down, cars and

trucks queue on the left-hand

side, as they would here. All the

bikes ride around the cars and

trucks in the other lane, so

they’re facing the cars on the

other side. The bikes on the

opposite side do the same.

Because the trains are so

slow, you’ll be sat there for 15

minutes with dozens of other

bikes. You’re there thinking that

when those barriers lift up,

we’ve all got to somehow get

across in front of the oncoming

cars and back into our lane,

ahead of the cars crossing from

our side and at the same time as

the hundreds of bikes that will

be coming along with us, and

through the hundreds of bikes

doing the same thing in the

opposite direction…

It’s at that moment you realise

the big, heavy, wide and tall

adventure bike you’re on isn’t

really the best thing for the job.

Everything is an inch away from

you. You’ve just got to go and not

give an inch, while your thumb is

firmly planted on the horn.

Worth it? Absolutely. Outside

the towns and villages, it’s real

adventure biking. Breathtaking

scenery, roads and experiences,

warm and welcoming people,

vibrant and colourful culture,

great food and weather… you

just need to remember that as

soon as you get near populated

areas again, it’s game on for the

craziest ride of your life.

 Just another normal day negotiating the traffic in rural India

Antoni Oborny 
24, service engineer, 

rides an F800GS

This is my second GS 

Trophy, which I’ve been 

practising and practising for. 

I was 51st last year and 

seventh on the first day this 

year, so I’ve improved.

I’ve been riding since I 

was 17, and I got the F800GS 

after watching Long Way 

Round. This was the third 

time I’ve met Charley 

Boorman. Top bloke. 

My girlfriend has a Ducati 

Monster but she might be 

swapping it for a BMW and 

taking part next year.

You don’t have to do the 

harder off-road challenges if 

you don’t want to, and I do 

think this year was much 

better for novices. 

Mike Etienne 
56, artist, riding 

an HP2 Enduro

This is my third GS Trophy. 

I came to bikes quite late – 

back in Jersey, where I live, 

we’re used to sand racing 

and trials, but I was never 

really that good. But it’s like 

anything: the more you do it, 

the easier it becomes. I was 

very lucky that when the 

BMW off-road centre was 

setting up I learnt with 

Simon Pavey. If you’re going 

to ride a motorbike, learn to 

ride on the dirt – if a bike 

slides it’s not an issue. 

I was top-50 on the first 

day, but the second day was 

harder. I’m going to take it as 

it comes. I’m not the youngest 

– I haven’t got that edge. But 

I’ve enjoyed taking part. 

Charley 
Boorman
48, TV presenter, 

rides an R1200 GS 

Adventure

This is my first GS Trophy. 

I didn’t know what to expect, 

but I’ve had a real laugh.

I’m not normally a big fan 

of treasure hunts, but there 

was enough riding to enjoy 

the amazing roads, and just 

enough competition to keep 

it interesting. And coming up 

to Walters Arena and those 

off-road challenges – they 

were testing enough to have 

to work a little bit harder. 

I was surprised to hear 

there were loads of people 

who’d never been off road 

before, but the way it was 

organised gives you the taste 

to come back next year.

Alex Tyrer 
48, software 

engineer, riding 

an R1200GS

This is my second GS 

Trophy. I really enjoyed last 

year – I didn’t do that well, 

but still thought I’d come 

back to try new bikes and 

learn new techniques. I’ve 

done Level 1 of the Off Road 

Skills course, which was 

pretty good, then the 

refresher course the day 

before the GS Trophy. Time 

on the bike is everything.

“Jousting 
was a new 
challenge”
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Here, water-cooling

means riding your

Harley into Lake Faak

WHERE TO GO
YOUR GUIDE TO THE BEST 
UPCOMING BIKING EVENTS
Are you organising a bike event? 
Tell us about it ride@ride.co.uk

Festival of Motorcycling
August 22-September 4, Isle of Man

 The Manx Grand Prix, Classic TT, VMCC Manx Rally – and a couple of trials for 

good measure – gang up to make a very persuasive case for visiting Mona’s Isle 

outside of TT time.

www.iomfom.com

MotoGP British Grand Prix 
August 30, Silverstone

 Concentrate: it’s not in Wales, it’s not at Donington, it’s at Silverstone. Always 

good racing, lots of Brits doing well, and the Day of Champions on the Thursday 

(www.riders.org) is a fun fundraiser too.

www.silverstone.co.uk

The Trip Out September 4-6, Bedfordshire
 Choppers, hot rods, pick-up trucks, beards, baseball caps and garage bands. 

All this in a field near Bedford.

www.thetripout.co.uk

European Bike Week September 8-13, Austria
 Around 100,000 Harley enthusiasts and other like-minded souls gather 

around Lake Faak for six days of music, boozing and old-school custom bikes.

www.hogeuropegallery.com/ebw

Shelsley Walsh Bike Festival 
September 13, Worcestershire

 Hillclimb and general late-summer gathering in beautiful countryside. Sign up 

early enough and you can be among the competitors. In aid of Blood Bikes.

www.shelsleybikefestival.co.uk

TWO MONTHS AHEAD...

 Guy Martin, on a 

Harley, racing dirt track. 

Only at Dirt Quake…

Dirt Quake July 17-18, King’s Lynn
The world’s oddest race series returns to the Norfolk speedway track, with 

Guy Martin the star attraction. He’ll be racing a Harley chopper – and he won’t 

be the oddest thing there.

sideburn.bigcartel.com

Classic Motorcycle Festival
August 7-9, Donington Park

 The emphasis here is on serious classic racing – including sidecars and 

grasstrack – but there’ll be a good amount of club and trade stands too.

www.donington-park.co.uk

Spa 6 Hours August 9, Belgium
 One of the world’s greatest racetracks makes an atmospheric setting for a 

big gathering of Europe’s race fans. The race itself involves mostly Frenchmen 

you’ve never heard of, but it’s great to be there. And drink beer.

www.6heuresmoto.com

Adventure Travel Film Festival 
August 14-16, Mill Hill School

 Great variety of travel films (biking and not) curated by Austin Vince, plus 

speakers including Chris Scott, and workshops covering everything from 

hitchhiking to campfire cookery.

www.adventuretravelfilmfestival.com

Brackley Festival of Motorcycling 
August 16, Northamptonshire

 A town centre gets taken over by bikes, in aid of the local air ambulance.

www.brackleyfestivalofmotorcycling.co.uk

ONE MONTH AHEAD...

 EVENTS



Stafford: biking’s version of

the Antiques Roadshow

“I’m going to...” MATT HULL
The Adventure Travel Film Festival:

great travel films, fascinating speakers,

and all in a wonderful atmosphere.

Bol d’Or September 19-20, France
Returning to Paul Ricard (near Marseille) after 15 years at Magny-Cours, this 

is the climax of the World Endurance Championship and a great late-summer 

destination for sun-seeking Brits. 

www.boldor.com

World Superbikes 
Magny-Cours, October 4, France

 Last European round of the WSB season is in the middle of France, so plenty 

of opportunities to make a great ride out of your visit.

www.worldsbk.com

Classic Motorcycle Mechanics Show 
October 17-18, Stafford

 The emphasis is on the ’60s, ’70s and ’80s, but there’s always plenty for all 

lovers of motorcycles at this most relaxed of shows. Don’t dress up.

www.classicbikeshows.com

International Dirt Bike Show 
October 29-November 1, Stoneleigh Park

 Europe’s largest off-road exhibition is a chance to see the latest bikes and 

classic mudpluggers, and there’s gear for racers and adventurers to buy.

www.dirtbikeshow.co.uk

Motorcycle Live 
November 28-December 6, NEC, Birmingham

 Tickets for Britain’s biggest indoor motorcycle event go on sale on Monday 

August 3. Booking early gets you the best prices.

www.motorcyclelive.co.uk

THREE MONTHS AHEAD (AND BEYOND)...

REAL
BIKERS.

REAL
LAWYERS.

REAL
ANSWERS.

0800 7836 191

whitedalton.co.uk

bike specialist solicitors since ‘94
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Andrew Dalton’s legal Q&A
Andrew Dalton, ex-dispatch rider, now a solicitor-advocate and 

barrister, and a bikers’ lawyer for 20 years, gives the inside track on 

what the biker needs to know to stay on the right side of the law.

“A rider wearing a white helmet, on an
ex-police bike, is doing nothing wrong”

 Being seen is 

one thing, but 

some go too far

Too much hi-vis isn’t a bright idea

Q 
I HAVE AN acquaintance who rides an 

ex-police bike. He has reflective patches 

on his bike, blue and green, in squares, 

and he wears a plain white helmet and 

a full-on Dayglo jacket complete with epaulettes 

and black shoulder slides. He is now going to 

buy a “Polite” reflective sticker in blue for his 

back and chest. He looks every inch a police 

rider. I think he is in danger of being prosecuted 

by the police for impersonating a police officer, 

but he says that if civilian riders on blood runs 

with blue lights can “get away with it” then he 

will continue bullying his way through traffic 

looking like a policeman.

He is now also trying to work out how to get 

his headlights to automatically flash to “clear 

traffic” but he is stopping short of blue lights. He 

does have two blue oblong reflective stickers on 

his fairing which are positioned in a way which 

is remarkably similar to a police bike’s flashing 

blue lights. Is he committing any offences?

He would be committing a further Construction 

and Use regulation breach by having flashing 

headlights. Only authorised blue-light road users 

can have lights other than their hazards flashing.

The “Polite” jackets do not, on their own, so 

closely resemble police kit that they will get 

anyone into trouble. But your acquaintance’s 

ensemble is pretending to be a bike cop with the 

intention to deceive. It won’t be long before he 

has his collar felt by a real rozzer, with a real 

warrant and a real power of arrest. If he starts 

bullying through traffic with his lights flashing he 

will find himself nicked. And I think the conviction 

would get home. His only line of defence might be 

that there was “no intention to deceive”.

The legislation was designed to stop people 

impersonating police officers as a prelude to 

serious criminal offences – parliament did not 

have your odd acquaintance in mind. However, he 

clearly wants people to act on the presumption 

that he is a real motorcycle officer and to change 

their behaviour in response to his appearance.

He would need to explain that if he had stickers 

for safety purposes why he chose blue and green 

as opposed to red or orange or neon pink. He 

would also have to explain why these were 

arranged in the ‘Battenberg’ markings used by 

emergency services. There is nothing stopping 

him making himself visible and conspicuous, but 

the fact he has done it in a way that so clearly 

apes how police make themselves known 

requires a rational explanation. To me it looks 

calculated to deceive, and I suspect it would 

look the same to a bench of magistrates.

A
THE RIDERS WHO volunteer for blood runs 

with SERV (Service by Emergency Rider 

Volunteers) are “getting away” with 

nothing. They are authorised to be “blue 

lighted” as are, for example, military bomb 

disposal and the coastguard.

Your acquaintance has crashed through what 

was already thin ice. A motorcyclist wearing a 

white helmet and a Dayglo jacket, riding an 

ex-police bike with no other markings, is doing 

nothing wrong. Your acquaintance is, in my view, 

very far over the line of Section 90 of the Police 

Act 1996 because he is wearing “articles or an 

article of police uniform in circumstances where 

it gives the appearance so nearly resembling that 

of a member of a police force as to be calculated 

to deceive”. None of his kit might be police issue, 

but clothing that closely resembles police kit falls 

within the definition under the Act.

I think he crossed the line with his reflective 

markings. He crossed further over the line with 

the reflectives, designed to mimic police blue 

lights, and he smashed out of the other side 

of the line with his “Polite” jacket reflectors.
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 The light at the 

end of a 900-mile 

tunnel. Or the 

beginning 

BUCKET LIST
EVERY MIDSUMMER THE northern and

south-western extremes of the British

mainland become the focal points of

activity for a curious breed: bikers

taking on the challenge of riding between

John O’Groats and Land’s End. You’ll

recognise them by their red eyes,

awkward walk and fly-splattered bikes.

There are no rules, but conventions

have evolved. Most do it for charity.

Most set some sort of time limit. Some

favour inappropriate bikes. Many avoid

motorways.

The most direct route is 837 miles, and

Google Maps reckons you could do it in

13 hours and 18 minutes. More typical is

the Longest Day Down charity run (for

bikes that cost less than £300) just

completed by our own Caroline Barrett

– read about it in the September issue of

Performance Bikes. She covered the

908-mile non-motorway route in 24

hours and 15 minutes on a Yamaha

FZR400, stopping 10 times to fill up with

around £12 of fuel. Each fuel stop 

doubled as a loo break and a chance to

eat a flapjack and drink some water.

Why, Caz? “We’ve raised a good

amount of money for Cancer Research

RiDE reader Roger Raymond did a

charity ride for Prostate Cancer last

year on a 1992 Honda CBR600F

(pictured). His total trip was 1820 miles,

south to north, taking a couple of weeks.

“It taught me how to de-stress. I found

that the tenser I was, the more jerky I

got, afraid to touch the brakes and

throttle. After completing this trip, I

gained so much in confidence. I came to

terms with my own limitations and learnt

a lot about reading the road.” He’s doing

the trip again this summer.

Reader Marty Squires recently did a

week-long tour of the UK as a one-man

stag do on his Honda CB1300, with John

O’Groats and Land’s End included on the

relaxed itinerary rather than being the

point of the trip. “I was stopping to see

anything of interest along the way. It

was my first time touring and I loved it.”

By contrast, Carla McKenzie has made

her John O’Groats-Land’s End project as

challenging as possible. She’s learnt to

ride off-road, devised a 1000-mile route

that uses dirt tracks as much as

possible, lost a couple of stone in

the gym and bought a CCM GP450

especially for the trip. It’s in aid of the

Dougie Dalzell Memorial Trust and Bike

Tours for the Wounded.

“I wanted to do something that would

be different, very challenging, and

demonstrate a personal commitment to

the cause and sponsors.”

RiDE’s legal expert Andrew Dalton

is a hardened long-distance rider, but

emphasises that John O’Groats to Land’s

End is not a trip for everyone.

“Apart from a sore arse and an epic

fuel bill, you get the sense of

achievement that comes from

attempting and succeeding in something

most riders will never attempt.”

TURNING THE RIDE OF A LIFETIME FROM DREAM TO REALITY

Britain’s most iconic long-distance 

challenge: Land’s End-John O’Groats

Q I’ve been through four 

rucksacks in the past five 

months – always cheap ones, but 

the cost is mounting. If I spend real 

money on an expensive bike-

specific rucksack, will it last?  

Are they really worth the money?

A The short answer is yes. The 

longer answer is that quality 

bike-specific rucksacks justify their 

bigger price tags by being made of 

tough materials to withstand life on 

the road, so they’ll last a long time. 

The better ones are properly 

waterproof, too. More importantly,

bike bags will have harnesses

designed to spread the load properly,

without getting in the way when you

ride, so they’ll be more comfortable

to use as well. We’d recommend the

Kriega R30 (£139, www.kriega.com),

the Bags Connection Barracuda

(£69, www.motohaus.com) or

the Lomo 30L Drybag Daysack

(£26, www.lomo.co.uk).

Q I’ve only been riding

motorcycles for a year but I

want to travel to France before the

end of the summer. I was going to

follow one of your routes. Which 

would you recommend for a fairly 

new rider: the RiDE Tour of the 

Doubs and the Vosges, or the tour 

of Brittany and Normandy?

A Both are good routes so it comes

down to your confidence levels.

If you’re a little nervous and want the

less-demanding option, take the

Brittany trip. It was structured to be

laid-back, with lower mileages and

plenty of stops for sightseeing. If

you’re more confident and are

already used to doing some long days

in the saddle, then do the Vosges

tour. Whichever you do, you’re sure

to have a great trip. Send us some

pics when you get back.

Q I’m looking for a video camera

to film my trip to the Alps.

What camera do you use?

A The industry standard is the

GoPro Hero3 or the new Hero4.

For information about the spec, see

www.gopro.com – but shop around

if you decide to buy one. You can find

them for as little as £150 online, but

it’s worth making sure you get one 

that will work with the GoPro 

smartphone app, which lets you 

check the composition, as there’s  

no screen on the actual camera. 

 RiDE’s tours of France 

are manageable no matter 

what your experience level

UK, and it’s good to 

challenge yourself and find 

what you’re capable of. The 

team spirit’s incredible.”

HOW FAR? 900 miles or more

HOW LONG? A very long day, or several

HOW MUCH? Even the most hardcore through-

the-nighters should allow a couple of hundred 

pounds for fuel, food and accommodation
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BRAKES

Four-piston Nissin radial

calipers, with braided lines 

as standard. It’s the exact

same setup as the Street

Triple R, and includes ABS.

SWEET TRIPLE
T

HE NEW TRIUMPH Street Triple Rx

has a new seat unit nicked from its

supersport sibling, the Daytona 675,

and it comes with a quickshifter 

too. It looks resplendent in satin 

silver with its matching seat cowl, bellypan 

and flyscreen, offset by red wheels with 

beautiful thin spokes. The Rx costs £400 

more than the R version it’s based on, and 

£1100 more than the standard Street Triple. 

Now you have the facts, let’s use this as

an excuse to remind ourselves just how

bloody good the Street Triple is.

Shed your initial disappointment that 

this is no ground-up new bike. Cope with 

the fact that 105bhp sounds so last decade 

compared with a Multistrada or the latest 

superbike – it’s all anyone needs if we’re 

being honest and realistic. Especially when 

that 105bhp is delivered in tandem with 

one of the greatest soundtracks in all of

motorcycling.

The three-cylinder 675cc engine never

fails to engage with the rider, its power 

delivery punching well above its weight.

It gives you power at the kind of revs 

where you want it on the road, not when 

a racer would want it on a track. 

Riding the Rx is as comfortable and 

controllable at walking pace as it is on a 

Special-edition version of the Street Triple R Sleeker tail unit 

taken from the Daytona 675  Incredible fun for all sorts of riders
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QUICKSHIFTER

Street Triple Rx comes with 

a Translogic quickshifter as

standard, allowing clutchless

upshifts. It’s a £295 accessory

on the two other Street Triples.

SPEC Price £8599 Engine 675cc dohc

inline triple, 4v per cyl, l/c Power 105bhp @

11,850rpm Torque 50lb.ft @ 9750rpm

Transmission 6-speed, chain Chassis

aluminium twin-spar Front suspension

41mm forks, 115mm travel, adjustable preload,

rebound and compression Rear suspension

monoshock, adjustable preload, rebound and

compression Front brakes 310mm discs,

4-piston calipers Rear brake 220mm disc,

single-piston caliper Front tyre 120/70 ZR17

Rear tyre 180/55 ZR17 Wheelbase 1410mm

Rake/trail 23.4°/95mm Seat height 820mm

Kerb weight 182kg Fuel capacity 17.4 litres

track as a Daytona, but is more useable on

the road. It has residuals many bikes would

give their headlight for. In fact, I struggle

to think of any bike I’d rather own for the

price. It may just have a new seat unit, but

the Rx has reminded me what a fantastic

bike the Street Triple is. MATT HULL

LIVING WITH A STREET TRIPLE Rx

Minor services are needed every 6000 miles 

or 12 months, with major services every 

12,000 miles (and an initial service at 500 

miles, with no labour charge). You can 

download any current Triumph’s owner’s 

handbook from www.triumphmotorcycles.

co.uk – they contain useful daily and weekly 

maintenance advice.

The Street Triple Rx comes with a 

two-year, unlimited-mileage warranty and 

a year’s UK breakdown cover from the RAC.

Various finance schemes are available 

from TriStar, through Triumph dealers. For 

example, you could have a personal contract 

purchase (PCP) plan that involves a £1500 

deposit, 36 monthly payments of £97.39 and 

an optional final payment of £5420 (if you 

want to keep the bike rather than hand it 

back or trade it in).

suits tall and wide riders just as well as

diminutive jockeys.

The four-piston, radially mounted Nissin

front brakes are superb – they seem to

instantly lose 20mph more than you think. 

Having ridden a wide variety of other bikes 

recently, it took me some time to 

recalibrate to the Triumph’s excellent 

brakes and accept that they really were 

that powerful, while also being entirely 

predictable and controllable.

But the suspension feels a little 

overdamped, with a jarring feel over 

bumps. Steering lock is nice and tight, 

though. And while we’re talking practical 

touches, the tank range is around 150 to 

165 miles between fill-ups – which is 

enough for a non-touring bike. 

Why would you buy a Street Triple 

instead of a Speed Triple? The Street is 

lighter, easier to ride, sounds better, steers 

more accurately, brakes harder and costs 

£2400 less. It’s nearly as much fun on the 

Smaller, sharper Daytona 675 tail

unit gives the Street Triple an even

sportier, more focused image

 The Rx comes with a solo seat 

cowl, which can be unclipped and 

replaced with a (modest) pillion seat

trackday. Despite the 

change to a new seat 

unit the Rx has the 

same seat height as the 

R, though both are 

20mm higher than the 

base Triple.

The ergonomics are 

faultless, if you ignore 

the dash that looks like 

it was designed by 

Hunter S Thompson 

while high on ether – it 

has loads of functions, 

but just try and find 

them. Unusually for a 

small bike, the Street 

Triple in all its guises 
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WHERE THE AUDACE we rode last

month is about dark magic for mean

city streets, Moto Guzzi’s other new

variant on the California 1400 is the 

Eldorado, which looks and feels like a 

bike built for cruising sunny boulevards.

The Eldorado stays closer to the California 

– sticking with footboards and wide, pulled-

back bars, and adding wire-spoked wheels,

whitewall tyres, bigger mudguards and extra

chrome – whereas the Audace evokes the

dragstrip, with its musclebike styling and

more hunched riding position.

Moto Guzzi used the name Eldorado before,

on the US version of the early-’70s 850 GT. It

was bought in large quantities by the LAPD,

in one of Guzzi’s golden ages. The styling may

be retro, but this Eldorado is actually the

most advanced bike in this Harley-dominated

class, with ride-by-wire engine control,

switchable modes, cruise control and

traction control all standard. It’s even clean

enough for the next wave of EU emissions.

The largely token pillion seat can be 

removed; or if you’d prefer to add things, 

there’s a long list of accessories, including

a bespoke tankbag (£364.80), panniers and

frame (£1100) and screen (£171.64). But if you

want a tourer, you’d surely go for the

California Touring. Best to take the Eldorado

for what it is: a styling-led cruiser that is

actually much more fun to ride than it needs

to be, with a wonderfully torquey engine,

composed chassis, reasonable brakes and

unintrusive electronic rider aids.

If 15 grand for a Sunday-morning leisure

bike sounds a lot, then clearly it’s not for you.

But it does what it aims to do very well,

especially for those of us who get a tingle

from that Moto Guzzi magic. COLIN OVERLAND

Moto Guzzi Eldorado
Name from the ’70s  Whitewall 

tyres meets traction control

 Its name is from 

Guzzi’s past, but the 

Eldorado has been 

future-proofed

 Retro style, 

but no shortage 

of lights on the 

digital speedo

Rider-to-pillion 

ratio seems a 

little unfair…

SPEC Price £15,635 Engine 1380cc dohc 90° V-twin, 4v per cyl, a/c Power 95bhp @ 6500rpm Torque 89lb.ft @ 2750rpm Transmission 6-speed, shaft 

Chassis steel double cradle Front suspension 46mm forks, 120mm travel Adjustment none Rear suspension twin shocks Adjustment preload 

Front brakes 320mm discs, 4-piston calipers Rear brake 282mm disc, 2-piston caliper Front tyre 130/90 R16 Rear tyre 180/65 R16 Wheelbase 1695mm 

Rake/trail 32°/144mm Seat height 740mm Kerb weight 314kg Fuel capacity 20.5 litres



Yamaha N-Max
Undercuts the Honda PCX125

 Claims to return 129mpg

THE N-MAX 125 has several advantages 

over Honda’s popular PCX, the bike it’s 

designed to rival. The N-Max has ABS as 

standard (not available on the PCX). It’s 

also 3kg lighter, at 127kg. And its 

on-the-road price of £2671 is £28 less 

than the Honda – or four extra tanks of 

petrol for the Yamaha.

The Indonesian-built N-Max uses 

Yamaha’s VVA (Variable Valve Actuation) 

system, designed to give power at both 

ends of the rev range. And it works. 

Pick-up is crisp and it gets you up to an 

easy 60mph quick enough to keep up 

with regular traffic.

Handling is as light and darty as you’d 

expect from a small-wheeled scooter. 

The wheels wear Dunlop ScootSmart 

tyres with plenty of grip, while the 

230mm disc brakes are strong. The ABS 

isn’t the most advanced system – it feels 

like it’s disabling the brakes rather than 

pulsing them – but it could make the 

difference between crashing and not. 

The mirrors are small, there’s no glove 

box and the ride at the rear is harsh. 

However, the Yamaha does everything 

as well as the class leader, adds ABS 

and beats it on price. NATHAN MILLWARD

Lexmoto Diablo
Brand new scooter for less than

£1400  Sporty style and set-up

IT’S CHEAP, BUT it’s actually the most 

expensive scooter Lexmoto sell. It is 

also the sharpest looking, and the 

most powerful. And although claims 

of sportiness must be seen in context, 

they are true enough: compared to 

most other Chinese 125s, this feels 

set up for riding pleasure. Go 

(relatively) hard into a corner and 

it stays firm and true.

It’s well specified too. Centre and 

sidestands, kick and electric starts, 

an underseat storage area that’s big 

enough for some full-face helmets,

red brake calipers and LED indicators.

It’s cramped for taller riders, but the

seat can cope with a pillion. Good 

value as a runabout, and fun as an 

affordable route into motorcycling. CO

N-Max makes

a good case for

being the new

class leader

SPEC Price £1372 Engine 125cc sohc 2v single, a/c Power 9bhp @ 8000rpm Transmission 

CVT Front suspension telescopic forks, no adjustment Rear suspension monoshock, no 

adjustment Front brake single disc Rear brake single disc Front tyre 120/60-13 Rear tyre 

130/60-13 Wheelbase 1315mm Seat height 810mm Dry weight 106kg Fuel capacity 6 litres

 Ducati/Ferrari looks are purely intentional

SPEC Price £2671 Engine 125cc sohc 4v 

single, l/c Power 12bhp @ 7500rpm Torque 

9lb.ft @ 7250rpm Transmission CVT Front 

suspension forks, no adjustment Rear 

suspension twin shocks, no adjustment Front 

brake 230mm disc Rear brake 230mm disc 

Front tyre 110/70-13 Rear tyre 130/70-13 

Wheelbase 1350mm Seat height 765mm 

Kerb weight 127kg Fuel capacity 6.6 litres

RIDE 
YOUR 
WAY

RIDER
400

Winding 
Roads

Hilly Roads

Round-trip 
Planning

Now with 
Hands-free 
Calling

Tel: 01425 620580

Email: info@tranam.co.uk

Web: www.tranam.co.uk

For more detailed product 
information please email 

info@tranam.co.uk
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KTM 125 EXC
Road-legal two-stroke enduro

 Light, explosive and addictive

OFF-ROAD IS THE only place you’ll find 

that dying breed: the new two-stroke 

motorcycle. A two-stroke’s light weight 

really helps off-road and the power 

delivery suits the dirt too, so long as you 

have the minerals to keep those revs 

a’comin. The downside is they tend to 

have less power and torque lower down 

the rev range than a four-stroke, but 

once the revs build the powerband is 

immense for the size of engine.

The 125 EXC is light, narrow and tall. 

Sit on its knife-edge-thin seat, stab at 

the kickstarter and prepare for 

memories to come flooding back 

in a haze of two-stroke oil.

The first mile, it feels like a kitten. You

have to keep kicking the gear lever, but

there’s no kamikaze top end… until I get 

to an open blast and I let the revs build 

higher. The 125 is then a dog shown a 

flying stick. Speed doubles, noise 

trebles and I just hold on, lap after lap.

Enduro bikes have to be road legal, 

although this wouldn’t make any sense 

on the road. But it does offer a very 

good argument for finding your local 

off-road track. Huge fun. MATT HULL

Spec Price £6149 Engine 125cc two-stroke 

single, l/c Transmission 6-speed, chain Front 

suspension 48mm forks, 300mm travel Rear 

suspension monoshock Front brake 260mm 

disc, 2-piston caliper Rear brake 220mm disc 

Wheelbase 1471mm Seat height 960mm 

Dry weight 94kg Fuel capacity 9.5 litres

SPEC Price £14,999 Power 146bhp

@ 5750rpm Torque 163lb.ft @ 2750rpm

Transmission 5-speed, shaft Chassis

steel twin spine Front suspension

43mm forks, 120mm travel, unadjustable

Rear suspension twin shocks, adjustable

preload Front brakes 320mm discs, 4-piston

calipers Rear brake 316mm disc, 2-piston

caliper Front tyre 150/80 R17 Rear tyre

240/50 R16 Wheelbase 1695mm Rake/trail

32°/148mm Seat height 750mm Kerb weight

367kg Fuel capacity 24 litres

THE NEW LIMITED-EDITION Rocket X

version does nothing to discourage the

suspicion that Triumph have always

been trying a bit too hard with the

Rocket III. Biggest-engined production

bike. More torque than a Street Triple

and Sprint GT combined. Biggest,

baddest, meanest. Blah blah blah.

The Rocket III, now 11 years old, has –

despite the marketing hot air – acquired

a small, loyal following of tall, sometimes

wide, men who seem very happy with

their choice. Those I’ve met are unlikely

to be impressed by the X version’s

changes: more black (bars, wheels,

exhaust, mirrors), a black flyscreen, a

new high-gloss paint job from 8 Ball, and

numbered side panels telling you which

of the 500 you’re on. The X costs £1400

more and is mechanically unchanged.

Triumph Rocket X
 Limited edition, mean ’n’ moody

blacked-out version  Still huge

However, the Rocket X does some

things very well. For a bike of this style 

it’s comfortable, with the screen adding 

10mph to the natural cruising speed, 

moving it closer to 90 than 80mph. And, 

as ever, if you open the throttle hard at 

anything above 2000rpm, the bike 

responds with a walloping great big 

surge of torque.

The ABS-backed brakes are OK, the 

suspension copes with the big numbers 

(weight, length, power) it has to process, 

and the chassis offers handling that’s 

predictable rather than good. Its length 

makes it a bastard to park.

The Rocket remains a bike that feels 

solid, well made, and dazzlingly finished. 

You can top it up with extras like engine 

bars, fog lamps, a backrest/rack and 

leather panniers. COLIN OVERLAND

 Even a decade later 

that 2.3-litre triple’s 

torque is unmatched

 As heavy as two 

Street Triples…

 This 125 is

most certainly 

not a learner bike

 Just 500 Xs will be made for the whole world
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BRITAIN’S
TOUGHEST
ROAD TEST

B-ROADS

A four-hour loop

of brilliant roads

MOTORWAYS

A solid two hours of

multi-lane mile eating

IN TOWN

How it copes with

filtering in traffic

ECONOMY

What mpg and tank

range you can expect
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 BMW S1000XR

SEAT HEIGHT

Unadjustable seat is 840mm high, though

you can order a lower 820mm seat for free 

when you buy the bike. A shorter-suspension 

option (£175) drops the height to 790mm.

ELECTRONICS

All S1000XRs have traction 

control and two riding modes. 

Lean-sensitive aids, more 

aggressive modes and 

semi-active suspension are all 

options, or standard on this 

Sport SE.

THE  ROAD TEST

Superbike heart meets adventure bike 

styling. But do BMW really need yet 

another all-round road bike?

By Martin Fitz-Gibbons Photographs by Jason Critchell

BMW S1000XR

W
ANDER AROUND A BMW showroom and you 

might wonder how one firm can think up so many 

different ways to build so many do-it-all bikes. 

Want a daily commuter that also works as a fully 

laden tourer and is great fun to ride at weekends? 

You’ve already got a choice of six GSs, the understated F800GT, 

the new R1200RS, and the not-quite-so-new K1300S. Now 

there’s a tenth model that reckons it’s ready for anything and 

everything: the S1000XR.

Based around the same aluminium twin-spar frame and 

999cc inline-four engine as the S1000R, the XR seems 

half-adventure bike, half-sportsbike. It has long-travel 

suspension, but 17-inch wheels wearing superbike-size tyres. 

It has an upright riding position, but also 158bhp. It’s a big-

capacity BMW made to go touring, but has a chain instead of a 

shaft drive. So does this pick-and-mix bag of features make the 

S1000XR something of a confused mash-up, or a genuine 

multi-purpose wonder? And does it really offer anything that 

all of BMW’s existing all-rounders lack? To find out, we’re 

going to put the top-of-the-range S1000XR Sport SE through 

several hundred miles of rigorous road riding.
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CONTROLS

Same micro-switchgear as most BMWs.

Left side looks busy, with buttons for 

suspension, trips, rider aids, cruise 

control, and a thumbwheel to control the

(optional) Navigator V sat nav.

GEARBOX

Identical gearing to the S1000RR 

superbike and R naked. Gearshift Assist 

Pro, standard on all but the basic XR, 

lets you change up and down gears 

without using the clutch.

ENGINE

The same 999cc inline four, in the 

same state of tune, as the S1000R 

supernaked. Peak power is a claimed 

158bhp, with 83lb.ft of torque.

PRICE

Cheapest S1000XR (£12,500) is £2600 

more than Kawasaki’s Versys 1000, but 

flashiest Sport SE (£14,750) is £1000 less

than Ducati’s Multistrada 1200 S.

BRAKES

Front brake lever applies front and rear

brakes, but rear pedal works the rear 

brake only. Sport and SE models have 

ABS Pro – anti-lock brakes that work 

mid-corner.

SUSPENSION

About an inch more travel than the 

S1000R. Manually adjustable on XR and 

Sport. Sport SE has Dynamic ESA – 

semi-active damping, with electronically 

adjustable rear preload.
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On the road
B-roads
Ridden for fun, the S1000XR doesn’t feel 

like an adventure bike at all. Instead it 

feels sharp, taut and aggressive. Even at 

low revs the power feels lavish and 

instant, but drive builds in a howling 

crescendo of eye-watering force just 

like a sportsbike. In Dynamic mode the 

suspension is firm and composed, with 

no sense of it having any more travel 

than a regular road bike. The wide bars 

give loads of leverage for quick direction 

changes, and ground clearance is 

enormous. Dynamic riding mode also 

gives a sportier throttle response, and 

adds burbly, poppy backfires to the 

exhaust note. Utterly joyous.

Motorways
The XR’s high riding position is great, 

offering loads of leg room. The seat is 

comfortable, though there’s not much 

room to move back and forth. Bars 

are positioned naturally, and mirrors 

are well placed too. With the screen 

in the high position, windblast is 

lifted above visor height. However, 

high-frequency engine vibration is 

prominent. At 70mph – 5000rpm in top 

gear – bar ends tingle like an electric 

shock. Things are softened by gaining 

10 to 15mph, but it’s still buzzy. Cruise 

control is genuinely useful on the 

motorway, as is being able to control 

the dash and sat nav without taking a 

hand off the bars. 

In town
On paper the XR’s seat height is lower 

than an R1200GS’s, but in reality it’s very 

tall – a 5ft 9in rider won’t get both feet 

flat on the ground. Sportsbike gearing 

should feel pretty tall too, but the motor 

is so strong at low revs that it never 

feels laboured. Throttle response is 

excellent – there’s a little drivetrain 

snatch in Dynamic mode, but Road and 

Rain are both very slick. The upright 

riding position offers great vision over 

traffic, the XR is well balanced at low 

speed, and U-turns are easy thanks to 

the XR having a lot more steering lock 

than the S1000R. Great throttle response is a boon in town

 Sat nav is an extra £610, even on the SE

The standard S1000XR, which costs £12,500, 

comes with traction control, linked ABS and two 

riding modes (Road and Rain).

The mid-range model is the S1000XR Sport, 

for £13,645. This adds two more modes, 

Dynamic and Dynamic Pro, which further 

sharpen the throttle response and relax the rider 

aids for firmer, faster, sportier solo riding. 

Traction control and ABS systems are also 

more sophisticated, benefitting from 

lean-angle information. The Sport also comes 

with a bidirectional quickshifter, cruise control 

and heated grips.

The top-of-the range Sport SE (£14,750), 

tested here, gets everything the Sport has, then 

adds electronic, semi-active suspension – 

a £755 option on its own. The SE also 

comes with a GPS mount and handy 

built-in thumbwheel control, though 

the Navigator V sat nav unit itself is 

a further £610. Similarly, while the 

SE also gets pannier and luggage 

racks, panniers are £560 and a 

30-litre top box is £353. The SE also 

has a couple more practical extras, in 

the form of handguards and a centrestand.

Still want to tick some more boxes? OK: you 

can also specify an alarm (£210), or BMW’s 

Keyless Ride system (£245).

Options and accessories

 Panniers and a 

30-litre top box: 

yours for £913
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ADJUSTABLE SCREEN

Screen can be set to one of two 

heights, 60mm apart. Adjustment is 

simple: grab the screen and pull/push 

it up/down. Easy off the bike, but

trickier while riding.

 Twin headlights 

can have an optional 

daytime running light 

in the centre, too

Rider’s eye view
 The dash is the same unit as the S1000R. Rev counter is a 

traditional dial, while the LCD panel provides speed, gear position, 

clock, an 11-bar fuel gauge, and one further piece of information: 

your choice of estimated remaining tank range, two trips, and fuel 

economy information. It’s all easy to read, and there are no buttons 

as you control everything using the left-hand switchgear.

What’ll it 
cost you?
Finance
The S1000XR Sport SE costs £14,750 

on the road. If you want to buy it using 

BMW’s version of Personal Contract 

Purchase finance, called BMW Select, 

the typical example entails a deposit of 

£2250, 36 monthly rental payments of 

£199.50, and an optional final cost of 

£8397. That’s an all-in total of £17,829.

Service intervals
> First service 600 miles

> Minor service 6000 miles/annually

> Valve clearances 24,000 miles

SPEED MPG RANGE

Slow 52.0 229 miles

Average 44.5 196 miles

Fast 39.4 173 miles

FUEL ECONOMY

Under the seat
 Though it looks like a split, two-part seat, the XR’s saddle is a single piece. It comes off easily to 

reveal room for a scant toolkit (couple of spanners, a screwdriver and a Torx key), and storage for 

the owner’s manual on the underside. The battery is easily accessible, but there’s no seat height 

adjustment or luggage loops. Odd-looking black box near the back is the optional alarm (£210).
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THE VERDICT
THE S1000XR IS very deceptive. It might 

look like an adventure bike, but the way 

it rides – both its sharp handling and 

searing engine response – is properly 

sporty. This is definitely an addition 

to BMW’s range, not a repetition of 

anything they already make, or 

anything they’ve ever made before.

Buy an XR just to load it up and lug 

around on motorways and, tingly vibes 

aside, it’ll do it well. But limit it to this and 

you’d be wasting so much of what this 

bike does brilliantly. The S1000XR keeps 

getting better the twistier the roads 

become and the harder you push it. 

An R1200GS, with its more compliant 

ride quality, shaft drive and slightly 

better fuel economy, may be considered 

by many as a better all-round bike. But 

ride an S1000XR and it’s clear that this is 

not simply a four-cylinder GS, a BMW 

Versys, or even a BMW Multistrada. 

Come to think of it, it’s not even an 

adventure bike. The S1000XR is a 

comfortable, practical supernaked – 

and it’s very good indeed.

NEXT MONTH...
The Ducati Multistrada faces 

Britain’s toughest road test.

Fully loaded
Adapting the S1000XR to deal with 

life loaded up is made a lot easier 

with the optional, electronically 

adjustable, semi-active suspension. 

With this, rear preload can be set 

at the push of a button to three 

levels: solo, solo with luggage, and 

two-up. The damping has two 

options – Road and Dynamic – but 

for ride quality it’s best left in Road.

However, even in this mode it’s 

still fairly firm. Pillion tester Caroline 

was pleased by the size and width 

of the passenger seat, but said the 

suspension didn’t offer the magic- 

carpet ride expected of a hi-tech 

system. Grab-handles are well 

placed, though, and she didn’t 

notice any of the tingly engine 

vibration that the rider feels.

If you want to carry luggage, 

the Sport SE comes with the 

fittings for hard luggage, but not 

the boxes. BMW’s panniers are 

rated to take a maximum of 10kg 

per side, while the top box is 

limited to just 5kg. The S1000XR’s 

rated to carry a maximum of 206kg 

– that’s 6kg less than an R1200GS.

 No tools needed

to set suspension up 

for fully loaded use

 Swingarm is longer 

than the S1000R’s but 

gearing is identical

Spec 2015 BMW S1000XR Sport SE

Engine 999cc dohc inline four, 4v per cyl, l/c

Power 158bhp @ 11,000rpm

Torque 83lb.ft @ 9250rpm

Transmission 6-speed, chain

Chassis aluminium twin-spar

Front suspension 46mm usd forks, 

150mm travel, semi-active damping

Rear suspension monoshock, adjustable 

preload and semi-active damping

Front brakes 2 x 320mm discs, 

4-piston calipers

Rear brake 265mm disc, 2-piston caliper

Front tyre 120/70 ZR17

Rear tyre 190/55 ZR17

Wheelbase 1548mm

Rake/trail 25.5°/117mm

Seat height 840mm

Kerb weight 228kg

Fuel capacity 20 litres
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Five of the best Bikes ready to go a long way, without going a long way into debt

T
OURING’ IS A word that scares off

a lot of people, even though that’s

what they use their bike for. Once

you’ve come to terms with the fact

that your motorcycling life involves

long distances, luggage and perhaps a

pillion, it makes sense to at least consider

a purpose-built tourer, with comfort and

practicality designed in from day one.

Of course, you can go a very long way on

practically any bike. People have toured the

planet on 8bhp scooters, 170bhp superbikes

and everything in between. But if you want

to cover several hundred miles in a day,

two-up, with luggage, then a proper

touring bike is the best plan.

In the new-bike showrooms, touring

bikes tend to be among the most expensive.

At a glance, you might think that one of the

more powerful sports tourers or adventure

bikes would be better value, and

potentially more fun. And certainly, a

Suzuki Hayabusa or Kawasaki ZZR1400

would be a better choice if you really want

to ride at 160mph, and a BMW R1200GS

can handle dirt tracks far better than any

touring bike. But if you’re riding on the

road, at more or less legal speeds, especially

two-up, then a well-chosen touring bike

will be more comfortable for longer.

Add the cost of panniers, a taller screen

and so on to a non-touring bike, and you’ll

soon see touring bikes as less expensive.

And on the used market, they can be

exceptional value: a lot of well-looked-

after bike for your money.

2001-2005
BMW R1150RT

For £3500 you might just about

get an early R1200RT, or more likely

a decent late R1150RT. Either is well

capable of serious country crossing

in sumptuous luxury, BMW’s boxer

engine being a solid, well-developed

unit by the middle of the 2000s

Spec: 1130cc flat twin, 95bhp,

72lb.ft, 125mph, 279kg

Expect to pay: £1800-£3800

1989-2002
Honda Pan European

Your money is right on the cusp

between a slightly tired 2002-on

ST1300 Pan European, or an ST1100

in better nick. The engine is grunty

and reliable, there’s plenty of comfort

and weather protection, and the

chassis can be hustled well too.

Spec: 1084cc 90° V4, 100bhp, 82lb.

ft, 130mph, 317kg

Expect to pay: £1800-£3800

2003- 2005
BMW K1200GT

The first K1200GT is a solid

beastie, very much an ‘old’ BMW

built before the firm got serious

about performance. It uses a

laid-down ‘brick’ four-cylinder

engine, with a shaft drive at the

back and a Telelever front end.

Spec: 1171cc inline four, 126bhp,

86lb.ft, 140mph, 309kg

Expect to pay: £2500-£3900

2001-2005
Yamaha FJR1300

 The bespoke inline four powering 

Yamaha’s grand tourer is a smooth, 

powerful motor. It’s a very quick 

bike, with a chassis that’s on the 

sporty side too. The fairing is broad 

and protective, panniers are 

standard, and the screen is electric.

Spec: 1298cc inline four, 140bhp, 

99lb.ft, 150mph, 291kg

Expect to pay: £2300-£3800

Continent-crushing mile-muncher for the 

price of a new scooter? They’re out there, 

and usually in good condition

By Alan Dowds

How to buy a...

 Made for over a 

decade, there are 

plenty of ST1100s 

to choose from
 Tourers live to be loaded up for the long haul
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EXPERT VIEW

NEXT MONTH…
How to buy a £3000 sports tourer

“If you’re doing distance
you want a shaft drive”

BUYING CHECKLIST

Five things 
to look for

1 
OWNERS
Generally, tourer owners are straight-up 

folk, and you’ll be unlucky to come across 

someone dodgy selling a Goldwing. Owners 

tend to get very attached to touring bikes, 

holding on to them for many years. 

2 
COSTS
Touring bikes’ large-capacity engines 

can lead to steep insurance premiums, 

but if you shop around you should be able to 

find someone who’ll look at all the other 

factors. These older engines are all a bit 

thirstier than modern motors too, so don’t 

expect fantastic economy. They’re heavy and 

fairly powerful, so tyres and brakes have 

plenty to do. These bikes are all shaft drive, 

though, so no chains and sprockets to replace.

3 
TOYS
Check with the seller that you’re both 

clear about what’s included in the deal. 

Are the panniers, top box, pannier liners, 

extended screen and foglights included?

What about the sat nav and stereo?

4 
HEAVY STUFF
If you’re new to a big tourer, make 

sure you’re happy with the weight. An 

FJR1300 feels relatively conventional, but a 

Goldwing is on a different scale. They’re all 

fine once on the move, but if you need to 

manhandle it into a garage or similar, you’ll 

need technique and a bit of strength.

5
TWO-UP TEST RIDE
If you’ll be doing two-up miles, get your 

pillion along for a test ride. It would be a

shame if your significant other has to get the

train home from Marseilles because they can’t

face another mile on the back of the thing…

1988-2001
Honda Goldwing

 It’s pushing the budget, but you 

can get a Wing for less than £4k – 

just. The GL1500 still has a flat-six 

motor, integrated luggage, reverse 

gear and an enormous fairing, but 

isn’t as sophisticated as the GL1800. 

Everyone should try a Wing once…

Spec: 1520cc flat six, 99bhp,

111lb.ft, 125mph, 399kg

Expect to pay: £3800-£4000

Chris Spinks works at Metropolis 

Motorcycles in Vauxhall, one of London’s 

biggest dealers. Here’s his trade 

insider’s view of the big touring bikes…

“We get a lot of people who passed their test, bought a 

CB500 or a Hornet, did a bit of whizzing round town, and 

then decide they want to ride to Saint-Tropez. They want 

the top box, the panniers and the comfort. We ship a few 

Yamaha FJR1300s out the door – it’s a bit of a Marmite 

bike, but some really rate them. Same with Pan Europeans: 

we don’t see a lot of them, but there are some elite 

customers who love them, and we regularly service them.

“If you’re doing any distance you want a shaft drive. Last 

thing you want is to be spraying lube on a chain, or picking 

your soft panniers out of the rear sprocket…”

What next?
BUY ONE HERE
Check your options in the Bikes for Sale 

section of www.motorcyclenews.com 

VISIT THESE SITES
www.pan-clan.org: UK Pan owners’ club

www.fjclub.co.uk: FJ11-12 and FJR13 info

www.glriders.com: global Wing forum
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USED BUYING GUIDE with Kev Raymond

Revvy, comfy, practical and cheap to run – what’s not to like?

Yamaha FZ6 and FZ
2004-2009

Y
AMAHA HAD DONE well with the FZS600 Fazer, which 

used a detuned Thundercat engine in a tubular steel frame

with basic suspension and terrific brakes to make a fun, 

practical all-rounder. But emissions regs killed off the 

carb’d engine and so for 2004 Yamaha upped the ante with

a brace of new 600s: the naked FZ6 and the half-faired FZ6 Fazer.

Both were based on the previous-generation YZF-R6 supersports 

motor, and although it was detuned to a claimed 97bhp, it was still 

a revvy beast, needing a constant watch on gears and revs if you 

wanted to pull off that marginal overtake without bogging down.

If that didn’t bother you there was a lot to like, from the 

compliant (if budget-spec) suspension, to the stable handling and

cool styling. It was never that cheap to buy – more than a Triumph

Speed Four and a grand more than Suzuki’s SV650. But a decade

later the FZ6 and Fazer have proved reliable and easy to maintain.

Owners love them, and there were grumbles when they were

fased (see what I did there?) out at the end of 2009 and early 2010

to make way for the lower-powered, more basic XJ6 and Diversion,

and later the FZ8. But there are still plenty for sale on the used

market (around 40 on www.mcnbikesforsale.com at the time of

writing) – if you need to tour, commute and have fun all year

round all on one bike, an FZ6 or Fazer is well worth looking at.

The engine from a 2003 YZF-R6 supersport bike, 

with milder cams and a simpler fuel injection system,

wrapped in a new frame made from bonded and

bolted aluminium pressings and castings. Underseat

exhausts, and a choice of naked or half-faired

versions. ABS is an option from 2006, and a budget

model available from 2007.

WHAT IS IT?

WHAT TO PAY

What’s it like on the road?
What mood are you in? If you want to carve

apexes, pull hard out of bends and generally

behave badly, just dial up anything over 8000rpm

and listen to it howl. If you just want to relax and

enjoy the view, then that’s fine too – you can

shortshift and keep the revs low, and although

you won’t get anywhere fast, you’ll get there

smoothly and comfortably. Somewhere in the

middle, though, there’s a big flatspot waiting to

catch you out, and it tends to do so when you’re

tired, not concentrating properly, and whack the

throttle open to get out of trouble only to find

nothing noticeable happens.

Fortunately the rest of the bike is really such a

good package that you quickly learn to ride round

the lack of midrange until it becomes second

nature. The brakes are a great balance between

feel and outright power, and although the forks

are non-adjustable, they can cope with being

pushed hard both on the brakes and into turns.

The rear shock is on the soft side for carrying

luggage and pillions, and it’ll be worn out by

20,000 miles, but for solo fun it’s fine.

The half-faired and unfaired versions are

surprisingly different to ride, due mainly to

subtle changes in riding position. The naked

FZ6 has lower bars which pull you further

forward, giving a sportier ride and better

feel from the front tyre, where the

half-faired Fazer encourages a more

relaxed, touring style of riding.

Fazer is a good

all-rounder, but

needs to be

revved

Naked FZ6 is less practical than the Fazer, 

but has a hint of MV Agusta Brutale styling

£1750-£2250
A wide choice of clean early models, maybe with 

high-ish mileage, but well maintained. Avoid cheap 

and tatty – it’s probably been a city hack.

£3500-£400
Low-mileage, late-model bikes with full history and 

dealer warranty, perhaps with a few worthwhile 

accessories (luggage, chain oiler etc).
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What do you get for your money?
Not much in the way of gadgets and extras, as 

you might expect from a budget middleweight. 

But what you do get is good quality. Well, with 

the possible exception of the rear shock, which 

is a definite budget item, adjustable for preload 

only (the forks don’t even get preload 

adjustment). Early FZ6s get basic two-piston 

sliding brake calipers, and while they work fine, 

the monobloc ‘silver spot’ calipers on the S2 

from 2007 onwards are far superior – in fact, 

upgrade to more aggressive pads and you’ve got 

as much braking power as you’re likely to need 

(and probably more than the standard forks can 

cope with). The underseat exhaust was a classy 

touch in 2004, although it looks a bit old hat 

these days – some owners complain that it’s too 

quiet, but few get round to changing it.

Naturally there’s even less luxury as standard 

on the naked version – a tiny flyscreen on the 

later version, but that’s it. The 2007-onwards S2 

models benefit from an improved and more 

sophisticated dash panel (pinched from the FZ1), 

as well as the posher brakes (with ABS option) 

and aluminium swingarm. 

Of course, in all models what you get is 

well-proven screamer of a supersports motor, 

only mildly detuned for its new role. And it’s that 

engine that divides opinion – some can’t get on 

with its headbanging appetite for revs, while

others love having the option to use the power

or just go with the flow at lower revs.

All-digital dash still looks

modern today, though rev

counter isn’t the clearest Four-piston brakes on the S2 models are 

stronger than the earlier two-pot calipers

“If you need to tour, commute 
and have fun all on one bike, an 

FZ6 or Fazer is worth looking at”
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What owners say...
FZ6 OWNERS ARE split between relative 

novices, for whom the Yam is their first 

big bike, and more experienced riders 

downsizing to a practical all-rounder. 

What they have in common is they tend 

to be everyday riders. Philip Badcock 

commutes down the M4 corridor on his: 

“With a taller screen it works well on the 

commute, and I can get more than 

56mpg. The peaky power delivery can 

be tiresome, but it’s also fun when 

required. I like it really, it let me relearn 

my skills at legal speeds and then use 

the power when I got more confident.”

Steve Thomas bought his 2005 Fazer 

just after passing his test in 2008: “The 

best £3000 I ever spent! The handling 

and brakes will look after you when 

you’re gaining experience and as you 

learn to ‘make progress’ this bike will not 

bore you too quickly. Reviews often 

mention that the motor needs revving 

hard to get the best out of it. What’s 

wrong with that? I can still pootle along 

at 50mph in sixth gear if I want to.”

Simon Northcliffe, along with several

other owners, complained about the

FZ6’s finish: “The bike wasn’t pristine

Otherwise he’s happy: “I find the naked

bike does give some wind protection. It’s

only when riding enthusiastically into a

strong headwind that I ever find myself

wondering whether its nose-coned

sister would have been a better choice.”

Ricky Hynd sums up the whole FZ6

experience: “I bought mine as a fairly

inexperienced rider, but in five years it

taught me a thing or two. I used it for

weekend tours, Sunday blasts and

commuting. Very comfortable, regularly

did 400-mile days, reasonable tank

range. And for a bike with fairly budget

suspension, it handled well.”

 Steve Thomas visiting the Isle of Man TT 

course on the 2005 Fazer he bought for £3000

 Marc Jones has no problem with wind blast

on his FZ6 S2, but wishes it had a centrestand

“The peaky power delivery can
be tiresome, but it’s also fun”
Philip Badcock, FZ6 Fazer

“It pays to do all the jobs at the 
top of the engine at once”
Simon Northcliffe, FZ6

badly too.“ Simon’s not shy of wielding 

the spanners, and does all his own 

servicing. “Access to the top of the 

engine/cam cover is time consuming,

so it pays to do jobs like plug change, 

coolant change, air filter and valve 

clearance checks at the same time.”

when I bought it and 

it hasn’t fared well in 

winter, despite plenty 

of ACF 50. The paint 

on the engine and 

rear subframe has 

suffered. The exhaust 

studs have corroded 

Marc Jones pointed 

out that the Fazer has 

a centrestand, while 

the naked FZ6 

doesn’t: “Why? Don’t 

naked bikes need the 

chain serviced?” 

What will
it cost me?
Insurance
With a good record, insuring an FZ6 

or Fazer won’t break the bank. For a 

45-year-old with five years’ no-claims 

and no recent convictions, with the bike 

garaged, www.mcncompare.com 

reckons you’re looking at £80-£100 for 

fully comp, depending on whether you’re 

in the sticks or the smoke, or around 

£70 for TPFT. 

SPEED MPG RANGE

Slow 56 200 miles

Average 45 162 miles

Fast 34 122 miles

FUEL ECONOMY

Metzeler Roadtec Z8
Interact £205 a pair

Rounded profiles seem to suit

the smooth-steering FZ6, and

owners report reasonable wear

with about 6000-7000 miles

from a pair.

www.metzeler.com

Michelin Pilot
Road 4 £223 a pair

Quick warm-up, excellent

grip in cold and wet conditions,

good in the dry, and last fairly

well too at 6000 miles (or more)

for a rear tyre.

moto.michelin.co.uk

Avon Storm 2 Ultra
£158 a pair

 Good wet grip, decent wear 

(up to 8000 miles from a front), 

and a great price, but some 

owners have reported problems 

with sidewalls cracking.

www.avon-tyres.co.uk

Owners’ tyre tips

Prices are mail order. Add £6 per pair for p+p. Source SMD Tyres: 01942 604511
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Full grain leather upper • Polyester lining •

Waterproof and breathable internal fixed
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Know your...
Yamaha FZ6 and Fazers

2004-2006 FZ6
Naked commuter based on detuned R6 engine.

Aluminium frame, fuel injection, two-pot calipers.

£1750-£3000

2004-2006 FZ6 Fazer
Mechanically identical to the naked version, but

with a half fairing, taller bars and a centrestand.

ABS became an option from 2006.

£1750-£3000

2007-2009 FZ6/Fazer S2
Updated with aluminium swingarm, black

frame, monobloc four-piston calipers, new alloy

pillion peg hangers, textured seat material and a

new instrument panel with analogue rev counter.

Improved fuel-injection mapping. ABS option.

Fazer gets same updates as the FZ6 S2.

Immobiliser an option from 2008 (don’t lose the

red master key). Silver frame for blue and bronze

models in 2009. Quite a few of both models were

late registered – don’t pay extra just for a more

recent registration plate.

£2000-£4200

2007-2008 FZ6/Fazer
 A more basic model that ran alongside the S2, 

but without its upgrades and with the engine 

detuned to 78bhp. Few sold in the UK.

£1900-£3800

1
SUSPENSION
It’s basic, front and rear, but

well-sprung and damped for the

average rider. Well, at least it is when 

new. Fork oil tends to get neglected – it 

really needs changing at least every 

couple of years, or it degrades to a 

watery mess. At the rear, the standard 

shock will probably be long past its best 

by 20,000 miles – Hagon replacements 

are a popular option. 

2 
THROTTLE POSITION 
SENSOR
The subject of a full recall for 2005 

bikes, but can also give trouble on any 

FZ6. Symptoms include stalling at 

junctions, erratic idling, mystery misfires 

and flatspots, and backfiring. You can do 

a basic check on TPS function using the 

bike’s onboard diagnostics. Press and 

hold the Select and Reset buttons, turn 

on the ignition and wait 10 seconds. 

Then press both again to scroll through 

to the TPS check (d01 on display), then 

gently turn the throttle from closed to 

fully open. Numbers on the screen 

should go from around 15 at fully closed 

to around 100 when fully open, with 

even progression in between.

3 
GREASE
Is the word. And the word from 

Yamaha is that the head bearings 

should be repacked with grease every 

12,000 miles, and swingarm pivots at 

16,000 miles, but both are often 

neglected, with potentially expensive 

results. Similarly, brake and gear 

linkages should also be lubed at every 

service, but again they rarely are. If 

you’re at all unsure, assume they haven’t 

been done from new and splash on the

grease accordingly.

4 
ELECTRICS
No fundamental problems, but

age is taking its toll on the earliest

bikes. All the usual stuff: corroded main 

earths and loom connectors mostly. The 

battery is hidden away under the tank 

and hard to access for charging, so  

it’s worth fitting a charging tail. Many 

owners also fit a cigarette or USB 

socket under the seat to charge phones 

and accessories – make sure the live 

feed is properly fused, though. 

5
FUEL PRESSURE
The FZ6’s injection system is

sensitive to drops in fuel pressure. 

If you find the bike will rev cleanly with 

no load, but struggles to accelerate 

when you give it a handful going uphill, 

for example, then it’s worth investigating 

the fuel delivery system. Blocked filters 

and kinked fuel lines are common 

culprits, but it could also be a weak fuel 

pump or a blocked or malfunctioning  

fuel pressure regulator. 

 R6-based motor can be tingly at higher revs

3

7

Looking at a used 

Fazer? Don’t forget 

to check all of this

What to look out for
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Parts and 
servicing
Service schedule
Both 4000-mile interim and 8000-mile 

main services are standard Japanese fare. 

Minor services are mostly small checks, 

adjustments and lubrication, plus an oil 

change (most owners change the filter at 

the same time), while 8000-mile services 

include a new oil filter anyway. The air filter 

has to be changed at 12,000 miles. Coolant 

should be changed at 16,000 but often isn’t 

- it gradually loses its anti-corrosion 

qualities and can cause internal corrosion 

in the engine’s waterways, so get it 

changed. Valve clearances are at a 

nonsensical 26,600 miles. Obviously you’ll 

do them at 24,000 miles instead – factor in 

the cost when looking at a bike that’s 

coming up to 24k.

Parts prices
New genuine service parts are pretty good

– oil and air filters will only cost you about

£30 the pair, brake pads around £27 a pair

and discs about £100 each. Surprisingly,

crash-damage parts aren’t bad either – a

headlight unit is less than £200 for the

naked, or about £300 for the Fazer – prices

from www.motorcyclespareparts.eu.

For aftermarket parts, owners recommend

www.wemoto.com and www.busters-

accessories.co.uk. Either will do

you aftermarket oil and air

filters for around £20

the pair.

 FZ6 Fazer is 

eager to show 

its sporty side

A pattern copy of the FZ6’s headlight

unit can be had for £109.99 on eBay

2

5

4

6
1

6 
VIBRATION
The R6-derived engine is a bit 

vibey at higher revs – but as an 

inline four, it’s not a thuddy, intrusive 

chugging, more a sort of tingly vibration 

that most riders learn to live with. If it 

starts to vibrate at lower revs, and at a 

lower frequency, there’s something 

wrong. If this does happen, the cause 

may well be a spark plug cap or lead 

breaking down – it’s hard to get the plug 

caps off the plugs without straining the 

connection, and once it’s damaged you’ll 

get an unreliable spark on that plug 

which will show up as extra vibration, 

especially under load.

7 
GEARING
Messing with the sprocket sizes is 

a popular way to either get more 

acceleration or to move the flatspot 

and/or vibes away from normal cruising 

speeds. For more pep away from the 

line, and without altering chain length, 

try going down a tooth on the front, and 

up one at the rear (standard sizes are 

16/46). Bear in mind that if you change 

the gearing you’ll affect the speedo 

reading – the standard speedo over-

reads anyway and lowering the gearing 

will only make it worse. Cure it with a 

plug-and-play speedo healer from 

www.healtech-electronics.com.
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THE VERDICT

SPEC 2004 Yamaha FZ6 Fazer

Engine 600cc dohc inline four, 4v per cyl, l/c

Power 97bhp @ 12,000rpm

Torque 47lb.ft @ 10,000rpm

Transmission 6-speed, chain

Chassis aluminium diamond

Front suspension 43mm forks, 130mm travel, 

no adjustment

Rear suspension monoshock, 

adjustable preload

Front brakes 298mm discs, 2-piston calipers

Rear brake 245mm disc, single-piston caliper

Front tyre 120/70 ZR17

Rear tyre 180/55 ZR17

Wheelbase 1440mm

Rake/trail 25°/97.5mm

Seat height 795mm

Kerb weight 203kg 

Fuel capacity 19 litres

 Half-faired or naked, the 

FZ6 is easily tweaked into 

a great-value all-rounder

Coming soon...
We’ll be running used buying guides on the 2010-2015 Yamaha XT1200Z Super Ténéré, 
2011-2015 BMW K1600GT and GTL and 2001-2006 Triumph Tiger 955i. If you own (or 
owned) one of these, we want to hear from you. Email Kev at ridemagazine@orange.fr

THERE ARE ONLY two areas of criticism

you can throw at the FZ6/Fazer. Firstly,

that Jekyll-and-Hyde engine. Nothing

wrong with that in principle, but it does

get a bit tiring waiting for it to transform

from one to the other. Some owners

also complain about a jerky throttle

response. It’s more pronounced on

earlier bikes, but all suffer to some

extent – it’s a by-product of the engine

running very lean at some points to pass

emissions tests. You may find a Power

Commander and a proper dyno set-up

helps, even with the standard exhaust,

but then you might also find it’s improved

by feeding it premium 98-octane fuel

rather than cheap supermarket 95.

If you can live with the engine 

characteristics (and only a proper test

ride will tell you for sure) then only the

suspension is a potential problem.

Fortunately, the forks respond well to 

experiments with springs and oil (try a 

change to 15w oil), and even better to a 

proper rebuild and revalve. At the rear, 

there are plenty of aftermarket shock 

options, or a few possible sportsbike 

shocks (2001-2004 R1 and some R6, for 

example) which can be persuaded to fit, 

but will ideally need setting up to suit.

Once that lot’s sorted, you’ve got a 

sweet-handling middleweight that will 

cope with just about anything you care 

to throw at it. It’ll have enough top end 

for licence-threatening shenanigans, 

and enough day-to-day practicality for 

commuting and two-up touring. It’ll be 

reliable, cheap to run, easy to ride and 

easy to look after – an ideal bike. 

USEFUL CONTACTS
www.mcnbikesforsale.com

www.foc-u.co.uk

www.600riders.com

www.motorcyclespareparts.eu

“It will cope with just 
about anything you  
care to throw at it”
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Special guests: Freddie Spencer, Ron Haslam, Niall Mackenzie and Steve Parrish

500
bikes from 

the 60s 

onwards

Displays and feature 

parades of over

Where the bikes are the stars

Advance Ticket Prices

CHILDREN 13 & under FRee!

Saturday: £12.00, Sunday: £12.00

3 Day Weekend: £25.00

(available for a limited time only)

www.donington-park.co.uk

Official Donington Park Racing @DoningtonParkUK @DoningtonPark

0844 873 7343

Ticket Hotline

(Calls cost 6p per minute plus your phone company’s access charge)
(when accompanied by  

a full paying adult)

+ Vintage Japanese  

Motorcycle Club 12
th  

Classic Bike Club Show

+ Grass Track

Race Day Hospitality Package Upgrade call 01332 819506 / email alvaro.LopezGarcia@donington-park.co.uk

87.7 fm

DOWNLOAD OUR  
APP OR LISTENTO
DONINGTON FM!



The FireBlade was the better all-round sportsbike in 2002, and it remains

the better used buy in 2015. Its secret is its balance – it just has that rare

gift of fundamental ‘rightness’ every rider understands. A superb bike.
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THE VERDICT

HELPING YOU CHOOSE BETWEEN TWO GREAT USED BIKES

TO

954 model is still

regarded by many as

the best Blade ever

2002 YZF-R1 is

stunning, both to

look at and to ride

Easily the best-looking litre bike of the time, the 5PW

– to borrow a bit of R1 geek speak - was slimmed and

trimmed from its predecessor, revealing the classy

superbike underneath. Large sections of the fairing

were cut away. The tail was thinned, with an LED strip

replacing big red blob taillights. A more sculpted nose made the R1’s

twin headlights look sharper than ever. And solid blocks of colour

instead of shell-suit schemes made the bike appear so much smarter.

Being an R1, it has more power than you’ll know what to do with

– certainly more than the smaller-engined 954 FireBlade. And the fuel

injection’s vacuum-operated slides mean it’s all delivered smoothly,

something that can’t always be said for equivalent-era Blades.

Maybe the R1 isn’t quite as compassionate as the FireBlade. The

R1’s bars are lower, its pegs are higher, and it doesn’t have the Blade’s

famed underseat storage air-raid shelter. So what; buy a bumbag

instead. Open the garage door to a 2002 FireBlade and you’ll be

looking at a very impressive, road-minded superbike. But open it to

a 2002 R1 and you’ll be staring at what, to my eyes, is still the most

beautiful Japanese superbike ever made. MARTIN FITZ-GIBBONS

The most compelling argument for buying a 954

FireBlade is meeting ex-owners who bitterly regret

selling theirs. “I so wish I’d kept it…” or “Gutted. That

one was a keeper.” Who says that about a 2002 R1?

Ex-owners miss the quality. From switchgear, to

controls, to bodywork, to finish, the 954 was designed when it felt like

engineers were in charge, not accountants. It’s why a good 954 still

works like new today, more than a decade later.

The 954 is also light. The 954 weighs 168kg dry – less than the R1.

By Honda’s own numbers the 954 is even lighter than their RC213V-S

MotoGP replica. This lack of bulk is partly why the pocket-rocket 954

feels closer to the size of a 600 than a 1000cc. Wheelbase is tiny, seat

height (for a sportsbike) is low, the bike’s width is minimal and the

reach from the seat to the bars barely requires the use of forearms

they’re so close. The 954 feels like a squeezed-tight, compact ball of

very fast stuff wedged between the rider’s knees, and steers like it.

The truth is the 2002 Yamaha R1 was a great bike then, and a

cared-for example is none too shabby now. But a 954 FireBlade?

It’s a keeper. SIMON HARGREAVES

2002-2003 Yamaha YZF-R1
£2500-£4000 152bhp 169mph 174kg (dry) 998cc inline four

2002–2003 Honda FireBlade
£2000-£3500 149bhp 167mph 168kg (dry)  954cc inline four

“Japan’s best-looking sportsbike”

“The definitive pocket rocket”

Simon and Martin record Front End Chatter, a free podcast covering all 

things motorcycling. Download it from iTunes or frontendchatter.com



CAST YOUR VOTE

60 bikes are going head-

to-head for the ultimate

accolade; to be crowned as

the single most signifi cant

machine of the past 60

years. There can be only

one winner.

Terms: The prize draw is open to UK residents aged 16 and over and closes at midnight on 31st July 2015 when one winner will be chosen to win the Valentino Rossi signed helmet and 60 winners will be 
chosen to win a six month subscription to MCN.  8JOOFST�XJMM�CF�QJDLFE�BU�SBOEPN�BOE�OPUJm�FE�CZ�FNBJM�BOE�IBWF����EBZT�UP�DMBJN�UIFJS�QSJ[F��'VMM�UFSNT�BU�XXX�CBVFSMFHBM�DP�VL�DPNQFUJUJPO�UFSNT�IUNM

Vote today and be 

entered into a draw to 

win a Valentino Rossi 

signed helmet! Plus, 60 

runners up prizes of a 

subscription to MCN.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

TO SEE THE BIKES AND VOTE, VISIT

WWW.MOTORCYCLENEWS.COM/SIXTY

WIN
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David Goodenough bought his Trophy 900 as a 23-year-old eBay 

shed and spent months resurrecting it into its now-mint state

By Alan Dowds

I LOVE MY...

Triumph Trophy 900

Replacement shock
Shock fitted to David’s bike was

beyond hope, so he got this nearly

new component from eBay. It has

proven to be up to the task.

23 years of dirt
This looks suspiciously like the

original air filter, complete with all

the filth it has ever filtered out.

Work in progress
 Hopes that a quick once-over would do the trick were soon 

dashed. Everything was there, but it had suffered from minimal 

maintenance and standing too long. “I stripped it right down to 

the engine and frame, and replaced all the fuel and vacuum lines.”

This Trophy’s a winner Snapshots from David Goodenough’s winter project

“I fell in love with the 
old 900 triple engine 
when I had a Sprint”

D
AVID GOODENOUGH IS director 

of music at Fettes College in 

Edinburgh, and a top freelance 

organist. He bought his Triumph 

Trophy 900 last year, and spent the 

winter returning it to former glories to use 

for some serious riding.

Why a Trophy? “I fell in love with the old 

900 triple engine from Hinckley when I 

had a Sprint 900, the original version. The 

first bike I had when I got back into bikes a 

few years ago was a Kawasaki Zephyr 750. 

I only had it a few months. 

“I was out on it one day, and stopped for 

a coffee, and an old bloke approached and 

asked if I fancied swapping with his Sprint. 

I had a look, and that’s when my love affair 

with the Hinckley Triumphs began.

“My Trophy is one of the very early 

models, one of the first couple of thousand 

built out of about 30,000. The early 

versions had these long chrome silencers 

– later bikes got different pipes with a 

black finish. I prefer the chrome, though.”

The bike as you see it here is a far cry 

from its condition when David got it. “It 

was really nasty. It had sat unloved for a 

while, and I snapped it up for just £700. It 

did actually run, and was MoT’d, so I rode 

it home, and got cracking on it. It was all 

there, but needed an awful lot of TLC.

“The carbs were disgusting and needed a 

major clean. And the air filter looked like it 

had never been cleaned or replaced. The 

rear shock was also gone. The rear linkage 

has grease nipples, but to lube the 

swingarm bearings properly you need to 

strip it all out. The fork oil also seemed like 

the original stuff – it really stank when I 

drained it out.”

His first ride on the Trophy made it all 

worthwhile. “It was great. I actually used 

it for a 500-mile round trip down to 

Lancashire to take a present to my parents 

for their 50th wedding anniversary – so it 

was quite a ride.” 
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 David’s Trophy 900: 

not bad for a bike that 

cost £700 on eBay

Fresh start
 Most of those 32,000 miles predate David’s time 

with the Trophy. A winter of hard work – and very 

little money – has made it ready for some big trips.

His favourite extra…
 It’s a Scottoiler CrampBuster, a simple cruise 

control device. It holds the twistgrip in position 

to save your wrist, but is easy to over-ride.

BMW K1200RS
 “This was very different from the Sprint. 

I didn’t like the way it steered, but the worst 

thing was getting stranded in the middle of 

bloody nowhere by the immobiliser. After it did 

that twice, I decided on open heart surgery to 

remove the thing. It was great bike, though –

very comfy, nice styling and an über-smooth 

engine, but it just didn’t do it for me like 

Triumphs do. It just had more power and speed 

than I knew what to do with, even though it was 

very responsive and really well set-up for 

touring. I owned it for a year.”

Triumph Sprint 900
 “I loved it! This was my first experience 

of the magnificent 900 triple power unit. The 

engine in these is just a torque-fest. While it 

was top heavy, it was brilliant once you got it 

moving. I kept this one for a year and toured 

Scotland on it. I once emerged from a chip shop 

in Pitlochry to find an old guy sitting on it – he 

said he was just trying it for size.”

Kawasaki Zephyr 750
 “My first big bike after I got back into riding 

a few years back. It handled really well, but it 

wasn’t me and I only kept it three months. I 

thought it was too revvy – it was crying out 

for a sixth gear – and I felt like a wasp buzzing 

around the place. I wouldn’t have another one.”

Before 
the Trophy…



Plug
play
& 

I
F YOU STILL need convincing (and most of us do)

that electric bikes have a part to play in our future,

then you really need to ride one. And there’s no

better place to do that than at E-Scape - the UK’s 

first all-electric off-road riding centre. Situated near 

Runcorn in Cheshire, the E-Scape facility consists of two 

separate purpose-built off-road tracks, and a café/

restaurant with a viewing deck to watch the action. For 

as little as £20 per session, you can hire a KTM Freeride E 

to judge for yourself if the slowly growing e-bike 

movement is a white elephant or the future of riding. 

The Freeride is currently available in two versions: the 

road-legal E-XC enduro, and the stripped-down E-SX 

motocrosser. A third, the supermoto E-SM, joins them 

later this summer. E-XC and E-SX share the same motor, 

chassis and tyres, the only difference being that the E-XC 

also comes with lights, indicators, irrors  i itio  loc  

CHASSIS PARTS

WP suspension has the same

travel as the petrol-powered

Freeride 250R. Off-road sized

21in front and 18in rear wheel

each have a single disc brake.

ROAD LEGAL

Lights, indicators and horn 

make it road legal, but you 

wouldn’t want to ride it on the

road for long. Think legal green

lanes, not European tours…
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The Freeride E-XC can shatter 

preconceptions about electric 

bikes and about off-roading

By Stuart Barker Photographs by Chippy Wood

 With no gears to 

work, an off-road 

novice can get used to 

sticking their feet out



REAR BRAKE

This isn’t a clutch lever, as

there’s no clutch. It’s actually

the back brake, like a mountain

bike, freeing your feet from

having to work any controls.

POWER

Brushless electric motor has

a maximum output of 21bhp –

about the same as a Honda

CRF250L, but with almost

twice as much torque.

75SEPTEMBER 2015  |

Where the bikes 
make no noise
E-Scape is the UK’s first 

electric off-road riding 

centre. It not only hires out 

electric bikes but also 

provides training and riding 

equipment. Newcomers 

have to take a 30-minute 

Electric Basics training 

session (£15), and more 

advanced training is 

available once you’ve got the 

basics. Courses are  

even available for six- to 

12-year-olds.

Standard prices are £20 

for 20 minutes on a KTM 

Freeride E-XC, and £15 for 

each additional 20 minutes. 

E-Scape is just off J11 of the 

M56. To find out more visit 

www.e-scape.org.uk or call 

03330 117233. 



Zen Motorcycle Tours 
8 - 22 September 2015 Spain 

Sierra Nevada Adventure

Prices per person

1 bike, 2 people sharing £1,200

1 bike, 1 person £1,500

www.zenmotorcycletours.co.uk

07902437953 / 07851981391
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KTM FREERIDE E-XC BIKES 

 Three modes 

adjust power 

and range

and immobiliser to make it roadworthy. It also has a 

slightly higher seat height but, other than that, both 

bikes are the same.

Both are powered by a 260-volt powerpack that’s good 

for up to one hour’s riding in economy mode. If you 

want a more sporty (but shorter) ride you can choose 

the Standard or Advanced modes. The battery can be 

charged by just plugging it into a normal household 

socket – it takes 50 minutes for an 80 per cent charge, or 

90 minutes for a 100 per cent charge. You can even buy a 

spare battery (for a hefty £2900) and swap packs over in 

minutes by just lifting the seat and removing four bolts.

But as a newcomer to off-road riding, I found that my 

own batteries ran out long before the Freeride’s did. I 

had no idea it was so physical, but if you’ve never tried 

off-roading the Freeride is the perfect place to start. It’s 

ridiculously light at just 110kg, so the effort needed is 

greatly reduced. That light weight also means the bike 

stops very easily with the help of a radially mounted, 

four-piston front brake caliper. 

Every control for the Freeride is on the handlebars, 

which means your feet are free to be stuck out ahead of 

you and used as stabilisers through the turns. The front 

brake is where you’d expect it, but the rear is on the left 

bar just like a mountain bike – and that’s no 

coincidence: KTM hope to attract non-motorcyclists to

the Freeride E, so the idea that it’s essentially a hi-tech

mountain bike with a motor will have an appeal there.

There’s no clutch or gearchanges to worry about,

either, and it’s a good job too – at least for novice 

off-roaders - because there’s so much new stuff to learn

that your brain will already be fully occupied. Mine was

so occupied with learning a new, alien riding position 

(almost sitting where the fuel tank would be on a 

The strengths of the Freeride E-XC as an off-road 

bike become weaknesses on the road. The seat is 

uncomfortable, the knobbly tyres make it feel 

squirmy, and its light weight and tiny dimensions 

(it’s equivalent in size to a 125cc KTM) make it feel 

skittish and slightly unstable. That said, the 

torque – especially in Advanced mode – is still 

impressive. If you only had an urban commute in 

mind, the Freeride could be a viable option. Its 

nimble handling suits traffic-dodging in city 

centres, but its 45mph top speed is going to  

leave you wanting on the open road.

To be fair, KTM never intended the E-XC to  

be used as a road bike for long runs. Owning the 

road-legal version simply means you can ride it  

a short distance to an off-road track, take it on 

legal green lanes, or use it as an urban commuter. 

The E-XC is, however, suitable for the A1 licence 

category, so it could make an unusual (and very 

expensive) first bike for eco-minded 17-year-olds. 

What’s it like on the road?

 The E’s motor 

is liquid-cooled. 

Seems you can 

mix electricity 

with water…

 The silent E-XC 

is a giant leap 

for the future 

acceptance of 

off-roading

 E-XC is road legal, but heavily compromised
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SPEC KTM Freeride E-XC

Price £10,299 Engine 260V electric 

motor, l/c Power 21bhp Torque 31lb.ft 

Transmission 1-speed, chain 

Chassis steel/aluminium composite 

Brakes discs Tyres 2.75-21, 120/90-18 

Wheelbase 1418mm Rake 23° Seat 

height 870mm Kerb weight 108kg 

 Until you can do 

this, you really 

can’t say electric 

bikes are boring…

 Radially 

mounted rear 

brake caliper 

is a neat touch

 Digital 

speedo helps 

make the E-XC 

road legal

normal bike), remembering to stand up over jumps for 

more control and added suspension, and remembering 

to put my leg out through turns to dab the ground and 

right the bike should I start to lose it, that I barely even 

registered that the E-XC didn’t make any noise. 

The lack of noise has been one of the major reasons 

that bikers can’t get excited about electric motorcycles, 

and that’s understandable with road bikes. But with 

off-roaders, there are so many advantages to silent 

running that they outweigh the negatives. The E-Scape 

facility would never have been given planning 

permission had it been to run noisy petrol-powered 

motorcycles – there were still more than 100 complaints 

about the running of silent bikes. There are no sounds to 

let you know there are bikes being run here. Suddenly, 

after years of protests about greenlaning and off-roading, 

we have the potential to ride bikes pretty much 

wherever we like, without the neighbours spoiling our 

fun – and that has to be a good thing.

If you think that electric bikes will never be able to 

produce enough power to satisfy you, then you really do 

need to try a Freeride E in an off-road environment. 

Even in Standard mode it was still more than enough for 

me (a sportsbike rider for 18 years). The same can’t be 

said for riding it on the road (see previous page) but on 

dirt, it has plenty of poke. Right from the surreal 

moment of twisting the throttle and magically moving 

forward, the torque is astonishing. The Freeride offers all 

of its 31lb.ft of torque from the first twist of the throttle, 

and that makes it ideal for squirting over the many 

jumps at the E-Scape facility. 

If my time at E-Scape proved anything, it’s that riding 

electric motorcycles can be fun. No question. But it’s 

going to take work to get that message across. The 

Freeride currently tops the year-to-date figures for

electric bikes, with just 13 registrations – including demo

bikes. It’s clear there’s a long way to go before we see

electric bikes gaining acceptance within the 

motorcycling community. Perhaps if there were more

places like E-Scape dotted across the country, 

acceptance would come quicker. E-Scape owner Stuart

Rutter is looking to set up a mobile version of his 

business so he can take a fleet of Freerides to locations 

around the country and spread the message. But while 

battery power makes sense in a controlled environment, 

it still doesn’t lend itself as well to road bikes, where 

range is far more important. And until that issue can be 

resolved, e-bikes – at least in terms of road use – look 

likely to be little more than a sideshow. 

 The E-Scape 

facility makes the 

best case yet for 

electric bikes 

having a purpose



WWW.MOTOSCOTLAND.COM
E: INFO@MOTOSCOTLAND.COM
T: 01499 320460

Do You Want To: Improve Your Road Riding
Skills; Enjoy Breathtaking Scenery; Have A 
Fun Day Out…? Come Off Roading With Us!

Rated as “Britain’s Best Off Road Motorbike 
Training Centre” – RIDE Magazine (October 2014)

Training endorsed by Bikesure and Devitt Insurance. 
Insurance discounts applicable for completing Level 2*

Check out our YouTube fi lm – search 
“MotoScotland.com”

On a breathtaking,
private Scottish 
Highland 50,000 acre 
estate

Everything that you need is 
included

Trail riding experiences also 
available    

 FUN & 

 ADVENTURE 

MOTOSCOTLAND.COM
breathtaking biking!
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Where did it come from? Honda’s 

R&D department was given the job 

of creating a flagship to surpass 

their own CB750. Led by the great 

Shoichiro Irimajiri – who had worked on 

their six-cylinder GP bikes in the ’60s 

and helped shape Honda’s car division 

– they came up with various prototypes, 

but the first production Wing was the 

1975 GL1000.

What’s changed? Everything. That 

first bike was a naked four – the first 

Japanese water-cooled four-stroke bike 

engine. It became the GL1100 in 1980, 

with optional full fairing and luggage, 

then the GL1200 in 1984, by which time 

there was no longer a naked option. In 

1988 the six-cylinder GL1500 arrived, 

complete with reverse gear, followed in 

2001 by the GL1800, which was lighter 

than the 1500 thanks to an aluminium 

frame and single-sided swingarm. 

Why do people like it? Never before had 

riders been offered something for lengthy 

two-up riding with such reliability.

Cult rating 4/5. The biggest market by 

far is the US but every country has its 

devotees, who are never shy about 

adding lights, fancier audio equipment, 

bigger seats, trailers… The UK scene 

has been loyally supported by dealer 

Colin Appleyard in Keighley.

The problem is… No one – even Honda 

– can agree on how to write the name. 

Gold Wing? GoldWing? Or the style we 

favour, Goldwing? Oh, and it’s really big 

and heavy. You knew that, right?

Without the Goldwing… Honda’s own 

spin-offs have included the naked 

Valkyrie and Rune, and the F6B bagger. 

The BMW K1600 would never have 

happened without the pioneering 

example of the Wing, and Harley tourers 

may not have got quite so big. There have 

also been fairly unsuccessful attempts 

to cash in from Suzuki (GV1400 Cavalcade), 

Kawasaki (the Voyager version of the 

Z1300) and Yamaha (the V-Max-engined 

Venture Royale).

LIVING LEGENDS OF MOTORCYCLING

#2 Honda Goldwing

Q I’m looking to buy a new or 

nearly-new Honda CBR650F, 

having been pootling around on an 

old CB500 twin for a couple of 

years. I want it for commuting and 

some weekend fun. On paper it 

seems to be just what I need and 

my local Honda dealers seem 

pretty good, but everyone else I 

mention the CBR to just pulls a 

face. What’s going on?

A There’s nothing wrong with the 

CBR. The reason for the 

face-pulling is probably a 

combination of nostalgia for older, 

spunkier CBR600s and a fashion-led 

disdain for a bike that adheres to the 

combination of full fairing and sporty 

crouch. It’s not clever or 

sophisticated, and it lacks the 

character of the Yamaha MT-07, but 

you have to remember that it’s also 

12bhp more powerful. It’s on the 

pricey side, too: £200 more than the 

very similar Suzuki GSX650F, and a 

painful £1650 more than the naked 

Yamaha, but there are plenty of 

low-milers for less than £6000. 

Q I really like the look of those 

Armstrong/CCM/Harley-

Davidson MT350 and MT500 army 

bikes. How do I buy one?

A They’re heavy and hard work, 

but if you can’t resist the lure of 

a simple single with a rifle holder, 

there’s a useful website about these 

bikes and other ex-army gear: www.

milweb.net, and an owners’ group: 

www.mtridersclub.co.uk. 

 The Goldwing: 40 

years of comfy 

two-up riding

 1975’s GL1000: where it all began for the Wing  What a difference four decades makes…

 This bike can 

cause face-

pulling...



www.shad.co.uk

ENTER YOUR BIKE REGISTRATION AT
WWW.SHAD.CO.UK TO SEE 
SHAD FITMENTS FOR YOUR BIKE

ONE
BUILDING
ENDLESS 
POSSIBILITIES
Whatever your work or 
hobby, ProWorkshop 
can provide you with an 
ideal workspace!

Key Benefits:
-  Free Delivery & Installation   
 (within 100 miles of our factory)
-  Built in Under 2 days
-  10 Year Fully Inclusive Guarantee
-  Designed for a Minimum 30 
 Year Life
-  Planning Permission not Usually  
 Required
-  Designed and manufactured in   
 our UK factory
- Heavy duty steel sub frame

01296 821321
www.proworkshop.co.uk/ride

Free upgade to hardened floor 
worth up  to £432! Please quote 

‘Ride’ when you contact us

A Scottoiler automatically 
lubricates your chain
while you ride. You enjoy 
the road, we look after 
your chain.

MORE TIME 
TO RIDE

www.scottoiler.com 
+44 (0)141 955 1100

Learn more about chain wear and maintenance on

www.motorcyclechainoilers.com

�	� E ��
������

�<

@BeowulfPP
beowulfukperformance

Freephone 0800 458 7456   01422 377603
www.beowulfuk.com

Radiator Protectors
Heel Plates
Exhaust Hangers
Chainguards

From
£20
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 HANDS ON PRE-TOUR PREP

ON THE ROAD CHECK #1

Check any webbing, straps and 

bungees. They could easily start to

fray part-way through your journey. 

ON THE ROAD CHECK #6

Oil and coolant need checking 

every morning, with the bike 

standing upright. Some bikes will

have a dipstick, others a sight glass.

You could take your whole toolbox but 

that means there’s no space for any 

undies, so you need to make some choices. 

Can you adjust and lube your chain? 

Repair a tyre? Tighten something? Patch 

something up? What kind of fastenings 

does your bike use? A little preparation 

saves lugging tools you don’t need but you 

do have most of the essentials that could 

save the day.

let you down. However new or well-worn 

your bike,you need to at least be aware 

that on a long trip it will be working 

harder than usual, especially if carrying 

two of you plus luggage. All bikes need 

certain checks during the trip and most 

need minor maintenance to keep them tip 

top. It’s just common sense to check things 

at the start of each day’s riding to 

minimise the risk of problems as you go.

Y
OU HAD THE idea months ago, 

chatted about it and put some 

dates aside. Camping or hotels, 

motorways or B roads, fast or 

leisurely… the plan is hatched. 

Months of researching the best routes to 

get to your destination, then booking 

crossings and accommodation, means 

you’re keenly anticipating the day you set 

off. So you really don’t want your bike to 

Get ready for touring
Prep your bike for a big trip – and make sure you don’t overload it

By Matt Hull

How to...
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ON THE ROAD CHECK #5

Lube your chain every day at

the end of a ride when your 

chain is warm, letting the lubricant 

penetrate further.

ON THE ROAD CHECK #4

Every morning check your tyre

pressures and condition. Look for 

screws, nails or tears and check 

the sidewalls for damage.

ON THE ROAD CHECK #2

It only takes a few seconds 

to make sure your headlight, 

indicators, rear and brake lights 

haven’t blown, as well as the horn.

ON THE ROAD CHECK #3

If you’re taking panniers off at night,

make sure they go back on properly 

– sloppy re-attachment can lead to 

catastrophic 80mph pannier ejection.

1  Chain cleaning and lubrication
Use chain cleaner, a toothbrush and plenty of rags to get the old gunge 

off the chain, swingarm, shock and engine. Apply chain lube sparingly to the 

inner side of the chain, so it gets pushed outwards through the chain.

2  Chain and sprocket wear
Chains and sprockets wear out and need replacing. And as they get 

older they wear more quickly. Watch for teeth shaped like shark’s fins. If you 

can pull the chain away from the back of the sprocket, it’s too far gone.

3  Chain adjustment
If it needs adjusting rather than replacing, 

loosen the rear axle just enough for the wheel to 

move, then take care to adjust evenly on both sides 

– much easier to do properly at home, at your 

leisure, rather than at the roadside in the rain.

5 Tyre tread and shape
Depending on the length of your tour, you

may need to consider pre-trip replacement of a

tyre that’s only part worn. Also look at the shape

– this squared-off tyre will not give confidence in

the wet on unfamiliar roads.

4  Wheel and tyre 
suitability and condition

Mid-journey is not the time to find out your tyres 

are the wrong size, too old or trackday rather than 

touring compound. While you’re on your knees, 

check the wheels for cracks or loose spokes.
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 HANDS ON PRE-TOUR PREP

7  Brake discs
If your brake pads have ever worn down

below the minimum they could have damaged the

discs. Discs can also be worn by hard use, or by

sticking pads, or by old age. Look for cracks, and

feel for a pulsing though the lever under light use.

10  Fitting a screen
A larger touring screen should reduce rider

fatigue and make life more comfortable for your

passenger too. Fitting is normally easy but make

sure you don’t over-tighten the bolts or the screen

can start to crack.

13  Wiring a sat nav 
Nothing complicated about wiring in a sat

nav – it’s usually just straight to the battery

terminals. The time-consuming part is getting the

wires to the battery neatly, without them getting

caught in between panels or the tank.

14  Preventing gremlins
Electrical problems are rare on modern 

bikes, but there’s no harm in making sure they are 

protected. Give them a coating of water dispersant 

such as WD-40, and check all earth connections 

are clean and coated with a little grease.

8  Fork seals
Fork seals stop the oil in the forks 

escaping, normally over your brakes. They get 

damaged by grit in the chrome sliding up and down. 

Replacement seals cost only a few pounds but the 

job will take a couple of hours.

11  Know your fuses
Usually if a fuse blows it’s because there’s 

a problem in your electrical system, which may 

require expert help. But sometimes it’s simply old 

age or a bumpy road. Make sure they’re in decent 

nick and carry a couple of relevant spares.

6  Brake pads
Do your brake pads have enough meat on 

them to last the trip? Some are difficult to see, but 

you’re looking for the amount of pad material on 

the metal backing plate. They come with 5-6mm as 

new. If less than 2mm remains, look at replacing.

9  Rear shock preload
As seen last month, preload sets the bike’s 

attitude. Add a pillion or luggage and the attitude 

needs adjusting. Use preload to give the bike the 

same stance when fully laden. The front shouldn’t 

need adjusting as most of the weight is at the back. 

12  Positioning a sat nav
Although this TomTom Rider 400 is 

designed to be waterproof, it’s best positioned as 

close to the screen as you can manage, without 

restricting your view of the instruments. RAM 

mounts give a wide range of adjustment.



 

CE LEVEL 2 

(+) 3-D moulds to body shape

(+) RPT (Repeat Performance Technology)

(+) All day comfort - adjustable, soft & flexible

15  Securing your luggage
If you only use your luggage occasionally, make sure it’s fitted securely 

and that you’re not overloading your boxes. Even adventure-style metal 

panniers like these are only supposed to take a few kilos.

16  Straps you can rely on
Bungees, Rok Straps and cargo nets can be fantastic aids to carrying 

your clobber, but they’ll wear and eventually break if asked to do too much or 

poorly positioned, rubbing against a sharp edge or touching a hot exhaust. 

Take time to pack neatly, and make

sure you know where everything is

so you can find it in the dark.

If you’re in a group, avoid doubling

up – one puncture repair kit should 

be enough, for instance. Only carry 

tools that you know how to use, and 

which are the correct size for your 

bike. A mid layer that can be used

as casual wear off the bike saves 

taking a jacket just for evenings.

For us, essentials include cable 

ties, spare gloves, earplugs and 

neck tube, a paper map, an extra 

layer such as an EDZ Innershell Top, 

a water bottle, visor wipes, tape and 

a sidestand puck. 

All the essentials, 

and room for a 

stick of rockTravel light
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 HANDS-ON OUR BIKES

The rebuild looks complete, but

a closer look reveals a long list

of jobs that still need doing

By Matt Hull

HONDA CBR600FV

Left to rot in the RiDE 

lock-up, Matt’s CBR has 

seen winter hack, 

touring and race duties 

before being restored to 

a fast road/track bike.

Matt’s

HONDA 
CBR600FV
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SIDESTAND
 I don’t like the sidestand, which is a 

temporary item I made to accommodate the 

taller Maxton shock (fitted to help the bike turn 

in more quickly), and it’s in danger of turning

into a permanent fixture. But a good sidestand

is really useful so I’m going to make a smarter

one from aluminium and carbonfibre rod.

GADGETS
I plan to fit a Speedangle datalogger that

records your speed, acceleration, lean angle

etc. If I add a camera pointed at the rear

suspension, that will help me understand the

bike better as I try to perfect the set-up. But it

will also pinpoint more jobs that I’ll need to do

over winter. Christmas may be cancelled…

WIRING
The wiring is my

largest bugbear. A lot of

it’s surplus and is

bunched up under the

clocks. When I’m on the

bike it sits there in front

of me, staring at me as if

to say: “You’re a bodger.”

I understand wiring so it

shouldn’t be a difficult

job, but there’s a lot of

connectors required, and

it all takes time. And once

you’ve started buying

connectors you may as

well start from scratch

with new wire. Where will

it end?

EXHAUST
 The stainless steel 

exhaust is a very 

handsome period race 

item, but currently 

tarnished and tatty, so 

that needs cleaning up. 

That’ll be a job that’s 

easier while it’s off the 

bike, meaning the bike 

has to stay off the road 

for longer.

WHEELS
 I have a 6in-wide Fireblade wheel to fit in the 

back. This will give me the ability to use a 180 

section rear tyre instead of a 160. There’s no 

real performance reason, but there’s now a 

better choice of 180 section tyres. The standard 

wheel is a 5in that you can squeeze a 180 on but 

the shape is wrong, negating any advantage. To 

make it fit I’ll need to get the sprocket carrier 

and wheel spacers machined down. Could wait 

until winter.

PAINT
 I love the way the bodywork looks, although I 

would like to find a more effective way of it 

coming on and off. Some Dzus fasteners should 

help here, which don’t need any tools to undo. 

Again, though, it can wait.

“I’ll need to get the 
sprocket carrier 

and wheel spacers 
machined down”



 LONG-TERM TEST SUZUKI V-STROM 650XT

No hurry, 
no worries
Adjust to its relaxed pace and the 

V-Strom is an undemanding pleasure

By Colin Overland Photographs by Mark Manning

 Comfy riding 

position, sure 

handling, decent 

suspension: the 

basics are covered

S
UZUKI CAN PLAY around as 

much as they want with MotoGP, 

but for me the Big S has always 

been more about dirt bikes and big 

naked bikes. Much as I admired 

Barry Sheene, I was actually always more 

of a Roger De Coster man, and it was the 

Belgian motocrosser’s poster who was on 

my wall, not the British playboy’s. 

GSX-Rs are all very well, but my list of 

‘Suzukis I Wish I’d Owned And Maybe Will 

One Day (But Don’t Tell My Wife)’ includes 

the likes of the SP370, PE175 and 1974 

TS240L, alongside the GT380 and X7. It 

turns out I like my bikes simple and 

upright, so it suits me to currently have the 

privilege of running both a Bandit 1250 and 

a V-Strom 650XT.

My delight is not universally shared. Many 

regard the V-Strom as heavy and slow, with 

a rather tenuous off-road connection; they 

could reasonably point out that this latest 

XT version is more about adding weight (in 

the form of a bash plate, taller screen and 

handguards) than sharpening it into 

something more modern and defined.

Let them carp. The truth as I see it is that 

the world doesn’t have enough bikes like 

the XT, which is a rare survivor from what 

was once a rich pool of road-biased, 

four-stroke trailies. Why don’t Kawasaki 

still bring in the KLR650? Why don’t 

Honda do something more purposeful than 

the NC750X and CB500X, which seem 

rather pale replacements for the Transalp 

and long-ago Dominator?

For me, it’s not about actual off-roading 

(although riding a V-Strom on a beach in 

Ireland earlier this year was fun). It’s about 

a comfortable riding position, decent 

handling, suspension that can cope with 

potholes and speed bumps, and a big rear 
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 If you want a dash with lots of electronically 

adjustable gizmos, you’re on the wrong bike

 Heated grips 

work well. Shame 

the controller 

looks so cheap

Spec: 645cc V-twin, 68bhp, 215kg

New price in this spec: £7499

Current mileage: 2258

Average mpg: 53

What’s next?
Some luggage, some longer trips,

change of tyres

OUR V-STROM 650XT

“After 2000miles,
the XT is relaxed,
gentle and solid”
seat and rack that can, between them, soak 

up as much luggage as I want to carry.

So far, after more than 2000 miles, I’m 

really enjoying life with the XT. It’s relaxed, 

gentle and reassuringly solid.

However… pleased as I am with its 

50mpg-plus fuel economy, I would trade a 

little of that for a bit more wallop from the 

engine. And the brakes are very poor. I like 

the heated grips that come as standard on 

the XT, but would prefer it if the control 

didn’t look so much of an afterthought. I 

wish the centrestand wasn’t a £185 extra 

on the accessories list. And though the rack 

is useful, the plastic tank means my Oxford 

magnetic tankbag is useless (I tried balancing 

it and crossing my fingers, with expensive 

results). The official accessory panniers are 

really wide, which I never like, so I’m 

thinking soft luggage might be the answer.

But this is all minor quibbling (apart from 

the brakes). So far, the XT feels like a bike I 

could happily own for all eternity, chugging 

along comfortably and uncomplainingly. 
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Making a true 
all-rounder

“Hustling a big 
adventure bike 
down  a green lane is 
immensely satisfying”

KTM’s 1050 is up for anything, but some 

choice extras make it better at everything

By Matt Hull

B
EING A JAMMY git, I get 

to ride all kind of bikes. 

Some I like, some aren’t

my cup of tea, but they all

add to the rich tapestry

that is motorcycling. What

they also give me is a gauge

for my KTM 1050 Adventure

– am I glad to get back on it,

or does it feel a little dull?

After 3744 miles the good 

news is that it still feels great. 

Every ride is exciting, 

engaging and just enough. A 

ride down to Christchurch is 

swiftly dealt with comfortably 

and frugally, while on the way 

back I found myself 

meandering down some easy green lanes 

for a little bit of fun. Although the ground 

was fairly dry the Metzeler Tourance Next 

tyres struggled, and they are rapidly 

wearing down. But the Adventure lived up 

to its name and got me to the end of the 

tracks, and hustling a big adventure bike 

down a green lane is immensely satisfying. 

This is no Chelsea tractor.

Lately we’ve thrown some useful mods 

at the Adventure, which has started to swell

the £10,999 price. KTM’s aluminium 

panniers and top box, made by Touratech,

are excellent, so I’ve put some on to carry

my camera gear and make-up. They went

on easily, although it took a little time to

adjust the box mountings that fit in the top

box frame just so. But they are really useful

and a lot more secure than the bags I was

using. The little tool tray that fits on the

frame is great for my tool roll. I always 

thought the Adventure looked a little naked

without loads of add-ons.

Oxford now make Adventure heated

grips, which have a slightly different 

rubber to the sports ones. Being slightly

thicker than standard grips they make 

twisting the throttle easier and holding on

to the bike more comfy as well as warmer.

Combined with the standard 

handguards, cold night rides are 

not a problem.

For my height the taller 

touring screen works superbly 

when set to its top, most 

forward, position. It keeps 

the weather off and means I 

can happily open my visor if 

I need. But as the weather 

gets warmer I’ve started to 

keep it lower – I might swap 

it back to the standard, clear 

screen. 

I’ve got fed up with lubing 

the chain, so on has gone a 

Loobman AB Dynamic. This 

system doesn’t feed all the 

time, just when you give it a squeeze – I 

love the simplicity. Once you get used to 

remembering, it becomes second nature. 

For just £20.99 it’s a brilliant piece of kit. 

All I need now is some time to find some 

more green lanes to try out the new 

Continental TKC70 tyres.

KTM 1050 

ADVENTURE

A more wallet-friendly 

version of the superb 

1190 Adventure, with 

a smaller, less powerful 

engine, cast wheels, and 

simpler suspension 

and electronics.

Spec 1050cc 75° V-twin, 94bhp, 230kg

Price in this spec £10,999 (tyres £220, 

grips £76, screen £103, top box £331, 

panniers £741, tool tray £43, oiler £21)

Current mileage 3744

Average mpg 47

What’s next? 
Clean it, then get it dirty, then clean it again…

OUR 1050 ADVENTURE
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Not the ‘surprise
hit’ I hoped for…

 Always give way 

to the right in France. 

And to the bike that’s 

stopped in front of you

A mixed month for our Yamaha Tracer: 

new tyres, good; low-speed shunt, bad 

By Simon Weir

YAMAHA MT-09

TRACER

One of 2015’s biggest

successes, and it’s clear

why. Same torquey

three-cylinder engine

and agile chassis as the

MT-09, with added

half-faired practicality.

Spec 847cc inline triple, 113bhp, 210kg

Price in this spec £8918

Current mileage 3189

Average mpg 48

What’s next?
Fixing the indicator. A good trip, hopefully

camping – possibly fitting a rack for the tent.

OUR MT-09 TRACER

RIDING INTO A village

on a straight road, no

traffic or pedestrians.

I glanced down to check

the sat nav. Looked up.

The bike in front of me

was stopping. Fast.

I grabbed the brake.

Forks dived. Swerved.

Brakes pulsed once,

twice, as the ABS

kicked in. Then I clipped

the back of the KTM

1050 Adventure.

France’s curious

‘priorite a droite’ rule

means people on the

main road should give

among them. They’re fine in the dry but 

not confidence inspiring in the wet. I’m 

now on Pirelli Angel GTs: they seem 

equally grippy but with more feedback 

in the dry and much more feel in the wet.

way to people turning on to the road 

from the right. But in Champagne, 

they’ve taken to painting give-way 

lines across the road. I hadn’t seen 

it, but fellow rider Chippy had. So at 

10mph I bashed the back of his bike. 

I watched as he was fired forwards, 

both hands off the bars. Luckily he 

got the bars again and stopped.

The damage? I looked at the bike I’d 

hit. Indicator bent. One number-plate 

bolt knocked half out. That’s it.

Then I looked at the Tracer. Oh 

dear. A piece of glass the size of a 

rose petal gone from one headlight, 

the side fairing snapped. The bike’s 

face had dropped on one side, like 

a stroke victim. What had I done?

Well, neither of us was 

hurt. The bike was rideable. 

A bit of gaffer tape patched 

it up nicely. Curiously, the 

right-turn indicator had 

packed up, though the 

hazards still worked. Back 

in the UK, the damage was 

patched up by the Yamaha 

workshop – though the 

indicator still isn’t working. 

Hopefully a squirt of WD-40 

in the switch will clear it.

At least the new tyres are 

a big step forward. Dunlop 

make some great tyres, but 

I wouldn’t count the D222 

that comes on the Tracer 
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A fall from glory

I
T WAS ALL going so well until, in a

moment of clumsiness, I knocked the

R1200R over at zero miles per hour in

my own front garden. Despite the lack

of forward motion involved, and the

cushioning effect of my neighbour’s

daffodils, the fall managed to damage the

bar-end weight, brake lever and cylinder

head cover. A simple job for our ever

helpful local BMW dealers, Balderston,

every ride a wonderful experience. Step off

pretty much anything else, and the BMW is

a more responsive, better balanced,

sweeter handling place. It’s not just me

who thinks so. My colleague Lee Skellett,

who has the wild and crazy tastes of a man

half my age (because he is, more or less),

agrees that this is pretty much the best bike

in the world.

We’ve enhanced it with a tail pack. It’s

the very same Small Softbag that did well

in our tail pack test in the June issue. It’s

made for the rack on this bike (and some

other BMWs), so it sits on it neatly once

 LONG-TERM TEST BMW R1200R

you’ve mastered the straps provided (along

with an instruction manual, which I’ve

refused to look inside, based on some

ridiculous prejudice about bags not

needing instruction manuals). It has a

clip-and-roll waterproof lining to keep

your spare cardigan dry, an expansion zip,

a carrying handle and a shoulder strap.

Happily, it also fits well enough on the

rack of our Suzuki V-Strom 650XT.

to replace.

More happily,

the R remains a

bike that makes

The R1200R leaves an impression on all 

who ride it – and on next door’s garden…

By Colin Overland

Spec 1170cc boxer twin, 123bhp, 231kg

Price in this spec £13,100 (tail pack £127)

Current mileage 2182

Average mpg 47

What’s next?
Even more luggage, possibly a massive

tankbag. And some cylinder-head covers…

OUR R1200R

 Softbag was Recommended in June’s bag test

BMW R1200R 

EXCLUSIVE

Appears to be a simple, 

stripped-back roadster, 

but actually combines a 

liquid-cooled boxer with 

semi-active suspension 

and plenty of gadgets. 

Deceptively modern and 

surprisingly handy at 

most kinds of riding.
 Whoops-a-

daisy? More 

whoops-the-

daffodils…

FLYSCREEN

The Sports Windshield is a

£175 extra on its own, or part

of some accessory packages.

Available clear or tinted.

LUGGAGE RACK

Included on this Exclusive

version of the R1200R.

Especially handy when used

with a Small Softbag (below).
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FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE PLEASE VISIT US AT
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Go Ride It Out
and release the rebel within you

with these unique T-shirts
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�� 100% heavy cotton T 
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The Function Side 
To Fashion

BLKGEN

The popular Draggin Jeans Next Gen is now available in Black. Visit your local store.

Trusted by 

riders 

since 1997

Lifetime warranty to original purchaser. Calls may be recorded for training/security purposes. Prices correct at time of press and exclude delivery. E&OE

Distributed in the UK by HPS
Quantity dealer pricing availableHPS • Derwent House • Alfreton • Derbyshire • DE55 7BP • UK

www.BikeHPS.com

Tailor your bike’s airflow to suit you!
Cheat the wind, reduce fatigue and gain
high speed, long distance rider comfort
with the 7-way adjustable Vario-Touring
Screen with Spoiler now from only £89!

SEE THE SCREENS FOR YOUR BIKE OR BUY NOW AT...

German made high-quality,
effective screens.
Manufactured to TÜV
standards from a unique
and virtually unbreakable
aircraft canopy grade
material – with a
perfect fit and finish
and a lifetime warranty

– there’s no better

screen than anMRA!

Double-Bubble/Racing Screens Screens for Naked Bikes

OR CALL TO DISCUSS THE BEST SCREEN FOR YOU 01773 831122

Touring Screens

Complete

replacement

screen with

spoiler

“...it’s like riding a different bike,

the buffeting and noise is great-

ly reduced, what a difference."
MK, Hertfordshire, BMW R1150GS

Read much more feedback at..

www.bikehps.com/mra

See a photo of your

bike’s screen now at...

www.bikehps.com/mra

LATEST MODELS
AVAILABLE, 

NEW DUCATI
MULTISTRADA
SHOWN HERE

Go the distance with

an MRA screen...
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 BETTER RIDING

1

1 
THE SCAN
When you’re on a quiet, traffic-free stretch 

of road, just count as you look at things: one 

second (looking ahead); two seconds (checking the 

speedo); three seconds, four seconds (looking 

ahead again); five seconds (checking one mirror); 

six seconds (looking ahead again); seven seconds 

(checking the other mirror). 

In fact, you probably don’t need to take a full 

second to check your speedo or each mirror – a 

second is actually quite a long and lingering look. 

But this is a very useful drill to help you get in the 

habit of checking what’s going on all around you, 

as well as your speed.

2 
THE SWEEP OR THE CAST
Looking ahead is the most important part of 

this process, but it’s important to look well. 

You want to see properly ahead - but you also want 

to look out for hazards like potholes or gravel 

nearer to you. 

You can use your gaze like a fishing rod: throw 

it out to the furthest part of the road, then reel it 

back in, picking up details as your gaze gets closer. 

You can also sweep the road, checking the surface 

in front of you and quickly raising your gaze, 

pushing it out to the distance. The most important 

thing is to keep your eyes moving, not lingering on 

the road surface and missing the corner. 

3 
CHIN UP 
Just how far ahead do you look as you 

approach a corner? Lift your head and point 

your chin at the furthest bit of visible road and 

you’ll ensure you really are looking properly ahead, 

not at a patch of tarmac that’s a good way off.

4 
LOOK A BIT FURTHER
Church spires visible over distant trees hint 

at the presence of villages, while lines of 

telegraph poles curving in the distance may hint at 

the direction of the road. A line of red roof tiles on 

a far hillside suggests houses with driveways… all 

hazards you’ll have to process when you get there.

If the secret of comedy is timing, the secret of 

good riding is timely observation. It’s no joke…

By Simon Weir

Good looking
T

HE THING THAT puts lots of 

people off so-called ‘advanced 

riding’ is running headlong into 

what’s called ‘the system’, with 

its forest of acronyms. It’s a great 

thing for some riders, but for others it’s 

just too off-puttingly formal when all 

they want is to get more confidence on 

two wheels. Riding’s meant to be fun, 

after all – not like going back to school.

But even if you’re not interested in 

doing any kind of advanced riding test, 

there’s one thing you can take from the 

system – and that’s the very first letter 

of the acronym IPSGA, which stands for 

information, position, speed, gear and 

acceleration. Everything hangs on the information 

phase. If that’s still too advanced-riding bore for 

you, think of it this way: everything depends on 

looking where you’re going – and actually looking 

really well. 

There is a big difference between looking and 

seeing. You can look ahead and no doubt spot, for 

example, that there’s a truck coming 

towards you and a bit further on there’s 

a corner. But will you also see the edge 

of the car that’s behind the lorry, itching 

to overtake? Will you see the manhole 

covers dotting the road approaching the 

corner? The potholes at the side of the 

road or the mud tracked out from a field 

entrance? What about the cyclist about 

to pull out of a side road?

The more detail you see when looking 

ahead, the better you’re able to 

anticipate any problems – such as 

impatient cars waiting to overtake 

lorries, suicidal cyclists or slippery mud 

and manhole covers exactly where you 

want to turn in. The earlier you spot potential 

problems, the more time you have to prepare for 

them – so the better your chances of avoiding any 

trouble. Training yourself to see the road ahead, 

rather than just look at it, is a real skill that takes 

practice. Here are some drills to make sure you can 

believe what you are seeing.

THE RiDE GUIDE 

TO RIDING

Each month we’re 

going to look at an 

aspect of riding, 

reading the road or 

machine control. 

The aim is to help 

you check and 

improve your riding, 

making you safer, 

more relaxed and 

more confident on 

your bike.



3

2

5

4

5 
TALK TO YOURSELF
A commentary – listing what you see, as  

you see it – is a good way of focusing your 

attention. As well as listing everything, it can 

remind you to keep to the furthest piece of tarmac, 

keep checking the mirrors and so on. If you’re not 

telling yourself about what you’re seeing, then 

you’re not looking at the road properly...

Seeing what’s coming up in plenty of time is all

very well, but the vital bit is doing something

about what you’ve seen. That’s the real benefit

of spotting a potential problem early: there’s

plenty of time to work out how to deal with it.

The advanced-riding jargon for this is a ‘riding

plan’, which just means being clear on what you

should do before you get there. So if you see

that there’s a car looking to overtake the lorry

coming towards you, the best plan is to take a

more central position in your lane to give the

driver a better chance of seeing you. What if he

moves out? Cover the horn and be ready to give

it a blast if the car twitches… and be ready to

move further left, in case that doesn’t stop him.

“A commentary will 
focus your attention”

Spotting potential problems early gives a

better chance of being able to deal with them

 Getting a detailed look 

at what’s ahead of you on 

the road is a vital skill  

for a rider to learn

If all else fails, honk
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 EXPERIENCE

Whe e we’re going,  
From off-road duffer to river

crossings in just a few hours
By Antonia Bolingbroke-Kent

 Tarmac?  

It’s overrated

1 How to get on
Lean forward and swing your leg over the

back; pick the bike up at the point of most leverage.

2 How to control it
Shifting your weight around is critical,

using the footpegs to keep the bike balanced.

Handling a tall, narrow dirt bike

still with the front brake. “Forget all the 

IAM rules about covering your rear brake,” 

says Craig. “Sometimes you can’t.” 

Next we ride slowly around the gravel 

track as Craig and Mark teach us how to 

stand up (knees not quite locked out, pegs 

just behind the balls of the feet), weight 

through the legs to steer, and looking up 

and ahead to anticipate obstacles. I find 

standing up easy, but we both grip the 

handlebars so hard our forearms ache 

almost instantly. “You’ve got to be loose  

I
’VE MUDDLED THROUGH some 

off-road riding before, but you can 

only ride your luck for so long. Time 

to take some tuition from the experts. 

I booked myself and boyfriend Marley 

in for a two-day off-roading course in the 

Brecon Beacons with Craig Whitney of 

Trailworld Wales. We’d spend the first day 

learning the basics on a pub campsite in 

Abercraf and the second putting our 

new-found skills to the test in the 

spectacular surroundings of the National 

Park, riding tough little 200cc AJP trailies.

For the first hour our engines remain 

silent as Craig and instructor Mark Taylor 

teach us how to ‘open the gate’ and swing 

‘leg to peg’ to get on. This might sound 

overly simplistic but dirt bikes are taller 

and narrower than your average roadster; 

you’ll be getting on and off on rough 

ground and adverse cambers and, as Mark 

points out, it’s surprising how hard these 

simple manoeuvres can be when you’re 

tired. Shorter folk, like me, also need to 

become comfortable with having just one 

foot on the ground when stationary, while 

the other foot rests on the peg and you hold 
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3 How to pick it up
Put the bars on full lock, front wheel to

the sky. Let your legs do the work, not your back.

 Antonia was soon 

negotiating descents 

she’d never have 

tried 24 hours earlier

Stand up, look ahead and retain your speed The sense of achievement produces big grins

Fancy a go?
Craig Whitney runs courses on AJP

motorcycles in association with Trailworld

Wales. For more go to www.trailworld.co.uk

or call Craig direct on 07857 803734.

Courses start at £209 per day.

for the first time

as a goose,” instructs Craig. “Off-roading  

is all about being relaxed and preserving 

energy – accidents happen when you’re 

tense and tired.” 

Turning in tight circles (inside leg 

straight, outside leg bent, look around the 

corner) demonstrates the importance of 

momentum. U-turns were never my 

strong point and nerves try to slow me 

down, but the slower you go, the more 

likely you are to fall. “Momentum is your 

friend,” encourages Craig, as I ride in 

circles around him, battling my desire to 

brake. Tackling logs, rocks and pallets in a 

mini-obstacle course drills this home again 

– hit a surmountable object with enough 

speed and the wheels will roll over it; go 

too slowly and you’ll end up in the dirt. 

The following morning we head for the 

hills under an uncharacteristically blue sky. 

Starting with an easy gravel track, we 

practise all we learnt yesterday: standing 

up, looking ahead, steering with our 

weight, being loose as a goose on the bars. 

Look past the obstacles, not at them, I 

remind myself out loud, letting the bike 

and my subconscious steer me between 

puddles and potholes. At a small water 

crossing Craig shows us how to pick a line, 

lean back, focus on the far side and throttle 

across in second. It’s easier than I thought 

and, thankfully, we both avoid a dunking. 

Our first real test comes as we turn onto 

Sarn Helen, an old Roman road that once 

linked Neath with North Wales. This is 

proper off-road stuff: deep puddles, 

boulders, loose gravel, muddy ruts and 

slopes steep enough to make my heart 

pound. There’s stunning scenery but I’m 

concentrating so hard on keeping going 

that it remains a blur outside the focus of 

my intent. I have moments where I think  

I can’t do it but I goad myself on, repeating, 

“Momentum, momentum, momentum,” 

until the difficult bit is done. It goes against 

all my instincts - I want to sit down, slow 

down and look down but instead I stand 

up, look up and keep going. And boy, what 

a rush! When we stop to cool down, drink 

and admire the view across to Pen y Fan 

I’m shaking with adrenaline. At every stage 

Craig proves a superb teacher, patient and 

precise, with just the right balance 

between pushing us and nurturing  

our newbie confidence.

Further on, we turn back when we reach 

a river crossing which makes even Craig 

quake in his boots. It’s a risk we don’t need 

to take and, at this stage, keeping our mojo 

is more important than proving anything. 

We ride on through an elven landscape 

of twisted hawthorns, mossy banks and 

sun-dappled woods. Clouds scud across a 

turquoise sky and the only sounds we hear 

when we stop are twittering skylarks, 

buzzing bumblebees, bleating sheep and 

the tinkling of mountain streams. 

But it’s not over yet. After lunch we come 

to a steep, boulder-strewn stretch of Sarn 

Helen, which I fear is too much. I stop, peer 

down the hill at the looming rocks and tell 

Marley I can’t do it. But suddenly I’m in 

second, rolling downwards, leaning back, 

bumping over rocks, saying, “Momentum, 

don’t stop, keep going, look up” through 

gritted teeth. At the bottom I’m grinning 

and shaking in equal measure.

We ride back to the pub through the 

stunning Senni Valley, feeling like different 

riders to the ones who nervously practised 

‘leg to peg’ yesterday morning. Every road 

rider should do a course like this, whether 

you’re planning an off-road trip or not. As 

for me, I might not be an enduro goddess, 

but I’m certainly ready for Tajikistan. 



HELMETS

THE PRODUCT TEST

 PRODUCT TEST ADVENTURE HELMETS

The only helmet you need or just a pain  

in the neck? We put them through their 

paces on the road and on the rough

A
N ADVENTURE HELMET is an

off-road helmet that works equally

well as a road helmet. The idea

originally came from Arai in 2002

with the first Tour-X, responding to

a demand from adventure bike riders for

a road helmet that could also be practical

off-road – they didn’t want to have to carry

a second helmet with them.

Off-road helmets have long snouts to

give room around your mouth to breathe,

large apertures for riders to wear goggles

and let in as much air as possible, and they

also need to have good vents. A peak is

essential for helping to fend off branches

or mud from the bike in front, as well as

keeping sun out of your eyes, and they

have to be lightweight.

Many purely on-road riders – especially

those who ride a lot in town, as well as

those who wear glasses – like adventure

helmets for their roominess and airiness.

But for faster riding on the road, goggles

are often an uncomfortable compromise;

too much ventilation is bad in the cold and

at speed a peak can wrench your

head backwards.

We’ve been living with

these helmets for

months, giving us an overall impression of

quality and durability. Especially for the

test, we did 500 miles of road riding to

check for visor seal and aerodynamics at

speed, especially the effect of the peak.

They were tested with and without the

peaks fitted and worn on a naked bike,

off-roader and an adventure bike to see

what effect the wind would have on

buffeting, comfort and noise.

We also tested them off-road to try them

with goggles, where appropriate. We were

looking for how the lining felt after a hard

day’s riding, and whether a visor aperture

that felt big enough on the road still felt

adequate in the sweatier conditions

created by off-road riding.

Comfort, quality, weight, anti-mist

prevention, ease of use of the strap,

washability of the interior, draft exclusion

options and – where fitted – the

effectiveness of a drop-down sun visor

were all assessed too.

VISOR

They’re the weak link on many

helmets, and here they need to

do even more jobs. Drop-down

sun visors shouldn’t be

necessary with a peak, but

many adventure lids have both.

INTERIOR

Is the padding removable?

Does it wick away your sweat

after a hard ride? Some also

have quick-release cheek pads

for removal in an emergency.

BIG HEAD

Adventure helmets are often 

wider, and the peak can 

stop them fitting in

panniers or top boxes.

By Matt Hull Photographs by Gareth Harford
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Crash 
testing
All the helmets have been tested to 

the European standard for motorcycle

crash helmets, ECE-2205 – look for a

sticker to check this applies to any

helmet. However, the UK government’s

SHARP helmet-testing programme

has not yet tested adventure helmets.

Six things
to look for

1 
REMOVABLE PEAK 
This makes road riding much more 

comfortable. Naked bikes in particular 

can turn a peak into an instrument of torture 

for your neck.

2
WEIGHT
They are bigger than normal helmets

and with the peak and attachments can

get heavy – especially bad for off-roading.

3
DROP-DOWN VISOR
If you are a road-orientated rider, a

drop-down tinted visor can be really

useful. But how far does it lower and is it easy

to operate on the move?

4 
GOOD VENTILATION
Any form of off-roading will make you 

much hotter than road riding. The jutting 

jaw can help, but that should be as well as 

good vents, not instead of.

5 
VISOR SEAL
Large, curved visors are more tricky to 

get a good seal so can let in annoying 

whisps of air at speed. And is there any 

anti-mist provision?

6 
EASE OF USE  
WITH GOGGLES
How big is the aperture for use with 

off-road googles? When they’re in place, does 

that still leave a good amount of room for 

cooling air to circulate?

BUYING CHECKLIST

PEAK

They should keep mud, 

branches and sun out of your 

eyes. Too large and they act 

like a sail in the wind at 

cruising speeds.

VENTING

You need good vents in the

front and on top, but they 

also need to be able to close

for riding in the winter.
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 PRODUCT TEST ADVENTURE HELMETS

No compromises when it’s in road mode

Peak is adjustable and can be removed

 Red tags signify quick-release cheekpads

Scores
Quality and finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/10

Visor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/10

Interior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/10

Venting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/10

Comfort on-road . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/10

Suitability for off-road . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/10

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52/60

www.factoryagencies.co.uk

Shell material Carbon/aramid/fibreglass

Weight as tested 1500g

Anti-mist Pinlock insert included

Drop-down visor Yes

Strap type Double D-ring

Use with goggles Yes with and without visor

Interior removable Yes

Compatibility with glasses Excellent

Chin draft deflector Yes, soft fabric

 Not heard of Nexx before? Join the club. But 

it’s a name we need to get used to, because 

they plainly know what they’re doing. The X.D1 

has everything an adventure helmet needs, 

making it our favourite all-round lid in this test: 

a great road helmet that can also keep you 

comfortable and safe off-road. 

It works on road with the peak and even

better without it, reducing drag and making it a

great helmet for naked or sportsbikes. There is

a drop-down visor (unlike the very similar

Aventuro), a sumptuous interior with quick-

release cheek pads, good visor mechanism 

with Pinlock included and good venting. 

You can wear it all day on the road, the chin 

windstopper keeping out uncomfortable drafts.

When you get off-road, taking the visor off 

is fiddly but needs no tools and you can wear 

goggles easily with the visor raised rather than 

removed (although taking it off should keep it 

safe from scratching). Then change the chin 

vent for the freer-flowing one you get in the 

box, pop your goggles on and go get dirty.

It comes with side and top pods that have 

a flat surface on which to mount an action 

camera, more side pods to support quick-strap 

googles, and the rubber chin spoiler is designed 

to prevent hyper extension. There is provision 

for a built-in communications unit.

The X.D1 weighs more than the Touratech 

Adventuro as it is made from a heavier 

construction – but it is also £100 cheaper. 

The Nexx wins because of its all-round 

ability, as well as its features and price.

Nexx X.D1 £269.99, patterns £299.99

Best all-round adventure helmet
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The Hornet ADV is

one of the quietest

helmets on test

The GS is

closest to a

conventional

off-road

helmet

BMW GS Helmet
Plain £400, patterns £450

www.bmw-motorrad.com

Shell material Carbonfibre-reinforced plastic

Weight as tested 1450g

Anti-mist Pinlock insert included

Drop-down visor No

Strap type Double D-ring

Use with goggles Yes, with and without visor

Interior removable Yes

Compatibility with glasses Excellent

Chin draft deflector Two: mesh or soft fabric

The GS is the most off-road-orientated helmet

here. It is superlight, with a long chin to give

maximum air around the mouth, and the chin vent

flap is removable for even more flow. Goggles are

easy to use with or without the visor, and the peak

is flexible for the bashing it gets off-road. On-road

that peak is minimal enough to resist pulling your

head about, in fact the best on test.

The visor seals perfectly and has a full-size

Pinlock insert, the interior is perfect and it even

works without the peak. It can also be fitted with

BMW’s communication system. Only the lack of

internal sun visor, and the cost, drop the GS below

the Nexx.

Shoei Hornet ADV
Plain £369, colours £449

www.shoeiassured.co.uk

Shell material Lightwieght AIM+

Weight as tested 1500g

Anti-mist Pinlock insert included

Drop-down visor No

Strap type Double D-ring

Use with goggles Yes, with and without visor

Interior removable Yes, emergency Q-release

Compatibility with glasses Excellent

Chin draft deflector Removable net

 The Hornet ADV replaces the popular Hornet DS. 

It is instantly comfortable, with a plush interior and 

Shoei’s quick-release cheek pads for safe helmet 

removal in an accident. The visor and all the vents 

are easy to use with gloves. An improvement over 

many helmets is that you can remove the visor and 

the peak separately, making it great for use with 

goggles. The peak works well and thanks to the 

gills it is not caught by the wind – apart from side 

winds, oddly. It also noticeably quieter than the 

others. Weight is average but venting leaves room 

for improvement – you can get quite hot inside, 

especially if riding off-road. Overall, though, a very 

good helmet for road-inclined adventurers.

Best for 
off-road

Best for 
road riders

Scores
Quality and finish  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/10

Visor  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/10

Interior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Venting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/10

Comfort on-road. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/10

Suitability for off-road . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/10

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51/60

Scores
Quality and finish  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/10

Visor  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10/10

Interior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/10

Venting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Comfort on-road. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/10

Suitability for off-road . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/10

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51/60
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 PRODUCT TEST ADVENTURE HELMETS

On the road...
Most riders who wear a dual-purpose adventure helmet will spend

more time on-road than off-road. All of them are loud compared to a

traditional helmet, because of the peak and fittings, so pack earplugs.

Many find that the peak and the large visor aperture make road riding

a lot more pleasant than conventional full-face lids. The venting on the

better helmets is great when behind large screens, but they’re not for

everyone – many will prefer a normal helmet.

www.touratech.co.uk

Shell material Carbonfibre

Weight as tested 1400g

Anti-mist Pinlock insert included

Drop-down visor No

Strap type Double D-ring

Use with goggles Yes, with and

without visor

Interior removable Yes

Compatibility with glasses

Excellent

Chin draft deflector Yes

 The Adventuro is 100 grams lighter

than the similar Nexx thanks to its

use of carbonfibre. Although

www.spadaclothing.co.uk

Shell material ABS Weight as tested 1600g Anti-mist No

Drop-down visor Yes Strap type Ratchet Use with goggles Yes, with

visor removed Interior removable Yes Compatibility with glasses

Reasonable Chin draft deflector No

www.agv.co.uk

Shell material Carbon/aramid/

fibreglass

Weight as tested 1380g

Anti-mist No

Drop-down visor No

Strap type Double D-ring

Use with goggles Yes,

without visor

Interior removable Yes

Compatibility with glasses

Excellent

Chin draft deflector Yes

 The AGV is the lightest lid on test 

and looks the most aggressive. It is 

generally well made, the clip at the 

back for holding the goggle strap is a 

little bit flimsy. There are many neat 

details, such as Bluetooth and 

camera mounts, but there is no sun 

visor. Mostly for those who ride 

mainly off-road.

very comfortable and the peak 

doesn’t get caught by the wind too 

badly at speed. Vents are OK, the 

interior is comfy if a little hot, and the 

visor is easy to use. The visor is 

separate to the peak but doesn’t 

open high, and using goggles is tricky.

Scores
Quality and finish  . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/10

Visor  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/10

Interior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/10

Venting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Comfort on-road. . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/10

Suitability for off-road . . . . . . . 8/10

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48/60

Scores
Quality and finish  . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Visor  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Interior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Venting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/10

Comfort on-road. . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/10

Suitability for off-road . . . . . . . 7/10

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41/60

Scores
Quality and finish  . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/10

Visor  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Interior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/10

Venting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Comfort on-road. . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/10

Suitability for off-road . . . . . . . 7/10

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47/60Touratech Adventuro Carbon 
Plain £369, patterns £399

Spada Intrepid Adventure £99.99

AGV AX8 Plain £249.99, 
colours £259.99, carbon £399.99

 This is very good for the price. We 

found it to be a good fit, with an 

interior that’s nice to touch. There’s 

an internal sunvisor, adjustable peak 

and a good view. Goggles can be 

used when the visor is removed, 

though the vents are a little weak. 

The peak is adjustable.

 Lightweight, the 

Adventuro is great 

for off-roading

 Spada is great 

value and does a 

good job at one 

penny under a ton

 Featherlight AGV:  

comfy but better 

for road riding
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www.held.de

Shell material Fibreglass Weight as tested 1450g Anti-mist Pinlock

ready but not included Drop-down visor Yes Strap type Ratchet Use

with goggles Yes, without visor Interior removable Cheek pads only

Compatibility with glasses OK Chin draft deflector No

www.whyarai.co.uk

Shell material Laminate

Weight as tested 1620g

Anti-mist Pinlock insert included

Drop-down visor No

Strap type Double D-ring

Use with goggles Yes, with or

without visor

Interior removable Yes, 

emergency quick-release

Compatibility with glasses

Excellent

Chin draft deflector  

Retractable spoiler

Extras Pods for using without peak

 The Tour-X4 has the most 

www.held.de

Shell material ABS Weight as tested 1380g Anti-mist Pinock ready

but not included Drop-down visor Yes Strap type Ratchet Use with

goggles Yes, with or without visor Interior removable Cheek pads only

Compatibility with glasses Yes Chin draft deflector No

www.shark-helmets.com

Shell material Carbon/aramid/

fibreglass

Weight as tested 1450g

Anti-mist Yes, internal coating

Drop-down visor Yes

Strap type Ratchet

Use with goggles Yes, included

Interior removable Yes

Compatibility with glasses

Excellent

Chin draft deflector Yes, with

neck scarf

 This is the closest to a road helmet 

in shape and feel. Clever features 

include a quick release peak and 

sumptuous interior on test, and it 

seems to fit most head shapes 

perfectly. The visor aperture is large, 

with excellent fit for goggles, and the 

visor is brilliant. But it suffers from 

heaviness and the peak is too large 

at cruising speeds, forcing your head 

down and causing neck ache.

visor, bamboo interior to wick

moisture and goggles that fit to the 

sides. A waterproof neck scarf is 

integrated into the collar. Take the 

peak off and with the goggles fitted 

you have a funky retro lid, or change 

to the visor and have a good road 

helmet. 

Scores
Quality and finish  . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/10

Visor  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/10

Interior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/10

Venting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/10

Comfort on-road. . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/10

Suitability for off-road . . . . . . . 7/10

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39/60

Scores
Quality and finish  . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/10

Visor  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/10

Interior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/10

Venting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Comfort on-road. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/10

Suitability for off-road . . . . . . . 8/10

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47/60

Scores
Quality and finish . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Visor  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/10

Interior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Venting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/10

Comfort on-road . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Suitability for off-road . . . . . . 7/10

TOTAL  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39/60

Scores
Quality and finish  . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/10

Visor  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Interior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9/10

Venting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/10

Comfort on-road. . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/10

Suitability for off-road . . . . . . . 8/10

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45/60

Held Makan £205

Shark Explore-R Plain £299.99, patterns £329.99

Arai Tour-X4 Plain £439.99, colours £499.99

Held Alcatar £129.99

 We found the shape peculiar – the 

interior seems to give more room 

around the crown than the cheeks, 

making it hard to get on. The cheek 

pads have a pump for better fit but 

few got on with it. Visor let in water 

when riding in the rain, though sun 

visor comes down nice and low. 

 Despite the price the Alcatar is 

more comfortable than its more 

expensive sibling, with a better 

shape too. Visor aperture is a good 

size and the sun visor effective, but 

the main visor doesn’t seal properly. 

Good for the price if you don’t fit the 

Spada Intrepid.

 Alcatar is comfy 

and feels more 

expensive than it is

 Explore-R makes 

a great road helmet, 

with nifty features

 Odd shape and 

the visor can  

let in rain

 Quality and 

comfort thwarted  

by enormous peak 

and weight
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www.thekeycollection.co.uk

Shell material ABS Weight as tested 1600g Anti-mist No

Drop-down visor Yes Strap type Double D ring 

Use with goggles Yes, but fiddly Interior removable Yes 

Compatibility with glasses Poor Chin draft deflector No

www.cabergcares.co.uk

Shell material ABS Weight as tested 1600g Anti-mist Yes,

Pinlock included Drop-down visor Yes Strap type Ratchet Use with 

goggles No Interior removable Yes Compatibility with glasses 

Reasonable Chin draft deflector Yes

Scores
Quality and finish  . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Visor  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/10

Interior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/10

Venting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/10

Comfort on-road. . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Suitability for off-road . . . . . . . 6/10

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38/60

Scores
Quality and finish  . . . . . . . . . . . . 6/10

Visor  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Interior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Venting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/10

Comfort on-road. . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/10

Suitability for off-road . . . . . . . 4/10

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36/60Duchinni D311 dual Adventure £99

Caberg Tourmax Plain £189.99, patterns £214.99

 The D311 is only £99, which in this 

company is good value. The interior 

is comfortable but the helmet shape 

feels squat and both testers felt that 

their chins stuck out beneath the 

chin guard. The visor has no 

anti-mist and although goggles do fit, 

the aperture is small. 

 This is the only flip-front helmet 

with a peak. So although the vents 

are not brilliant, you can pop the 

front up for maximum air. You can 

ride like this, but the flip and peak act 

as an air brake. It’s no heavier than 

some on test and the peak comes off 

if you want. No good with goggles.

THE NEXX X.D1 was the surprise of the

test, from an unfamiliar Portuguese

brand. The X.D1 has the best mix of the

features that most riders want, making 

it a superb road helmet with or without 

the peak, capable of being quickly 

altered for off-road use. Huge thought 

has gone into it and for a feature-

packed helmet, £269 is a good price. 

The BMW GS Helmet is a superb 

off-road helmet that is super-light, 

super comfortable and equally good as 

a touring helmet. The Nexx pips it to top

honours on price and spec, though.

The Shoei Hornet DS is also 

Recommended, with its emphasis more

on road riding, though it can deal with

the dirt as well. Like this test’s other 

winners, it does everything an

adventure helmet should.

The Shark Explore-R will suit those 

who want a quality, aggressive looking 

helmet with some genuine off-road 

ability that actually works on-road with 

goggles. For those looking to spend 

under £100 it’s hard to beat the Spada 

Intrepid, with its internal visor. 

As with any helmet, our endorsement 

counts for nothing if you can’t get one 

that fits you perfectly. Try several until 

you get the best fit for you.  

NEXT MONTH, TWO TESTS...
Short boots and hydration systems

Best overall
Nexx X.D1

£269.99-£299.99

Best off-road
BMW GS Helmet 

£400–£450

Best on the road
Shoei Hornet ADV 

£369-£449

 D311 is good value 

at £99 but check 

the shape fits you

 Only flip-up 

adventure helmet, 

but pricey for 

what it is

 THANKS to Dave 

Barkshire  for the use of 

his superb Hit the Dirt 

enduro track for testing
www.hitthedirt.net
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QUICK KIT TESTS

Weise Outlast Baltimore £319.99
www.thekeycollection.co.uk

THINK THIS LOOKS familiar? You may 

be thinking of the Rev’It Poseidon GTX,

a high-spec Gore-Tex jacket that costs 

£579.99. This is not quite so high spec, 

and doesn’t employ Gore-Tex, but the 

styling of this red, black and off-white 

version makes it look very similar to the 

brilliant year-round Dutch jacket, and 

some of the detailing is also very similar, 

so it’s natural to find yourself comparing 

the two. 

It’s Weise’s most expensive textile 

jacket (aside from the super-heavy 

Avance), and part of their first foray 

into Outlast technology, which aims to 

regulate your temperature by soaking 

up excess heat as you warm up and 

releasing it in your direction if you start 

to cool down. It’s not about wicking 

away sweat – it’s about stabilising your 

temperature to prevent you perspiring 

in the first place.

That quilted Outlast layer is removable, 

as is a waterproof and breathable drop 

The jacket that 
eats up the heat
Weise Baltimore 

uses NASA material

to keep things cool
VENTS

You can open or close these 

front vents – they’re kept shut

by zips, then open diagonally,

held in place by a popper.

OUTLAST

Outlast technology claims to

be able to absorb excess heat

and store it away from you,

preventing you getting sweaty.
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lining. Take those two out and you’re

left with an outer layer that features

Poseidon-style vents on the front, sides 

and back, a wealth of pockets (none of 

them very big) and a good amount of 

waist adjustment. There are also hi-vis 

over-sleeves that live above your 

elbows until you roll them down to 

be more visible in dim conditions.

It’s a bulkier, softer jacket than the 

Poseidon, with less of a tougher-than-

roads feel to the exterior, and none of 

the fasteners feel quite as classy. But 

it’s good. The vents work. There are neat

little side pockets to keep your hands

cold when you’re standing around off

the bike. It comes with proper back,

elbow and shoulder armour.

It will be interesting to see how well

it copes with different conditions. The

question mark for me concerns the

waterproof liner. Will that have to

come out on hotter days, leaving me

vulnerable to summer showers? And will

the magic Outlast really keep me stable 

and happy? There’s a first time for 

everything. COLIN OVERLAND

POCKETS

Four external pockets 

– though the two higher 

ones are on the small 

side. The larger, lower 

ones also have ‘hand

warmer’ style side 

pockets.

“Hi-vis over-sleeves 
can be rolled down 
to be more visible”

Spidi Ace leather jacket £349 
www.feridax.com

THIS IS ONE of a number of café racer 

style jackets by Spidi. The Ace uses very 

soft and thin sheep leather, and a quilted 

thermal liner with full-length sleeves.

There’s CE-approved armour at the 

shoulders and elbows, and a pocket for 

a back protector. No trick features, no 

colour options, just a no-nonsense, 

beautiful black leather jacket. 

Putting this on for the first time left me 

with a huge grin. It’s unbelievably comfy, 

due to the 0.8mm leather. And with the 

way it looks I’m wearing it off the bike as 

much as I am on it.

Both inside and out, it’s very well 

finished. The corduroy-lined collar is 

really comfortable, and some robust 

metal button fasteners at the wrist and 

neck look the part. There are adjustment 

buckles on each hip, but on anything but 

the loosest position the jacket takes a 

strange shape 

and rides up.

The warm liner 

attaches to the 

inside of the 

jacket by small 

stud fasteners, 

so there are no 

half-zips left 

inside the jacket. 

However, the 

studs disconnect 

themselves too 

easily. LEE SKELLETT

 Buckle adjusters 

are present more for 

form than function

 Corduroy neck is 

comfy, and thermal 

liner is removable

 Nothing flash, no 

garish colours, no 

futuristic technology, 

just a quality jacket
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JTS Water Resistant Jeans 
£99.99

www.jtsbikerclothing.com

AVAILABLE IN BLACK or blue, in a 

choice of five leg lengths (with men’s 

and women’s versions available at the 

same price), these are simple denim 

jeans with Kevlar reinforcement in the 

knee and backside, and a water-

resistant coating that’s claimed to 

last up to 30 washes. They come with 

CE-approved knee armour in easy-to-

use and easy-to-adjust pockets, and 

there are hip armour pockets (but no 

armour). They’re light and not 

particularly warm, so very good for 

summer, and they’re wide enough in 

the leg to go over proper bike boots. 

It rained the very first time I rode in 

them, and I can vouch for their water-

resistance; thankfully, I haven’t tested 

their abrasion resistance. CO

Resurgence Rocker Jacket £299
www.resurgencegear.net

THIS MONTH’S BROWN jacket… I know 

there have been a lot of these in the 

magazine recently, but that’s because 

there’s a lot of them about. I’m very keen 

on this one, but a lot of ifs and buts need 

to be attached to that enthusiasm.

It’s a simple bomber jacket, made 

of a canvas-like fabric that’s subtly 

reinforced in the more vulnerable areas, 

comes with elbow and shoulder armour, 

and is beautifully detailed inside and out.

The silky padded lining has two zipped 

pockets – useful for passports and 

wallets – while outside there are four 

zipped pockets and two poppered 

pockets. There are zips and poppers 

on the cuffs, poppers at the neck, and

buckles on the side for adjustment.

The outside is coated with Teflon 

for water resistance, but it’s not 

waterproof, and nor is it warm. That’s 

fine on dry, sunny days, when its lack 

of bulk and length is a virtue.

The CE-approved elbow and shoulder 

protectors are fine, but the back 

protector is a joke; you’ll definitely 

need to provide a proper one.

There aren’t many days when 

this jacket is all you’d need, but it’s a 

wonderful thing on an English summer 

afternoon. And, by the way, it’s not only 

available in the fetching greeny brown 

you see here – there’s also a 

streetfighter-friendly camo version, 

and a black one. CO

Tuzo Blitz Gloves £39.99
www.mandp.co.uk

CE-APPROVED GLOVES, MADE of 

goatskin, with Schoeller Keprotec for

abrasion resistance and tough Kevlar

knuckle reinforcements. Inside there’s 

Thinsulate for warmth and comfort, 

and a waterproof, breathable Hipora

membrane. That’s a lot of smart features

for a 40-quid glove. They’re chunky, so

very much an autumn/winter glove. But

so far they’re impressive, comfy and

reassuringly sturdy. CO

POCKETS

With a total of six outer

pockets and two more

incorporated into the lining,

you won’t run out of places

to misplace things.

FIT

The Rocket’s arms

are pre-curved, and

long enough when you’re 

tucked into your bike.

MATERIAL

The Rocker isn’t a leather 

jacket – it’s actually made from

a fabric similar to canvas. It’s 

treated to be water-resistant, 

but it’s not totally waterproof.
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 LONG-TERM KIT

THE 10,000 MILE TEST
HOW WE TEST KIT
No other British motorcycle 

magazine goes to as much 

trouble as RiDE does to obtain, 

use, compare and appraise kit. 

As well as conducting several 

RiDE Product Tests every year, 

we are constantly using new

and familiar kit, featured here.

Where to buy it A growing 

selection of gear endorsed by 

RiDE is available from a special 

RiDE zone on the MCN Shop 

website. Find it by clicking the 

link at www.ride.co.uk.

JARGON BUSTER
CE approval: European 

product safety labelling 

system. Check what the CE 

label on a garment applies to 

- is it the whole jacket or just 

the armour? For boots, look 

for CE EN 13634; for jackets 

and trousers it’s EN 13595; for 

body armour it’s EN 1621 

(where Level 2 is more 

protective than Level 1).

Remember, you don’t have to 

wear CE-approved gear, but if 

it’s not CE approved, it can’t be 

sold as protective clothing.

  Sharp: UK government 

helmet-testing scheme – see 

sharp.direct.gov.uk

MISSED ONE OF OUR 
PRODUCT TESTS?
In the August 2015 issue we 

tested 24 pairs of men’s and 

women’s riding jeans; in July 

it was summer gloves; and 

in June we tested tail packs. 

You can order recent print 

editions of RiDE from 01858 

438 884, and buy tablet 

editions from Google Play 

or the Apple Newsstand.

BELT

No connecting zip, but this

simple, adjustable belt proves

more than good enough to

keep the trousers in place.

POCKET

Outer pocket, sealed with a

zip and a flap over the top, is 

well placed, convenient to

use and has so far proved

to be waterprooof.

PROTECTION

Superficial scuffs are the

result of a low-speed fall off a

Yamaha T-Max. Boots (and leg)

beneath unmarked, and

trousers still OK to keep using

TROUSERS ARE THE great neglected area

of bike kit. Even some of the best 

manufacturers and distributors of bike gear

seem to take a ‘that’ll do’ attitude to 

trousers, typically offering one style of 

trousers for every three or more jackets.

They’ll tell you that customers just want 

something simple and inexpensive and, in 

any case, trousers offer a lot less scope for 

variety than jackets.

Nonsense. A good pair of trousers makes 

a massive difference. Like any bike kit they 

need to fit, but they also need to be the 

right weight and thickness, with pockets in 

the right place, the mix of vents and liner 

you want, and waist and ankle adjustment 

compatible with your jacket and boots.

When I’m riding, I’m never happier than 

in the Traverse pants, one of a great many 

styles offered by Klim’s UK importer 

Adventure Spec. Pleasingly, they’re not the 

most expensive Klim trousers. I also have 

the Badlands Pro, and for me they’re not 

quite as good (but they are excellent, and 

currently available at a relatively good £455 

while they sell stocks of the outgoing style).

The shell makes textbook use of Gore-

Tex: waterproof, breathable, with big zips to 

help with the ventilation. The ankle opening 

is wide and Velcro-only, with no poppers or 

zips to break. There’s an elasticated waist 

and a belt, which helps get the fit just right. 

There’s no connecting zip, which suits me 

fine because I always find them fiddly. 

There’s leather where your inner leg 

presses against the bike. There’s a great big 

pocket, angled well for your hands.

If you slide along the road, the outer may 

tear, but they look after the rider. They may 

discolour if you’re daft enough to press 

your leg against a hot exhaust. One day I 

ought to wash them. But it feels like they 

will just keep on being brilliant forever. 

 Hot exhaust burned the fabric, but not the rider

Klim Traverse Pants | Price £289 | Info www.adventure-spec.com

“It feels like these trousers 
will be brilliant forever”
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+ 50% lighter than lead acid batteries

+ Fits in any position

+   Active embedded microprocessor control 
making it safer than any other

+   Last 3 times longer than traditional batteries

+   Ultra rapid complete charge in less  
than 40 mins*

+ No liquids inside

+   Available for most motorcycles,  
ATV, Enduro & Motocross
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 MotoGP tech 

on road bikes

 

There’s a reason almost

everyone uses Brembo brakes

Q In your jeans test in the August 

issue, you mentioned that you 

could strap armour on to your 

knees, rather than insert it into 

pockets in the jeans. Isn’t that just 

skateboard armour? Is it really 

suitable for riding?

A The short answers are yes and 

yes. Not all skateboard/BMX 

armour is made to the same standard 

as the best motorcycle gear, but it is 

broadly the same stuff. To be sure it’s 

suitable for motorcycles, the relevant 

CE standard is EN1621-1:1997.

Serious off-roaders (people who 

expect to fall off a lot, in other 

words) have used strap-on armour 

for years, not least because it allows 

them to wear loose, light outer layers 

that keep them cool. 

Forcefield do a good variety of 

strap-on armour, including a choice 

of styles for the knee, and the 

Contakt underpants, which are 

armoured, padded and anti-pong.

Q You always seem a bit sniffy 

about mesh jackets. Why? 

Surely they’re the best solution for 

really hot days: armour held 

securely in place, some pockets, 

and not much else?

A In theory yes, but not in practice.

It’s a different story in a country

like Italy where there are loads of

really hot days all summer, but in the

UK they’re few and far between, and

it’s hard to justify spending £100 or

more on a jacket you won’t use 

much. The Spada Air Pro, which has

a RiDE Best Buy triangle, is a good

compromise, as it comes with a 

waterproof overjacket and avoids

the horrendous styling that many

mesh jackets have. But summer is

all about leather jackets, isn’t it?

THIS IS THE 19.21 MCS (Multiple 

Click System), a patented 

radial brake master cylinder 

from Brembo that allows the 

rider to adjust the reach and 

feel of a lever separately. The 

length of your fingers doesn’t 

dictate whether your front 

brake operation is aggressive 

or progressive, thus eliminating 

a degree of compromise. And 

like so much produced by 

Brembo, it looks beautiful too. 

MCS, based closely on the 

system used in MotoGP and 

WSB, was introduced for the 

road on the 2014 Ducati 

Superleggera and is becoming 

available on other bikes. You 

don’t need tools to adjust the 

distance and mechanical ratio. 

Brembo have been closely 

involved in racing for decades, 

and it remains an important 

part of their development 

process. They also employ 10 

development riders, and have 

some hard-worked test rigs 

used on prototype and 

production components that 

check build quality through 

hundreds of thousands of 

repeated movements.

 “From racing we have a lot of 

experience,” Eugenio Gandolfi, 

Brembo’s splendidly titled 

motorcycle market know-how 

leader, told us. “We experiment 

there, and transfer that into 

production components.”

“Lab work and computer 

simulation is important but 

everything is validated on the 

bike - the feel and noise only 

become clear when they’re in 

use,” added technical director 

Roberto Lavezzi.

What’s next from Brembo? 

Brake-by-wire is well under 

way, and they’re working with 

Dainese on triggering systems 

for airbag jackets. You know 

they’ll work really well. And you 

know they’ll look amazing, too.

 Jeans don’t have to mean no armour
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SPECIALIST DIRECTORY

01484 353 600 or

0845 458 0077

Fast
international
delivery

www.motorworks.co.uk

we go the
extra mile

visit our
website to see

new products for 2013

www.bumpstop.co.uk
tel: 01604 845050  sales@bumpstop.co.uk
Ideal for: van, trailer, workshop, transportation, and security* (*Thatcham approved version)

As used by the
Police, Suzuki GB,

Condor Ferries etc...

ACCESSORY & PARTS RETAIL

ACCESSORIES

CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES

CLOTHING RANGE

BUMPSTOP

BMW NEW & USED PARTS

NORMANDY
LA MOTTE

BIKE FRIENDLY B&B
Secure covered parking

PHONE BILL OR CAROL
0033-233-510084

www.lamottebandb.fr

ACCOMMODATION

IN FRANCE

CLOTHING & 

ACCESSORIES

Come 

ride 

with

Check 

out the 

website 
www.ride.co.uk

BATTERIES

mcitours.com

0161 941 7149

Worldwide
Motorcycle
Holidays

MotoGP at

Assen
Brno

Mugello
Catalunya

Details and full  
Tour Programme 
on our website

RaceMeets
TM

2015
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0800 089 2000

bikesure.co.uk

Our policies can offer:
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Terms and conditions apply. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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\our bike. We oIIHU�VSHFLDOLVW�SROLFLHs��ZKLFK�ZH�

WDLORU�WR�\our oZQ�ULGLQJ�KLVWRr\�DQG�SHUVRQDO�

requirHPHQWs. 2XU�TXRWHV�DrH�FRPSHWLWLYH�DQG�ZH�

IRFXV�RQ�ILQGLQJ�\RX�WDLORr�PDGH�LQVXrDQFH�

VFKHPHV�ZKLFK�FXW�SULFHs��QRW�FRrQHUV� 

Carl Fogarty,

four-time World

Superbike 

Champion, 

backs Bikesure for 

great value 

insurance.

INSURANCE

INSURANCE BROKERS

Bike

Be Wiser... Save Money

Freephone:

0800 954 9843
Online quotes at: www.bwhh.co.uk

For all your insurance needs - bike, car, van,
multi-vehicle, home & travel

O The best policy at
the best price

O� We search over 30
insurance companies

O� FREE Breakdown Cover

O� FREE legal protection

O� Instant cover and instalments

O� �FREE Helmet & Leathers Cover
 including Personal Accident Cover

Proud sponsors
of the new 2015

Be Wiser
Kawasaki

British Superbike
Team

Call today, get covered and join the club!

mcebikes.com

0844 338 69 13*

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
8.30am - 9pm Mon - Fri,
9am - 5pm Sat & 10am - 4pm Sun
Open Bank holidays: 9am - 5.30pm

Or visit us at:

CLUB
MCE
Incredible once in a lifetime 
experiences at every round of 
MCE BSB!

BE PART OF IT!

*Calls will cost 7 pence per minute, plus your 
phone company's access charge.

European
Breakdown
Worldwide
Personal Cover
Motorcycle
Specialist Polic

WEEKEND RATE
Personal Cover
from £18.12
Breakdown Cove
from £21.26

ANNUAL POLICY
from £90.6
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Immediate Cover 
available online

Motorcycle
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Because I love going
really fast.
Marc, 39, Peterborough

“

There’s no other feeling like it.

Scott, 48, London

“

To meet people like me.
Tim, 36, Birmingham

“

That’s why I ride

Recommended by riders 24 hour claims Motorcycle insurance specialist

Common modifications covered as standard Bennetts Exclusives Bonuses†

Why ride with Bennetts?

For your chance to win a Suzuki GSX-R1000 and a monthly prize of £250 worth of kit*

Get a new quote at bennetts.co.uk    0800 072 5943

#thatswhyiride

*Prize draw available to direct quotes only obtained before 31st October 2015.  
For full Terms and Conditions please visit www.bennetts.co.uk/whyiride-tcs. 

†Full details of Bennetts Exclusives can be found when you purchase a policy, register and log in to www.bennetts.co.uk/rewards.
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INDIA & NEPAL

blazingtrailstours.com
The Planet's Tastiest Motorcycle Adventures

�� ���� �	
� Flight Inclusive
£2295

Call: 05603 666788

Included: Bikes | Flights | Accommodation | Mountains | Damage Cover

Pro Medical Back-up | Support Vehicle | Rivers | Stunning Views | Twisties

Temples | Transfers | Experienced Guides | Sunsets | Mechanics | Potholes

Monkeys | Weather | Spares | Tank of Fuel | Some Meals | Memories.

Optional: Beer | Elephants | Extra Curry | Off-bike Activities | Snakes

Motorcycle Holidays in the USA & Canada | info@roadtrip-usa.com

VFR-NEWZEALAND

Call 07779 656 253
www.vfrnewzealand.com

Honda Pan Europeans, 
VFR800s and VTECs

Fly drive holidays now booking up to May 2016

Recommended by

www.hagon-shocks.co.uk

SHOCK ABSORBERS

OVERSEAS TOURS

UK opening hours: Mon–Fri 8am–8pm, Sat 9am–5pm, Sun 10am–4pm.
*Terms and Conditions apply, call for details. DNA+ protection system - carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions.
Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243.
Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

carolenash.com

0800 083 5566
Six Wheel Multi-Bike Off Road Custom Future Classic Classic Vintage

Riding is in my blood. 
DNA   is on my bike! 
Worth £30*

+

Accept nothing less, call now for a Bike insurance quote

2013

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

/ insidebikes @insidebikes

DNA+ protection system worth £30*

Unlimited accessory cover*

UK & European breakdown and accident recovery,  

including Homestart assistance worth over £100

European cover up to 90 days

Up to 10% off for insurance-approved security*

In-house claims team

Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover  in the event  

of an accident which is not your fault

Riding other bikes*

Your Bike insurance policy includes:

Motorcycle Touring In Spain

www.motorcycletouringspain.net 

or contact Ron on Tel: 0034 660559383

Best Touring In Spain

Come and see for 
yourselves.

Book now for the
best prices 

& availability.

Escorted
TM

mcitours.com

01619417149

Worldwide

Motorcycle

Holidays

FlyRide
TM

SelfGuided
TM

RaceMeets
TM

NEW! - Online

Travel Insurance

To advertise 

within our 

 

Specialist 

Directory 

please 

contact 

Jordan 

Challis on 

01733 366406
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 SPECIAL READER OFFER

S
01858 438884 OVERSEAS READERS CALL +44 1858 438828

Lines open 8am-9.30pm (Mon-Fri), 8am-4pm (Sat). Ref: GBAA

SAVE
UP TO
64%

12 ISSUES OF

FR
ONLY
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www.greatmagazines.co.uk/ride
Terms & Conditions: *64% off refers to when you buy a print and digital package subscription on direct debit. Not available for overseas subscribers. Subscriptions will start with the next available issue. The 
minimum term is 12 issues. After your first 12 issues (1 year) your subscription will continue unless you are notified otherwise. You will not receive a renewal reminder and the Direct Debit payments will continue to 
be taken unless you tell us otherwise. This offer closes on 19th August 2015. This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. Calls from a BT landline will cost no more than 4p a minute. Call charges 
from other landline providers or mobile phones may vary. Order lines open 8am-9.30pm (Mon-Fri), 8am-4pm (Sat). UK orders only. Overseas? Phone +44 1858 438828. Calls may be monitored or recorded for 
training purposes. For our full terms and conditions go to http://www.greatmagazines.co.uk/offer-terms-and-conditions.

BEST 
VALUE

OFFER 1
PRINT ONLY

£30.00 Annual Direct Debit 

– that’s 39% off

£33.00 One year by credit/debit 

card – you save 33%

Overseas £59 for 12 issues 

by credit/debit card

OFFER 2
DIGITAL ONLY

£30.00 Annual Direct Debit 

– you save 39%

£33.00 One year by credit/debit 

card – that’s 33% off

OFFER 3
PRINT & iPAD 

£35.00 Annual Direct Debit 

– you save 64%

£38.00 One year by credit/debit 

card – that’s 61% off

Overseas £64 for 12 issues 

by credit/debit card
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 YOUR SAY

Fuelling issues
I’d love to know what fuel

consumption other Kawasaki ER-6n

riders are getting from their bikes.

A biking buddy and I have the same

2011 model, and he calculated that he

got about eight miles per litre, or

36mpg, through town. The fuel light

on my bike has come on while on the

motorway after only about 120 miles,

which means I’m getting about eight

miles per litre as well.

As I remember in your excellent

fuel range calculations a few years

back, you concluded that the ER-6

returns about 56 miles per gallon.

This is also what we are hearing from

Kawasaki, but my friend and I are

only getting 36mpg.

Also, it freaks me out that the fuel

warning light comes on so early. A

few times it’s started flashing, so I’ve

pulled in and filled up to the tune of

about £6.50!

Should I ditch my beloved ER-6n

and go for the BMW F800R or GT

instead? Or is there some way to

push the ER-6n a bit further per litre?

Lois Clark

Multistrada love
After reading the letter from NC

Hayes in March’s RiDE regarding his

2003 Ducati Multistrada 1000 DS,

I just had to reply to it.

I’ve had a 2005 Ducati Multistrada

1000S DS for four years now and I

totally agree with everything NC

Hayes had to say about it. I didn’t

read the letter by Mick Partridge but

it sounds like he didn’t have much to

say about probably the best bike out

there, in my opinion. I ride my

beloved Ducati from March until

October and cover around

3000-5000 miles touring the UK.

The Ducati has never let me down.

Over the years I’ve tried numerous 

bikes, ranging from Honda Fireblades 

to Harley Fat Bobs, but I wouldn’t

change my bike for any of them.

The Multistrada is a do-anything

bike: it’s fast enough, handles

brilliantly, munches miles and you

can take it just about anywhere.

I love my bike!

Pete Kotek

Honda vs BMW
Mike Jobson (Letters, June) is spot-on 

with his observations about Honda’s 

lack of updated replacement models. 

It’s little wonder that BMW (despite

their inferior engineering standards, 

in my opinion) are winning the sales 

war. My VFR1200 has well-known

shortcomings, but Honda seem to

believe that the world should ignore 

all its deficiencies just because it has 

a superb engine.

I’m currently hanging my nose over 

the new BMW RT LE, with its host of 

goodies, to the point that I’m willing

to overlook what I believe is their

inferior build quality and buy one.

I feel I must agree with Colin Overland’s comments in the Welcome

page of July’s edition, in which he said he was feeling “uneasy with

the sheer quantity of software involved” with modern motorcycles. In

my case it’s for the following reasons:

I really appreciate that my input on the bike can affect its

behaviour. I like the challenge – I guess that’s the reason most

motorcyclists ride a bike.

I like to be able to set up my own machine and half-understand

what I’m doing. I can see, feel and appreciate what I’ve changed.

 Should a mechanical component fail, we can usually find a specialist 

to repair or rebuild it, or supply a new unit of the same or better quality 

than the original. Can we say this for the electronic components? I don’t 

want to write off my bike just because an electronic system is 

extortionately expensive or not available.

Don’t get me wrong, electronic engine management, ABS and the new 

Bosch cornering ABS as fitted to KTM’s Adventures are fantastic options 

which I would probably choose – but I would like the option!

In other words I like the idea of using as many as necessary – as few 

as possible. Can you imagine where this may take us in 20 years’ time, 

especially with the controls the European Commission are subjecting the 

car, van, truck and bus industry to?

Excuse me, I’m just off now to check my own tyre pressures and 

manually adjust my mirrors!

Bob Wyllie

Who’s in charge: 
you or the bike?

ER-6n’s thirst worries owner Lois
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I just wish Honda would combine

their engineering excellence with at

least a nod towards what makes a

highly desirable machine that sells. 

Come on Honda: a VFR1200 with RT 

LE goodies, please!

John Owen

Honda falling behind?
I’ve owned several different Hondas 

for 30 years, and I totally agree with 

Mike Jobson’s letter about Honda 

taking their riders for granted.

I was looking forward to replacing 

my GL1800 Goldwing this year but, 

looking at the new model, I didn’t 

really find anything that isn’t on my 

2007 version. No digital display, no 

tyre pressure monitors, no updated 

suspension. I was at least expecting 

an optional dual clutch transmission. 

Honda are a decade behind everyone 

else. They’re ignoring what customers 

want and losing loyal followers. 

Jim McFarland

Like you said
Totally agree and would recommend 

the ride from Alston to Middleton-in- 

Teesdale, July 2015 issue, page 47. 

Rode this on Saturday on my 

Kawasaki Z1000SE ABS, stunning.

Kevin Allison

Weedkiller: it’s handy
Here’s a tip: for cleaning your bike 

properly and reaching all those 

inaccessible places, use a basic 

weedkiller pressure sprayer.  

Filled with hot water and bike

shampoo it allows a controlled jet to

knock off all the dirt while the lance

reaches places that the hand can’t. 

The pressure is enough to do the job, 

but not too strong to force its way 

into the electrics – plus it costs under 

a tenner for the sprayer. Use it once 

and I promise you’ll be hooked!

Scott Montgomery

More melting jeans
Last month reader Alan Janes 

complained that when he brushed 

the leg of his new Richa Touraeg 

jeans against a hot exhaust pipe they 

melted. The importers and sellers 

have responded to his complaint…

Importers Nevis: “The Richa 

Touareg trousers are a high-quality 

waterproof textile trouser primarily 

designed to keep the user dry and 

comfortable. It’s unfortunate to hear 

of this type of incident, but these 

trousers are not designed to 

withstand the kind of temperatures 

that exhaust heat can generate.”

Retailers Sportsbikeshop.co.uk: 

“Regardless of the brand/cost of the 

jeans, textiles will inevitably react in 

such a way. We pride ourselves on 

the level of customer service we 

offer here at Sportsbikeshop, and 

while we do understand that burning 

a hole in a new pair of jeans must be 

frustrating, we really do feel that the 

damage caused in this instance was 

due to user error.”

What do other readers think? – ed
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 AND FINALLY

Now
showing  
on instant 
video...

 The BMW GS’s 

incredible 35-year 

life story is revealed  

in a new book

A Penguin in a
Sparrow’s Nest

Author: Frank Melling

Price: £11.99

www.frankmelling.com

 “The Story of a Freelance 

Motorcycling Journalist” makes this 

sound like it’s of narrower interest 

than it is. Melling has lived many 

lives: racer, teacher, spare parts 

vendor, as well as a bike writer who 

made his own luck, initially in the 

nose-diving British industry. Like the 

man himself his writing is robust and 

artless, but he has quite a story to 

tell, from humble beginnings to living 

his dreams. It’s a gripping read that 

gives remarkable insights into 

motorcycling in the ’60s and ’70s.

CO 

Desert Travels
Author: Chris Scott

Price: £6.99

www.sahara-overland.com

 Originally published in 1996 and 

now republished for 2015 (it’s also 

available on Kindle for just £2.39), 

this is the book Chris Scott wrote 

about his earliest travels in the 

Sahara, before he became an 

internationally respected authority 

on desert travel. The exploits are 

extraordinary – especially bearing in

mind the lack of a Chris Scott figure

for him to learn from – and matched

by the vividness of the writing. Scott

is, I reckon, the most engaging writer

on motorcycling currently active.

Bill Noyce 

Yamaha XJ6 Manual

Author: Matthew Coombs

Price: £24.99

www.haynes.co.uk

 A canny move from Haynes, putting

out a workshop manual for the 

2009-on XJ6/Diversion (confusingly

called the FZ6R in the US, but not to

be mistaken for the same bike as our

higher-tech but now departed FZ6

Fazer). One of the last models from

Yamaha’s pre-hip wilderness years,

the XJ6 has always been about value

and practicality, so it’s exactly the

kind of bike that’s likely to appeal to

DIY-ers. With Haynes’ usual clarity

and detail (and slightly unpleasant

paper), this guide will help keep 

those home mechanics straight and

true. An online version is available

from www.haynes.co.uk too, with

a lifetime subscription priced at £28.

Bob Farren 

already know all about the GS, but RiDE contributor

Phil West’s new hardback brings the story to life

like never before. He identifies the key individuals,

technology, market trends and corporate context,

all of which had to come into alignment before

BMW could take the great leap forward and launch

the R80G/S in 1980.

BMW GS – The
Complete Story

Author: Phil West

Price: £25

www.crowood.com

 It’s easy to think that you 

If the rules of the German enduro championship 

hadn’t changed, if Honda’s XL250 and Yamaha’s 

XT500 hadn’t sold so well, if so many individual 

BMW staff hadn’t already been building their own 

BMW off-roaders in their spare time, if 

development rider Herbert Schek hadn’t been so 

very tall, and if their current line-up hadn’t been 

selling so badly, they might not have gone ahead.

The human drama is mostly confined to the early 

chapters, and then the interest moves to the way 

BMW dealt with the first bike’s unexpected 

success. Rather than sit back and count their  

good fortune, they kept developing the GS,  

turning it from a single bike into a substantial  

brand in its own right, always three steps ahead  

of the opposition. 

There are loads of official BMW photos and 

sufficient spec, supporting West’s thorough 

research and plentiful interviews.

Colin Overland 

Home entertainment

for motorcyclists

Faster

www.netflix.com

 Rewatching this 2003 

documentary about MotoGP, 

narrated by Ewan McGregor, is 

a nostalgic experience. Rossi, 

Biaggi, Hopkins and Capirossi 

all look absurdly young, with 

Kenny Roberts and Barry 

Sheene playing the role of 

elder statesmen. Fascinating, 

viewed all these years later 

with Rossi still going strong.

Hell Ride
www.amazon.co.uk

 Amazon Instant Video is 

hosting Hell Ride, a 2008 

outlaw biker movie co-

produced by Quentin Tarantino 

which pays homage to outlaw 

biker movies of 40 years 

earlier. Not as funny, exciting 

or cool as it would like to be, 

but it looks and sounds great.





WE cover your mate’s bike when 

YOU ride it - FREE of charge on us!**

Included with your bike policy

Opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm. ^DNA+ protection system, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions. *Based on an average customer saving of £243. Saving compared to buying two 

separate Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 48 year old male with 7 years NCB, riding a Honda 900RR Fireblade and a BMW R1200 GS. **Rider Cover: Both bikes must have comprehensive cover, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/rider-

terms-and-conditions. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and 

Wales no. 2600841.

���� ��� ����
Carole Nash, a name you can trust

���UK & European breakdown and accident 
recovery, including Homestart assistance 
worth over £100

����Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover  
in the event of an accident which is  
not your fault

����RIDER COVER** - FREE accidental 
damage cover when riding other bikes

��FREE DNA+ protection system worth £30^

��Dedicated UK based call centre
2013

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

SAVE
on a M

ulti-Bike policy*

UP TO
£243
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Credit is subject to status and is only available to UK residents aged 18 and over. TriStar Personal Contract Purchase is only available through Triumph Motorcycle Finance which is a trading style of Black Horse Ltd, St William House, 

Tresillian Terrace, Cardiff CF10 5BH. Finance figures correct as of 01.05.15 and are subject to change. Finance offer ends 31.07.15.

#fortherideFor more information or to book your test ride, visit triumphmotorcycles.co.uk

THE NEW TIGER XCx HAS ARRIVED.

A class-leading, category-defining machine that takes the new Tiger 800 range firmly to the head of

the adventure class. It features a host of new rider-focussed technology, including switchable riding

modes, ABS, cruise  control and ride-by-wire throttle to create the ultimate tool for adventure. The

Tiger XCx can take you  further than ever, with an increased range of up to 90km more per tank

thanks to the signifi cantly improved fuel  effi  ciency of the 95PS 800cc triple engine. Can you handle it?

LIFE IS TOO

SHORT FOR

ORDINARY.

REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE

£9,999.00 £109.00 £5,768.00 £2,283.75 £7,715.25 £11,975.75 37 Months £10.00 9.44% 9.9% APR

On the

Road Price 

36 Monthly

Repayments

Final 

Repayment

Deposit/Part  

Exchange 

Total Amount

of Credit

Total Amount

Payable 

Agreement

Duration

Purchase

Fee†

Interest Rate

(Fixed)

Representative

APR

Based on: Tiger 800 XCx @ 5,000 miles per annum.

†  Included

within Final

Repayment.
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Liguria: sun, sea
and spectacular

riding

THE RiDE GUIDE TO ITALY  

Welcome
WELCOME TO THE RiDE 

Guide to Italy – 60 pages 

packed with astonishing 

routes in Europe’s most 

motorcycle-friendly country. 

Italy is a fantastic place for a riding holiday, 

with spectacular mountains, golden 

beaches, rolling hills and fascinating towns. 

When it comes to sights to see, this is a 

country loaded with heritage – from the 

Romans to the Renaissance, history has 

enriched the landscape of Italy like no other 

country in Europe. Better still, that 

landscape – mostly hilly, largely rural – is 

criss-crossed by some utterly amazing 

roads. True, the surface quality is variable, 

but that’s where this guide comes in, helping 

you avoid the rough roads and find the best 

ones –and the best roads in Italy make a 

good case for being the best roads in 

Europe. The riding there really is that good. 

But I don’t need to tell you that: just 

download our routes for your sat-nav and 

you can see for yourself. Enjoy the RiDE 

Guide to Italy – and enjoy discovering its 

amazing roads. 

CONTENTS
4 Riding in Italy

10 Getting to Italy

13 Our routes

14 Routes in Piedmont and Liguria

20 The RiDE Tour of Piedmont and Liguria

22 Routes in the Western Alps

28 The RiDE Tour of the Italian Lakes

30 Routes in the Eastern Alps

36 The RiDE Tour of the Dolomites

38 Routes in the Heart of Italy

44 The RiDE Tour of Tuscany

46 Routes in Southern Italy

54 The RiDE Tour of Italy

Written by Simon Weir 

Photographed by Mark Manning

Designed by Steve Herbert 

© Bauer 2015 

Free with the September 2015 issue  of 

RiDE magazine

Join us online www.ride.co.uk

 www.facebook.com/RiDEMagazine

Simon Weir

RiDE Guide to Italy editor
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WHAT'S SO SPECIAL ABOUT
THE RIDING IN ITALY?
Italy has everything you could wish for in a

touring destination – whether you want

golden sandy beaches, towering mountains,

gently rolling hills or intriguing cities crammed

with history. The summers are warm and

generally extremely sunny, the people are

friendly and the food… Let's just say that you

won't eat badly on a trip to Italy.

What we particularly like about the country

is that each region is slightly different to its

neighbours. The landscape, the food, the place

names, the roads – everything changes as

you move around Italy. From the Germanic

northern provinces to the laid-back south, it's

a country packed with character. This makes

it a hugely rewarding destination.

THE ALL NEW

RIDE YOUR WAY
Tel: 01425 620 580 | Email: info@tranam.co.uk | Web: www.tranam.co.uk | For more detailed product information please email info@tranam.co.uk

Welcome to Italy – a land blessed

with spectacular scenery, fabulous

food and mind-blowing roads. In

other words, it’s touring heaven



Italia
5

It's also well set-up to receive motorcycle 

tourists. It's a massively bike-friendly country 

and, as Europe's third-largest economy, has 

excellent facilities. Hotels, cafes and garages 

are plentiful. It's easy to tour in comfort, even 

in the wildest corners of the country.

SO WHERE SHOULD I GO?
It does depend on what kind of riding you 

want. Mountain-lovers are spoilt for choice, 

with sublime passes to ride in the Dolomites, 

the Aosta Valley and around the Italian Lakes 

in the north, as well as in the high Alps and 

Piedmont in the north-west, not to mention 

the Apennine range that extends south down 

the spine of the country. 

The rolling hills of Tuscany, Umbria and 

Emilia-Romagna are criss-crossed by mazes 

of serpentine roads, fragrant with fields of 

lavender, vineyards and citrus groves. They 

have high enough hills to offer passes of their 

own, usually topped by ancient walled towns, 

while the plains hold historic cities. And for 

race fans there are the modern attractions of 

the Monza, Mugello, Imola and Misano tracks. 

The further south you head, the higher the 

average temperature gets and the closer 

Italy's history rises to the surface. It's not just 

the Colosseum in Rome and Pompeii outside 

Naples – there are monuments everywhere 

and the countryside is far quieter than the 

bustling north or the teeming cities.

If you want a bit of seaside sunshine on your 

riding holiday, with the option of a day lazing 

on a beach, Italy's the ultimate destination. 

From the Italian Riviera to the Adriatic coast, 

or the broad bays of Puglia and Campania and 

the amazing islands of Sardinia and Sicily, 

there are miles and miles of amazing rides 

beside the glistening blue Mediterranean.

To help you pick precisely where to go, just 

flick through this magazine. We've picked 

base towns all across Italy, with a number of 

daytrip loops radiating out from each one. We 

also have five short regional tours that will fit 

with a week off work– as well two complete 

tours of Italy if you take a two-week holiday.

WHEN IS THE BEST TIME TO GO?
September is perfect: much of Italy takes its 

summer holidays in August, so prices rise, 

hotels get full and roads get busy. Also, high 

summer can be scorchingly, almost 

oppressively hot in the middle of the day.  

Now with Hands-Free Calling
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What are the roads like?
Italian roads come in all conditions: 

from spectacular stretches of race 

track-smooth tarmac to cracked, 

rippled, rutted, pot-holed or gravel-

strewn horrors. Sometimes, all in the 

space of one corner... 

Road quality turned out to be the 

major challenge when planning our 

routes: we’ve aimed to avoid the 

worst-maintained roads and keep to 

the better ones. However, the reality 

is that most of the roads in Italy are of 

good British B-road quality. Plenty 

are considerably better… but others 

are a fair bit rougher. It’s important 

to keep an eye on the surface and 

adjust your riding accordingly, 

accepting that even the best route 

might involve a mile or two on a 

rough road. 

What we would flag up is that the 

roads do get extremely slippery if 

you’re unlucky enough to be caught 

in the rain. Great care needs to be 

taken in the wet, not just because 

there’s less grip but also because 

water can sit on roads that lack 

camber, concealing potholes. 
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We’ll live with the odd
pothole on a great road

‘RIDING BIKES IN 
EUROPE IS EASY. 
JUST TAKE CARE 
SETTING OFF’

By September, temperatures are merely 

deliciously warm and the roads are quieter. 

It's the ideal time to visit Italy. 

DO I NEED AN INTERNATIONAL
DRIVING LICENCE?
No. Your standard British driving licence is 

all you need, because we’re all part of the 

European Union. Remember, changes to UK 

licencing laws have done away with the paper 

counterpart as of June 8, 2015 – so you only 

need to take the plastic ID card (in fact, you 

should have destroyed the paper bit).

WHAT ABOUT INSURANCE?
Most motorcycle policies nowadays will cover 

you for riding in Europe for a number of days 

– on some it’s 14 days, on others 30. All will 

require you to notify the insurer of the dates 

when you will be in Europe. You can check 

your policy documents or simply pick up the 

phone and check with your insurer when you 

call to notify them that you plan to go abroad. 

If you need any extra days’ cover for a longer 

trip, or if your policy doesn't cover you to ride 

in Italy as standard, your insurer will probably 

be able to provide that for you – in return for a 

small supplementary fee. The most important 

thing is that you don't set off without talking 

to your insurer first.

WHAT ABOUT TRAVEL 
INSURANCE?
We do strongly recommend taking out a travel 

insurance policy that includes medical cover 

with repatriation. Don't rely on travel 

insurance that comes free with credit cards: 

check its terms, as it may not cover you for 

motorcycle trips. If you are covered, great – 

but if not, you will have to shop around to find 

a policy that will cover you for riding big bikes 

(many cover only 125s). This is where a high 

street insurance broker might save you a lot 

of time, if not money – but better to get the 

right policy than buy the wrong thing online.

As a citizen of a European Union member 

state, you should be able to get medical 

treatment in Italy, as long as you have a valid 

European Health Insurance Card (EHIC – the 

E111 card – free from www.ehic.org.uk). 

However, if you get seriously ill or have an 

accident then you really want to be 

repatriated to the UK for treatment, and for 

that you need medical or travel insurance.

As with all insurance, you don’t want to need 

it – but it’s best to have it just in case.

AND BREAKDOWN INSURANCE?
The same thing applies. You hope you won’t 

need it, but if your bike does pack up or you 

have a crash in Italy, then having breakdown 

insurance could save your holiday. Again, you 

need to get a policy that includes provision to 

repatriate both you and the bike to the UK. If 

your bike can’t be fixed over there, you don’t 

want to have to pay for shipping it back to 

Britain out of your own pocket. 

WHAT DOCUMENTS DO I NEED 
TO TAKE WITH ME? 
You don’t need to have the original logbook 

(V5) document in Italy, but we’d recommend it 

– you’ll definitely need a copy. You also need 

your insurance certificate, your driving licence, 

your passport and EHIC (the E111 card). You 

should also have copies of your travel and 

breakdown insurance policies: no point having 

them if you can’t remember who to call if you 

need them… We recommend taking colour 

photocopies of your licence, V5 and insurance 

certificate. If the police want them, for some 

reason, they can keep one of the  copies. 
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Winding Roads
Find the most excitiing winding  
roads and avoid the boring straights.

Hilly Roads
Stay at sea level or  
climb the highest peaks.

Round-trip Planning
Discover new routes by simply  
tapping the area you want to explore.

WHAT ABOUT MONEY? WILL MY 
CREDIT CARDS WORK IN ITALY?
We’ve only ever had trouble paying with

plastic once (in an unmanned Agip petrol

station), though smaller restaurants, cafes 

and shops often require a minimum spend. 

Very occasionally, you'll find a smaller cafe 

that doesn't take credit cards, but they're 

increasingly rare in Italy. Even so, we always 

carry cash as well, just to be on the safe side.

HOW MUCH MONEY WILL I NEED?
Italy isn't eye-wateringly expensive, but it's 

not a cheap destination like Spain. As a rough 

guide, we found our money went slightly 

further in Italy than it did in France, Germany 

or Britain when touring in 2014. Petrol prices 

are more or less the same as in the UK, but 

food and drink are usually slightly cheaper.

Prices do vary from region to region, 

though – particularly accommodation 

prices, which can fluctuate wildly. They 

also vary according to when you want to 

go and when you book. We found that 

seaside towns were more expensive than 

inland destinations – even those in popular 

biking/holiday areas like the Dolomites. 

Shopping around and pre-booking hotels is 

definitely the best way to get a good price. 

Beware posh hotels with cheap rooms: they 

often have expensive restaurants… Walking to 

a town-square eatery is usually better value.

I’VE NEVER RIDDEN ON THE 
RIGHT... SHOULD I BE WORRIED?
No – there's nothing to worry about. Riding 

bikes in Europe is easy. Just take a little extra

care when setting off, especially turning out   

Most speed 
cameras are easy
to spot in Italy

Watch your speed
Generally, we’ve seen fewer police 

patrols or checkpoints/speed traps in 

Italy than in France or Spain in the past 

few years. What we have seen instead 

is a steadily increasing number of speed 

cameras; nearly to British levels in some 

areas, especially in the north, though 

they are mostly in towns or villages. 

The police do still use speed guns. 

They can impose on-the-spot fines and 

also impound bikes if the offence is 

serious enough (or if you can’t pay the 

fine on the spot). While it’s illegal in Italy 

– as in most of Europe – to use a radar 

detector to warn you of speed cameras, 

it’s fine to use sat-navs that have 

camera locations marked.

One curious law: you’re not allowed to 

accelerate while overtaking. In the UK, 

advanced-riding instructors suggest 

it’s best to use speed to overtake 

quickly and safely, then return to your 

normal riding speed. In Italy, that’s 

deemed rude/aggressive and we’re told 

it’s actually illegal. You’ll see Italian riders 

going slowly by cars, then 

accelerating hard once 

they’re past. 

WHAT ABOUT 
TRAFFIC LIGHTS?
You’d be forgiven for 

thinking that traffic lights 

are optional in some 

cities, but there are 

rules. The standard 

red-amber-green 

rules apply but 

sometimes you’ll 

see a flashing 

amber light: that 

means slow down 

and proceed if it’s 

safe, observing the 

right-of-way at that junction. 
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of that first junction of the day. The other 

time to watch yourself is after filling up,

especially if you had to cross the road to get to

the petrol station: don’t pull out and ride on

the left. Roundabouts are easy as you're fed

onto them in the correct lane and bigger ones

have chevrons telling you which way to turn.

Our top tip might sound stupid: just say, “Ride

on the right” to yourself before selecting first

gear. Otherwise, it’s straightforward – exactly

like riding at home, except you check over

your left should before pulling out to overtake.

ARE THERE TOLL ROADS?
Most Italian motorways have a toll. You can

usually pay for these with a credit card – but if

you’re travelling in a group, the lead rider can’t

pay for everyone as each card can be used

only once at each pay station. If you want the

leader to pay, you need a manned booth... but

there are very few of those on Italian

motorways, though all pay booths take cash.

DO I NEED A GB STICKER?
Yes. If you don’t have a European-spec licence

plate with the ‘GB’ in a blue panel on the side,

then you must put a GB sticker on the bike, so

it’s clearly visible from behind.

WHAT ABOUT THE LOCAL
ITALIAN DRIVERS?
Ah. Well. Yes. About them… Unfortunately,

after riding thousands of miles all over the EU,

we have concluded that the Italians are the

worst drivers in Europe. The majority are

ill-disciplined, aggressive, recklessly fast and

given to tailgating – apart from the 10 per

cent who creep along at 15mph in ancient Fiat

Pandas or three-wheeled Piaggio Apes.

Driving standards seem to be worst in cities

and around the Italian Lakes – and on Sicily

and Sardinia (island driving always seems to

How do I prepare my
bike for the trip?

As long as your bike’s road-legal

and mechanically sound, with a

fresh set of tyres, all you need to

do is add luggage and get going. If

it’s not mechanically sound, fix it!

And fit a fresh set of tyres.

We stress the importance of

fitting new tyres because Italy is

a long way away: setting out with

a well-worn or even half-worn set

of tyres is asking for trouble. Apart

from the safety aspect of riding a

tyre until it’s worn right down,

replacing a tyre in the middle of

your tour wastes time and money.

It might not ruin your holiday, but

it will ruin at least one day of it.

Start the trip with a fresh set of

sports touring tyres. If you have

an adventure bike and want to

look for unpaved roads in the Alps,

you may need a dual sport tyre

– but if the plan is to ride only on

tarmac, we’d fit sports touring

tyres to an adventure bike, too.

Most rural roads
are quiet but there
are lots of cyclists

Replace worn tyres 
before you leave

be a bit special). But that's why our routes 

avoid big cities and stick to quieter roads. And 

that's the blessing: generally, when you're 

outside the cities, the roads are usually really 

quiet. Basically, if you can avoid riding across 

Naples in rush hour you'll be fine.

DO I NEED TO TAKE TOOLS?
You shouldn’t need loads of tools or spares if 

you're riding a well-prepped modern bike. If 

you’re planning to tour on a classic, you’ll 

probably already know what you need... 

If there’s space in a pannier or (better) 

under the seat, take a puncture repair kit, a 

multitool, half-a-dozen cable ties and some 

gaffer tape, just in case. But we wouldn’t leave 

clothes out just to squeeze this stuff in: Sod’s 

Law says the surest way to ensure you don’t 

need them is to pack them, after all…

WHAT ABOUT SECURITY?
Definitely take a disc lock. If you can fit a chain 

somewhere, so you can lock the back wheel 

to a lamppost (or something similar) with a 

disc lock on the front wheel, even better. If 

travelling in a group, not everyone needs a 

chain but it is best if you can chain the bikes 

together. But your main security is being 

canny about where you leave the bike. We 

would always aim to stay in places that have 

secure parking, ideally avoiding city centres. 

WHAT SHOULD I PACK?
If you're cunning about it, you can get away 

with packing far less than you think. We swear 

by lightweight baselayers that can be rinsed 

at the end of the day: they help regulate your 

temperature, keeping you cool when its hot 

and warm if it gets cool; and a rinse keeps 

them fresh. Wearing those on the bike means 

you can save a shirt to do a couple of 

evenings, not just one. Don't pack huge 

walking boots – baseball boots or even 

flip-flops take up a fraction of the space. 

If you're staying in hotels, you should be able 

to take a minimal washkit as they'll have all the 

soap and shampoo you need.You shouldn't 

need a towel, unless you're also packing your 

swimming trunks. Don’t forget your phone 

charger. Or a European plug adaptor – if you'll 

need to charge lots of things, take one plug 

adaptor and a short four-gang extension lead. 

And don’t forget your sunglasses…
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S
OME PEOPLE MIGHT see the distance

between the UK and Italy as a problem. At

the risk of sounding like a management

consultant… it’s not a problem, it’s an

opportunity. It means getting there can be

as much of a part of the tour as the riding

you do there – because sitting on motorway all day is not

the only way to get to Italy.

How you choose to get there will depend on where you’re

coming from as much as where you’re going to. Those

taking a ferry to Rotterdam or the Hook of Holland have a

real choice – between heading across German or France.

Otherwise, it’s best to cross France from Calais or one of

the other Channel ports. We’d favour Calais, though the

ride across France from Caen is good if you have time.

That’s if you ride the bike all the way to Italy, of course.

For years, canny riders have been going to Holland and

putting bikes on overnight trains, getting off in Italy in time

for lunch the following day. The Dutch service stopped in

the spring of 2015… but a new service from Dusseldorf to

mid-afternoon. The catch is that you don’t have the bike

for a week after dropping it off, while it’s on the transporter.

The other option is the newly launched Bike Shuttle that

runs overnight once a week between the Silverstone and

Geneva (www.bikeshuttle.co.uk). Ride down, put your bike

and kit on the purpose-built transporter, then jump on a

plane. Stay the night in Geneva then collect your bike first

thing in the morning and ride to Italy. It’s a doddle.

RIDING OUT
If you don’t have time to plan your own routes, we’ve

plotted routes to three of our destination towns: Aosta;

Borgo San Dalmazzo; and Vipiteno. These also the starting

points for three of our tours. We’ve set routes to run from

Calais and Rotterdam, with a Caen route to Borgo San

Dalmazzo. For some routes we have both entirely toll-free

options and faster alternatives that include some tactical

stretches of motorway to cover a bit of ground. Note that

going to Vipiteno, that means buying an Austrian

motorway vignette at a petrol station close to the border.

Shipping your bike
We shipped our bikes to the south of

France with FlyBikeFly. We took them to

a local depot on a Wednesday, strapping

them onto crates. It’s easy to do, but

takes a little time. The bikes arrived in

Carros the following Wednesday.

It’s worth pre-booking a car from Nice

airport to the FlyBikeFly depot in Carros:

airport cabs are much more expensive.

Unloading the bikes and getting ready

to ride is a simple process, but allow an

hour. By 4pm on the day we set out, we

were riding across the border into Italy.

QPrices to Nice range from £445 one

way to £795 return (from Glasgow).

FlyBikeFly now offer a home pick-up

service, for an additional £90. See

www.flybikefly.com

Getting to Italy
Riding to Italy isn’t like nipping out for a weekend breakfast run – so what’s

the best way to get there? Here’s how to make your tour transit painless

Unstrap your bike in
the South of France
and ride into Italy

Verona was launched just days later.

There are two other left-field ways to get out

there – in both cases sending the bike ahead

while you take a plane. First is to use FlyBikeFly

to ship your bike to Nice (www.flybikefly.com)

then take a budget-airline flight out to collect it.

You can easily leave your house in the morning

and be riding on the Ligurian Riviera by 
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Training wheels
We returned from Italy on the now-

defunct Dutch Autoslaap service from 

Livorno to Den Bosch. A service ran 

between between Verona and 

Dusseldorf this summer and should run 

again next year – but was unconfirmed 

at the time of going to press. 

It’s very easy. Arrive at the station in 

plenty of time and check in. Ride the bike 

onto the transporter, park the bike in 

gear, then wait until one of the train staff 

comes and straps it securely into place. 

Then get into the sleeper cars and get 

out of your riding kit. 

What do we wish we’d known? The 

basic three-berth sleeper on the Dutch 

train didn’t have a shower. Food and 

drink on board were good, if a little 

Q A one-way trip in 2015 cost £155 for 

the bike, plus your transport – from £99 

in a shared cabin to a maximum of £490 

for a five-bed cabin. For information, see 

www.railsavers.com

expensive.  Next afternoon, we got off 

the train in Holland, rode to the 

Eurotunnel and headed home. From 

Livorno at 1pm on a Friday, we were 

home by 9pm on the Saturday night.

Not much headroom
so take care when
riding on  
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W
E HAVE ROUTES radiating 

out from 25 locations – 

from the very north of 

Italy to Sicily in the south. 

As Italy is a fair ride from the UK, we have 

weighted our coverage to the northern 

areas, most easily reached from Britain.

Rather than just one circular ride in each 

location, we’ve planned two, three or 

sometimes four different daytrip routes in 

most locations. This gives you the option of 

riding to a base destination and then 

enjoying a couple of days’ riding, 

cloverleafing out from your hotel each 

day, rather than having to keep moving.

However, if you want to see more of the 

country, we have also planned a series of 

three-day tours across popular riding 

areas. Why three-day tours? To allow you 

to take a relaxed three days to ride to the 

start point from Britain, take three days 

doing the tour, then spend three days 

returning – so the tours can fit in with just 

one week off work, using both weekends. 

Of course, if you have more time you can 

extend any one of the tours by adding one 

or two of our daytrips, as our tours link 

together the towns where we’ve based our 

other routes. We also have two two-week 

tours of Italy, crammed with brilliant riding.

All our route descriptions include the 

mileage, a riding time and some suggested 

stops. The riding time does not, however, 

include time spent at those stops – so if a 

route is five hours long, expect to add two 

hours to that by the time you’ve had lunch, 

a few coffees, filled up and stopped for 

pictures. Our routes are structured to be full 

days in the saddle and we have provided 

some long-day options as well as shorter 

ones, but if you take long stops that will 

make even short routes into long days.

Rather than filling these pages with long 

directions, we’ve created sat-nav files for 

all the routes. These can be downloaded 

from www.ride.co.uk/Italy 

Our routes Where do you want to ride? 

We have it covered. All of it

Quick guide

ROUTE PAGE

1 Imperia   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

2 Borgo San Dalmazzo  . . . . . . . 16

3 Bardonecchia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .17

4 Varazze  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18

5 Bormio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .22

6 Cuorgne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .24

7 Aosta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25

8 Riva del Garda  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26

9 Cortina d'Ampezzo. . . . . . . . . .30

10 Cavalese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .32

11 Vipiteno  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33

12 Maniago  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .34

13 Porto Santo Stefano. . . . . . . . .38

14 Borgo San Lorenzo  . . . . . . . . . 40

15 Citta di Castello. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41

16 Siena  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .42

17 Terni . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .43

18 Chieti  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .46

19 Isernia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .48

20 Sorrento . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .49

21 Potenza. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50

22 Manfredona. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51

23 Cosenza  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .52

24 Taormina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .53

25 Olbia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .53
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I
T’S BAKING HOT. A sparkling blue sea shimmers beside the 

road and there’s not a cloud in the sky. But it’s the heat on my 

back that I’m relishing most. Yesterday Weeble and I left a 

foggy, drizzly England, flying to Nice to collect our bikes. Now 

we’re riding in the perfect 27° heat of Liguria and it’s as sweet 

and addictive as sherbet. I can’t get enough of it. I’m fizzing 

with pleasure, torn between the desire to slow down to savour it and 

the need to speed up to generate more of a breeze to cool down again.

Luckily, when we turn inland at Albegna, we’re on the kind of road 

where speeding up and slowing down is not a problem. In fact, holding 

one constant speed is practically impossible. The SP582 twists and 

turns like a garden hose dropped from a plane – looping over hillsides, 

climbing higher and higher in turns as tight as the best bits of the Alps, 

but without the yawning roadside drops of the high mountains.

This is a green land, well wooded, the patches of shade from the trees 

offering brief respite from the heat. The roads are quiet, the villages 

quieter. I’d been worried about the road surfaces, but most of the roads 

are fine – broad and in decent condition. OK, one tight, single-track 

stretch has seen better days, but I can forgive that because the 

scenery is so beautiful and the weather so perfect.Turning back 

towards the coast at Bagnasco, the sat-nav tells me it’s 44 miles to the 

next turn, 45 miles to our destination. For a moment my heart sinks, 

before I realise… the SS28 isn’t a main road like the A13. This is a main 

road built for fun, whooping and swooping down to the seaside. It’s the 

perfect finish the day – and the perfect way to start exploring Italy.

OUR ROUTES

IMPERIA HILLS

Start/finish: Imperia

Distance: 125 miles

Riding time: 4.5 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Zuccarello

Lunch: Osiglia

 PM coffee: Ponte di Nava

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

 Route 2: 180 miles, 6 hours 

Tighter, hillier, with more 

single-track roads

 Route 3:  225 miles, 7.5 hours 

More seafront riding, with some 

higher roads



I
F IT WASN’T for the pink line on the GPS, I’d have said we were

lost,” says Weeble when we stop. He takes a second to look

around at the scenery. “It’s not bad here, though, is it? What

did you say this place was called?” It’s called the Colle dei Morti:

the Hill of the Dead. It’s tucked away in the high hills of

Piedmont, outside the tiny town of Demonte. I was

shown it years ago and I’ve been itching to come back ever since.

The road is exactly as I remember: narrow, bumpy, gravelly... rough. In

other words, perfect terrain for an adventure bike like the Tiger Explorer.

Riding this road is an adventure, as it spirals upwards past grazing cows

and fat marmots, running along a rock ridge high above the valley to

reach a statue of Italian cycling hero Marco Pantani at the top.

Just past the 2481m summit we turn left, heading to Marmora to pick
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up the Colle di Sampeyre. This really is adventure-bike territory, as the

road surface degenerates from average to awful to absent. While I’m

nervously threading my way down a short but steep and genuinely

unpaved slope on the Tiger Sport, Weeble’s standing comfortably on

the pegs of the Explorer, laughing. “Someone needs to call the Italian

minister for roads and tell him his pass is broken,” he jokes. Progress is

slow, not helped by having to thread our way through a herd of donkeys

roaming free among the trees and across the road.

“I enjoyed that,” says Weeble. “It’s not the kind of road you’d want to

take a pillion on, but it’s perfect for adventure bikes.” For me, it sums up

what riding a bike is all about: unlocking the kind of wild, beautiful and

unusual places you’d never bother visiting in a car. Despite the name,

the Colle dei Morti makes you glad to be alive – and on two wheels.

Want an adventure in an unspoilt mountain wilderness? You’ve come to the right place

A ride around...

Borgo San Dal z
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A ride around…

Bardonecchia
High in the Alps, this ski resort unlocks

amazing riding in France as well as Italy

ROUTE

3

Borgo San 
Dalmazzo

Sampeyre

Col d’IzoardBriançon

FRANCE

FRANCE

ITALY

ITALY

Col de Vars

Col du
Galibier

Bardonecchia

Col du
Mont Cenis

Cumiana

Pass baggers take
note: Colle dei Morti 
is the ninth highest 

pass in the Alps

OUR ROUTES

PIEDMONT PEAKS

Start/finish: Bardonecchia

Distance: 205 miles

Riding time: 6.5 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Col du Galibier

Lunch: Col du Mont Cenis

PM coffee: Cumiana

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

Route 2: 200 miles , 6hrs

Includes Col du Mont Cenis,

Col de la Croix de Fer and Col

du Galibier

Route 3: 220 miles , 6hrs

Includes Col de l’Iseran

and Col de la Madeleine

 Route 4: 100 miles, 4.5hrs 

Adventure-bike route with 

extended stretches of 

unpaved roads. Not suitable 

for road bikes

I FIRST CAME to Bardonecchia in 2004, when the town was 

gearing up to host the Turin Winter Olympics. There seemed to 

be dust, cranes and half-built hotels everywhere. Returning 

now, it’s lovely – just a nice-sized Alpine town snoozing through 

the summer, happy to see bikers to keep things ticking over 

until the skiers return in winter. But thanks to its Olympic 

legacy, it has fantastic facilities…

It also has some fantastic roads on its doorstep. Not the 

Frejus Tunnel – these are the Alps and there are passes 

everywhere. Our route starts with the climb over the tight and 

spectacular Col de l’Echelle, into France (much more fun than 

any tunnel). From France’s highest city, Briançon, we head along

a stretch of the Route des Grandes Alpes, over the majestic Col

du Galibier and Col du Telegraphe, before returning to Italy over

the pass my friend Rich described as “the best road I’ve ever

ridden”: the Col du Mont Cenis.

For a half-day ride, you could return to Bardonecchia from

Susa after crossing Mont Cenis. But our route has more thrills

in the foothills of Piedmont rather than over high peaks. Not

that there’s any shortage of altitude and challenging corners,

especially sweeping past the ski areas of Colle Sestriere. It’s a

fantastic ride – a gold-medal candidate for sure.

OUR ROUTES

PIEDMONT ADVENTURE

Start/finish: Borgo

San Dalmazo

Distance: 200 miles

Riding time: 6.5 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Sampeyre

Lunch: Col d’Izoard

 PM coffee: Col de Vars

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

 Route 2: 180 miles, 5 hours

 Smoother roads, including 

Col de Tende, Gorge du Cians 

and Col de la Lombarde

 Route 3: 190 miles, 5.5 hours 

Smoother roads, including 

Col de la Bonette and Col Agnel

17NORTHERN ITALY

Winding Roads
Find the most excitiing winding  
roads and avoid the boring straights.

Hilly Roads
Stay at sea level or  
climb the highest peaks.

Round-trip Planning
Discover new routes by simply  
tapping the area you want to explore.

4
ROUTES



Varazze

Ricca

Acqui Terme

Martina
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O
N ONE SIDE there are a million shades of blue – from

the sky to the sparkling sea to the hazy distant shore

glimpsed across the bay, jagged hill-shapes hinting at

hairpins and panoramic views. On the other, there’s

the muted off-white and grey of the rocks rising high

above the road. Ahead, the view is tarmac black,

edged with white lines and rich with promise – for this is not straight

ahead. Oh no. This is left curve followed by gently climbing right,

terminating in blind left, as the road disappears around the cliff-face.

The SS1 - the Via Aurelia - is one of those unsung roads that

everyone should know about, but nobody does. That’s close to a crime.

“Why on earth haven’t I been here before?” marvels Weeble, who’s

spent years travelling around Europe for work. “This road is amazing.”

It is. The original Via Aurelia was built by the Romans in the third century

BC, but has been comprehensively updated for the automotive age,

with this most northerly stretch stringing the seaside towns of the

Ligurian Riviera together like pearls on a windswept necklace. 

Even better, it’s no longer a main highway, as the motorway takes the 

passing traffic – though the SS1 can still get busy with tourists in the 

August holiday season. Better come when it’s quieter, like this. Still, let’s 

not pretend it’s mile after unspoilt mile of empty asphalt. There are 

short, inspiring sections that separate picture-postcard towns lined 

with beach-front cafes, sunbathers stretched out on the sand. 

For the quiet roads, you need to head inland: take a breather in the 

green, fresh hills that rise behind the coast. Well, “breather” is perhaps 

not quite the right word, either. These are demanding roads –

serpentine and sometimes less than perfectly surfaced but always 

involving. And the views are spectacular. Pause at the top of any 

viewpoint where the trees part and look back to the sea, then turn 

the key, thumb the starter and carry on. Perfect.

ROUTE

4

Forget lounging around on the beach: the roads are the best bit of the Ligurian Riviera

OUR ROUTES

LOVELY LIGURIA

Start/finish: Varazze

Distance: 190 miles

Riding time: 7 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Ricca

Lunch: Acqui Termi

PM coffee: Martina

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

Route 2: 175 miles, 6 hours

Includes Monte Carmo and

Monte Fignona

 Route 3: 180 miles, 6.5 hours

Includes Monte Orditano,

Monte Lecco, Finale Ligure

and Via Aurelia

 Route 4: 230 miles, 8 hours

Adventure-bike route with 

narrower, twistier roads

A ride around... 

Varazze
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Now with Hands-Free Calling

What have the 
Romans ever done 
for us? Er… roads
like Via Aurelia
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Col du Mont Cenis

Col d’Izoard

FRANCE

ITALY

Bardonecchia

Sampeyre

Jausiers

Borgo San 
Dalmazzo

Turin

T
HE JOY OF Piedmont and Liguria is that they’re so

accessible – if you can ride to the South of France, you

can ride there, too. Indeed, many riders might choose to

do France’s Route Napoleon or the Route des Grandes

Alpes on the way down. Alternatively, you could ship

your bike to Nice and fly out… it’s an easy afternoon’s

ride from Nice to our tour’s start in Borgo San Dalmazzo.

This three-day trip links Borgo San Dalmazzo with Bardonecchia,

Varazze and Imperia so can be easily extended by adding any of our

routes based in those towns. Or you could take three days to reach the

start, ride these three days, then have a leisurely three days to get

home – and it can still be done with just a week off work.

There are two options for the first day’s ride: adventure-bike riders

can take the mind-blowing Colle dei Morti (see p16), while road-bike

riders take the better-surfaced Col de Larche and enjoy the memorable

road above Lac de Serre-Ponçon on the way to Bardonecchia. The

second day heads to Varazze on the Ligurian Riviera, with the third day

leading to Imperia, as the tour links together many of the the best of

the roads from our other trips through Piedmont and Liguria.

Sun, sea, sand, mountain passes… here’s

our three-day tour of north-western Italy

The RiDE Tour of...

Piedmont and L

DAY ONE (Adventure bike route in brackets)

From: Borgo San Dalmazzo

To: Bardonecchia

Distance: 250 miles (230 miles)

Riding time: 7 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Jausiers (Sampeyre)

Lunch: Col d’Izoard

PM coffee: Col du Mont Cenis
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Winding Roads
Find the most excitiing winding  
roads and avoid the boring straights.

Hilly Roads
Stay at sea level or  
climb the highest peaks.

Round-trip Planning
Discover new routes by simply  
tapping the area you want to explore.

FRANCE

FRANCE

ITALY

ITALY

Bardonecchia

Monte 
Figogna

Acqui 
Terme

Imperia
Savigliano

Turin

Milan

Varazze

Osiglia

Varazze

Ponte 
di Nava

Molina 
di Triora

Liguria

DAY THREE

From: Varazze

To: Imperia

Distance: 215 miles

Riding time: 7 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Osiglia

Lunch: Ponte di Nava

PM coffee: Molini di Triora

DAY TWO

From: Bardonecchia

To: Varazze

Distance: 215 miles

 Riding time: 7.5 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Savigliano

Lunch: Acqui Terme

 PM coffee: Monte Figogna

Watch paragliders 
taking to the skies

above Mont Cenis on
 day one of the tour
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 It’s the mountain-rider’s Mecca –but are you ready for the pilgrimage to the Stelvio Pass?

A ride around...

Bormio
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The final assault on
the summit: this is 

Everest for Europe’s
motorcycle tourists

Stelvio

Resia

Bormio

Julier Pass

Fluela Pass

SWITZERLAND

ITALY
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Now with Hands-Free Calling

O
NCE YOU START taking an interest in touring, 

especially touring in the mountains, it’s not long 

before you get to hear about the Stelvio. Italy’s 

highest pass has a fearsome reputation: 75 hairpins, 

with 48 on its northern slope – 14 crammed tight 

into the final, steep two-mile run to the summit. It 

can be daunting – and for some riders, it’s just too much. 

“It’s a terrible road. Just U-turns,” says Weeble over breakfast, before 

we set off. He’s ridden it once, in the wet, when he’d had a bike licence 

for only three years. And he hated it. Whereas I love the Stelvio. But I’d 

been riding for more than 20 years before I finally had a crack at it and 

now I can’t get enough – this is my third visit of the year…

It’s chilly as we start the climb: this is the second highest pass in the 

Alps (just 13m lower than France’s Col de l’Iseran) and the surrounding 

peaks are casting dark shadows on the lower slopes. Up and up we 

climb, twisting and turning, making good progress on the well-surfaced 

southern slope. It’s pretty quiet this early in the morning – sometimes 

Stelvio gets busy with cyclists and, especially, motorcyclists.

There’s a bustle of shops at the top, selling snacks and souvenirs to 

the steady stream of visitors. Weeble and I both buy stickers, then 

head for a coffee at Tibet – the restaurant with the best views – before 

tackling the famous 48 hairpins of the north slope. 

This side of the pass is easier to ride as a climb than as a descent, but 

it’s brilliant in both directions. It’s technically demanding, stringing so 

many tight corners together so they flow, but that’s what I love – the 

challenge of it, with the most amazing mountain backdrop. 

When we get to the bottom, Weeble flips up his helmet. “You know 

what? I really enjoyed that. It’s actually a pretty good road,” he admits. 

It’s better than that: Stelvio is amazing – as long as you’re ready for it.

OUR ROUTES

STELVIO AND THE HIGH

PASSES

Start/finish: Bormio

Distance: 205 miles

Riding time: 5.5 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Resia

Lunch: Fluela Pass

 PM coffee: Julier Pass 

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

 Route 2: 150 miles, 4 hours

Includes Albulla Pass, Fluela 

Pass and Stelvio

 Route 3: 220 miles, 7 hours 

Includes Gavia Pass, Val Rendena 

and Stelvio

 Route 4: 240 miles, 8 hours

Includes Stelvio, Umbrail, San 

Marco and Gavia passes



Y
OU HAVE TO really want to ride this road. It’s a dead

end – and not one that’s handy for anywhere you’d

normally tour. The Colle del Nivolet climbs up into the 

Gran Paradiso mountains above Turin but while it is a 

pass, it’s closed to motorised traffic at the top. That 

means going out of your way to reach the start… then 

after riding to the top, you have to turn round and come back.

So why would you bother riding it? Well, I got curious because this

was where the final bus scene in The Italian Job was shot. Plus it looked 

amazing on a map, so I really wanted to ride it… Let me tell you, this is 

not a road you resent riding up and down again. From the village of

Noasca the road climbs four broad but steep hairpins, enters a long

tunnel and emerges in mountain-riding heaven.

I’ve ridden some twisty roads, some steep roads, some scenic 

ones... but never one that’s so steep, so twisty and so scenic. Up and up

it climbs, ever tighter, past first one reservoir, then another. Every time

you glance over your shoulder there’s a staggering vista of spiralling

tarmac. Just don’t look over the sides of the road unless you have a

good head for heights. But because it’s a dead-end road, it’s deserted.

As with so many Italian passes, there’s a refuge at the summit - this

one’s a walk from the road. Ideal for a quick coffee before heading back.

The road is different on the descent - if anything, it’s even more

involving, the views even more breathtaking. Never mind riding it twice,

I could ride it again and again, all day long. I had to wait a long time to ride

Colle del Nivolet, but it was worth it – and I can’t wait to ride it again.

Every other destination we feature in this magazine has multiple

routes – but here there’s only one, which should tell you how good this

road is. If you need a new mountain destination, I’ve got a great idea…

ROUTE

6

Never mind blowing the doors off… this road from The Italian Job will blow your mind

A ride around...

Cuorgne
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A ride around…

Aosta
In the shadow of Europe’s tallest mountain

are roads that will be the highlight of any tour

ROUTE 

7

La Thuile

Lac de
Roselend

Col de la Grand
Saint Bernard

ITALY

FRANCE

SWITZERLAND

Chamonix

Colle del Nivolet
has lakes, hairpins 

and virtually no 
traffic. It’s amazing

ST BERNARDINO LOOP

Start/finish: La Thuile

Distance: 200 miles

Riding time: 6 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Lac de Roselend

Lunch: Chamonix

PM: Col de la Grand

Saint Bernard

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE

Route 2: 195 miles, 7 hours

Minor roads high into the

Gran Paradiso, suitable for

adventure-bikes

IF YOU COULD ride across the Colle del Nivolet (left) you’d end

up in the Aosta valley. It’s a fantastic place, snuggled down

between the high peaks with France on one side, Switzerland

on the other and Monte Bianco – aka Mont Blanc – sitting

proudly at the end of the valley, like the head of the family

presiding over a lunch table.

What delights get served up here – especially when you take 

the passes into the neighbouring countries. Our main route is 

the classic St Bernard loop over the – to give them their Italian 

names – Gran San Bernardino and Piccolo San Bernardino 

passes (coincidentally the locations for the opening scenes of 

The Italian Job). 

This is one of the 

must-ride routes in the 

Alps. As well as the Grand 

and Petit St Bernard 

passes, it includes France’s 

Cormet Roselend and Col 

des Montets, as well as 

Switzerland’s Col de la 

Forclaz. Sublime roads, 

amazing views… it’s a 

popular route.

Our alternative route is 

quite different. The views 

and corners are every bit as 

spectacular, but it’s a 

‘spider’ route, extending 

legs to the quieter corners 

of the Aosta valley, using 

minor roads that only

dedicated Alpinists

normally explore. This isn’t

so much off-the-beaten-

track as stalking through

the bushes beside it…

OUR ROUTE

COLLE DEL NIVOLET

Start/finish: Cuorgne

Distance: 175 miles

 Riding time: 7 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Colle del Nivolet

Lunch: Aquila Blanca

 PM coffee: Groscavallo

Colle del 
Nivolet Aquila Blanca

Cuorgne

Turin

Groscavallo
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Winding Roads
Find the most excitiing winding  
roads and avoid the boring straights.

Hilly Roads
Stay at sea level or  
climb the highest peaks.

Round-trip Planning
Discover new routes by simply  
tapping the area you want to explore.
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Spiazzo

Trento

Ponte di Legno

Riva del 
Garda

Anfo
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OUR ROUTES

LAKESIDE RIDES

Start/finish: Riva del Garda

Distance: 200 miles

Riding time: 6.5 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Anfo

Lunch: Ponte di Legno

PM coffee: Spiazzo

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

Route 2: 180 miles, 6 hours

Includes the east bank of Lake

Garda and Monte Baldo

Route 3: 180 miles, 6.5 hours

Includes Monte Bondone,

Monte Baldo and the east bank

of Lake Garda

 Route 4: 170 miles, 6 hours

Includes more challenging roads, 

suitable for adventure-bikes

T
HERE’S A STILLNESS in the early morning. There are 

joggers on the path along the shore, even one brave 

swimmer taking an early dip in the lake, but the 

overwhelming sense is one of peace and calm. Ducks 

drowse, standing one-legged, on the slip at the harbour, 

the cool waters of Lake Garda lapping at their feet. It 

almost feels a shame to fire up a motorcycle and shatter the peace.

Almost... but it is worth getting the bike started. The roads around 

Garda are never quiet – but they’re not Deathrace 2000 busy, like the 

roads around Lake Como. You have time to admire the spectacular 

views, without worrying that every other vehicle is trying to kill you.

Our route heads out along the west bank of Lake Garda, before 

climbing into the mountains – but not on demanding, narrow, bumpy 

roads. This route strings together broad, flowing, smooth roads that 

deliver epic views with relaxed riding. And that’s the appeal of Riva del 

Garda: it’s a soothing, calming place to be. Our pick of the Italian Lakes.

ROUTE

8

The quietest and most charming of the Italian

lake towns is surrounded by amazing roads

A ride around... 

Riva del Garda

Bond crashed cars
here in Skyfall… 

Normally it’s more
quiet and relaxing

Follow Garda’s west 
bank before climbing 

to the mountains



Biker friendly accommodation,
good access & covered parking

For more information contact Penelope on
+34 677 120 321

email: penelope@galiciaholidayrentals.com

www.galiciaholidayrentals.com

Ride  
Northern  

Spain
Galicia, Ribeira Sacra Region

“A perfect place to stay for a biking holiday.   

Lovely people and a lovely country”

UP TO 25%
OFF

ENJOY MAGNIFICENT ROADS, STUNNING SCENERY

AND PEACE OF MIND, WITH THE NUMBER ONE

MOTORCYCLE TOURING COMPANY IN THAILAND.

TOURS, ACCOMMODATION, MEALS AND MUCH

MORE ARE ALL INCLUDED.

ENJOY MAGNIFICENT ROADS, STUNNING SCENERY

AND PEACE OF MIND, WITH THE NUMBER ONE

MOTORCYCLE TOURING COMPANY IN THAILAND.

TOURS, ACCOMMODATION, MEALS AND MUCH

MORE ARE ALL INCLUDED.

F r f n t s
w h im r l uring m

r h n P l n
012 0 27 443
f r r hure

For more information visit us at
www.thaimotorcycletouring.com
or phone Paul on
01260 279443
for a brochure

Ride some of the

best biking roads

in the world!



T
HIS THREE-DAY TOUR takes in some of the most

astonishing high-mountain riding in Europe – as well as

the elegant sophistication of the Italian Lakes. Our 

starting point of Aosta is easily reached from the UK in

a comfortable two-day ride from Calais (see p10) or

even one long motorway day if you’re short of time…

but it’s meant to be a holiday – take two days and enjoy the ride.

From Aosta, the first day heads over the Gran San Bernardino Pass

into Switzerland. Those prepared to buy a Swiss motorway vignette at

the border can save about an hour on the day’s ride, but we’ve plotted

both motorway and non-motorway routes to the Simplon Pass. This

leads to Lake Lugano and we hug the shore to return to Italy, heading

for an overnight stop in Menaggio on the shores of Lake Como. 

The second day starts with a ride around Lake Como to the 

millionaires’ playground of Bellagio. Our route includes part of the 

course of the old Bellagio hillclimb road race on the way to Lecco, where

we head into the hills. Through the quiet roads of Val Tallegio and over

the unspoilt San Marco Pass, the route leads to Bormio.

 The final day starts with the mighty Stelvio pass, before sweeping

into the Dolomites, passing through Cavalese and crossing Passo

Manghen to reach Riva del Garda. If you want to spend more time in

Italy, the tour can be easily extended by adding our day trips around

Aosta, Bormio or Riva.

A three-day trip from the highest peak to the highest pass, past the playground of the stars in the

DAY ONE

From: La Thuile

To: Menaggio

Distance: 240 miles

 Riding time: 7.5 hrs (6.5 hrs

with Swiss motorway vignette)

Suggested stops

  AM coffee: Grand 

St Bernard pass

Lunch: Simplon pass

 PM coffee: San Bartolomeo
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La Thuile
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Bernard pass

Simplon pass

San Bartolomeo

Menaggio

Milan



    Italian Lakes

DAY THREE

From: Bormio

To: Riva del Garda

Distance: 215 miles

Riding time: 6.5 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Stelvio

Lunch: Fondo

PM coffee: Molina

DAY TWO

From: Menaggio

To: Bormio

Distance: 220 miles

 Riding time: 8 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Bellagio

Lunch: Vedeseta or San Marco

 PM coffee: Passo Gavia

Passo San Marco:
an unexpected treat and Alps

29NORTHERN ITALY
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T
HE THING WITH the Dolomites is that you’re never 

alone. They’re busy. Not busy like the Italian Lakes, but 

there is traffic. Usually you can hop past in a corner or 

two, but the main passes do see plenty of tourists – in 

cars and camper vans, as well as on two wheels 

(whether in lycra or in leathers).

Thing is, it doesn’t matter. These roads aren’t busy as in “my ride was 

ruined by the traffic”. This is busy as in, “a couple of sweet overtakes 

enhanced my ride”. Busy as in, “about 30 bikers waved to me as they 

passed going downhill while I was climbing the pass”. Busy as in, “this 

was definitely the right place to come - everyone agrees”. And of 

course every pass has a café ready to refresh thirsty visitors…

The big attraction of the Dolomites is what I’ve come to think of as 

The Magic Circle – a loop of four passes between Canazei and Corvara 

in Badia - the Sella, Gardena, Campolongo and Pordoi. Passo Pordoi is 

the highest pass in the Dolomites, but the most scenic and the best to 

ride is... well, possibly whichever one you’re on at the time.

The thing is, those are only four of the dozens of passes around here. 

One route can’t take them all in – so we have four, so we don’t miss the 

magical Passo di Giau and Falzarego, the flowing Valparola, the smooth 

Fedaia in the shadow of the Marmolada, the highest peak in the

Dolomites. Or the sublime Passo Tre Croci and della Erbe. Or the

Costalunga, with the amazingly blue waters of Karersee. And still

there are more… How long did you say you had to ride down here? 

Welcome to the Dolomites – towering peaks, amazing roads and a coffee stop

waiting whenever you want it. In other words, bike-touring perfection

A ride around... 

Cortina d’Ampezzo



Sega DigonPasso Sella

Passo Pordoi

Cortina 
d’Ampezzo 

Passo
Cibiana
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Winding Roads
Find the most excitiing winding  
roads and avoid the boring straights.

Hilly Roads
Stay at sea level or  
climb the highest peaks.

Round-trip Planning
Discover new routes by simply  
tapping the area you want to explore.

OUR ROUTES

CORTINA’S MAGIC CIRCLE

Start/finish: Cortina

d’Ampezzo

Distance: 150 miles

 Riding time: 5.5 hours

Suggested stops

  AM coffee: Passo Sella 

or Passo Pordoi

Lunch: Passo Cibiana

 PM coffee: Sega Digon

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

Route 2: 170 miles, 6 hours

Includes Passo Duran, Passo

Fedia and Passo di Giau

 Route 3: 170 miles, 6 hours 

Not a figure of eight: a 12-pass 

cat’s cradle of amazing roads

 Route 4: 160 miles, 5.5 hours 

Includes Passo Tre Croci, Passo 

della Erbe and Passo 

Campolongo

Passo Sella: one of
the candidates for the

title of “most beautiful”  
pass. With every other 
pass in the Dolomites…

Don’t miss the
 Karersee – or

Lago di Carezza



Passo Rolle: the
Dolomites but
without the crowds
of Swiss GS riders
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A ride around...

Cavalese
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A ride around…

Vipiteno
From Italy into Austria, there’s a host of

brilliant riding on the North Italian border

ROUTE 

11

E
VERY DAY, IT seems, Weeble has a new favourite

road. Today it’s the wide and immaculately surfaced

one that climbs through the ski resort called Passo

Rolle, to our lunch stop at the summit. Our delayed

lunch stop at the summit.

“But no, this one really is the best view,” insists

Weeble, as we stop to take yet another picture. “I mean, just look at

it. It’s beautiful. And the corners are great. And the surface is really

good. And there’s no-one here. That’s the best bit - I can’t believe

how quiet it is.”

It’s true: this is an exceptionally quiet road for the Dolomites.

Especially as it’s relatively well-known and is fabulous to ride. It’s

not as high as the big-name passes like Sella and Gau and Pordoi

further north, but it’s every bit as involving and the granite peaks

rising in the background are still spectacular.

It’s also a good, long pass - cramming every kind of corner into

the 25-odd miles between Predazzo and Tonadico. That means we

keep stopping to take pictures, as the growls in my stomach grow

louder. But it’s worth it; it is beautiful.

Cavalese

Ponte Mas

Il Tastarin

Passo Rolle

Arzl im
Pitztal

Timmelsjoch

ia
Merano

There’s more to the Dolomites than the 

famous roads in the north. Much more…
NOTHING SUMS UP this 

corner of the Alps better than 

the hotel: is it Der Schwarzer 

Adler or is it La Aquila Nera? 

Well, it’s both… While we 

might call it The Black Eagle, 

the locals are busy hopping 

back and forth between 

German and Italian. You see, Vipiteno – or Sterzing as it’s also 

called – is part of the land that Italy won from Austria in the First 

World War. That’s good for us, because that means great Italian 

coffee, served with Teutonic efficiency…

Starting from Vipiteno means we can ride some of the best 

roads not only in Italy but also in neighbouring Austria. None is 

more famous than the Timmelsjoch – or Passo Rombo, to use 

its Italian name. There is a toll on the Austrian side, but it’s worth 

it for the immaculate tarmac and the fact that they don’t let 

lorries or caravans through the toll booths… 

Is it the best road on the route? Maybe, though the run down 

the valley from Landeck in Austria to Martina in Switzerland 

and the short, twisty climb to Nauders are awesome. And as for 

final run back into Vipiteno over the Penserjoch, or Passo

Pennes… it’s an outstanding ride – in any language.

OUR ROUTES

STERZING STUNNERS

Start/finish: Vipiteno/

Sterzing

Distance: 230 miles

Riding time: 6 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Timmelsjoch

Lunch: Arzl im Pitztal

PM coffee: Resia

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

Route 2: 260 miles, 7 hours

Includes Gerlos Pass and Grossglockner Alpenstrasse

(both tolls)

Route 3: 240 miles, 6.5 hours

Includes Monte Croce Carnico and Monte Zoncolan

And that’s the joy of this southern 

region of the Dolomites: brilliant roads 

that are as scenic as their more famous 

northern neighbours, but with less traffic. 

OUR ROUTES

PASSO ROLLE BRILLIANCE

Start/finish: Cavalese

Distance: 170 miles

 Riding time: 5.5 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Passo Rolle

Lunch: Ponte Mas

 PM coffee: Il Tastarin

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

Route 2: 190 miles, 7 hrs

Includes Passo Manghen and

Monte Grappa

 Route 3:  140 miles, 4.5 hrs

Includes Carezza sea, Passo 

Sella and Passo di Giau

 Route 4: 220 miles , 7.5 hrs

Includes Passo Fedaia, 

Passo Pordoi and Passo Duran

33NORTHERN ITALY
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Maniago
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The SP1
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OUR ROUTES

STELLA SELLA

Start/finish: Maniago

Distance: 180 miles

Riding time: 5.5 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: The SP1

Lunch: Sella Ciampigotto

PM coffee: Agordo

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

Route 2: 130 miles, 3.5 hours

Flowing half-day route on

lower roads

Route 3: 155 miles, 5 hours

Tighter and bumpier roads,

suitable for adventure-bikes

 Route 4: 160 miles, 5 hours 

Includes the ascents of both 

Monte Zoncolan and Sella 

Ciampigotto

M
ANIAGO’S AN UNEXPECTED delight – an

unspoilt old town at the foot of the mountains,

with the best pizzas of the whole trip. We’re only 

here because it was a convenient place to stop 

and the nearby roads looked good on the map. 

Within a dozen miles the next day it’s clear the 

local bikers rate these roads, too. We even pass a café on the SP1 with 

a dozen bikes parked outside: rural Italy’s version of the Ace Café.

We don’t stop, though, hurring onwards and quite literally upwards. 

Soon we’re climbing back towards the heart of the Dolomites on a pass 

called Sella Ciampigotto. By the standards of these mountains, it’s 

deserted. The road rises slowly at first, then rapidly, in steep traverses 

linked by broadening hairpins. It’s a challenging climb, rocky walls on one 

side and vast views to distant mountains on the other. At the summit 

Weeble flips up his HJC. “I have a new favourite road,” he shouts. “That 

was awesome.” He’s right – and it’s all the better for being unexpected.

ROUTE

12

The foothills of the Dolomites are full of surprises

and the biggest shock is how quiet the roads are

A ride around... 

Maniago

Perfectly surfaced,
broad, quiet roads:
heaven. This is Passo
San Osvaldo

Rivers, mountains
and unspoilt Italy

at its very best
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E’VE STRUCTURED THIS as a three-day

tour, to allow three days to get to the start

from the UK and three days to get back again

– so the whole trip fits in with a week off

work (and the two weekends). However, if

you have more time, the tour can be easily

extended as it stops at towns where we’ve based our daytrip routes.

The tour starts impressively and builds up fast. From Vitipeno it heads

to the heart of the Dolomites, covering so many great passes – Passo

di Giau, Falzarego, Gardena, Sella, Pordoi, Fedaia… It’s hard to imagine a

better day on a bike. From Cortina the roads get higher and narrower,

over the Sella Ciampigotto, Passo Pramollo and Monte Zoncolan, on the

way to Maniago. The tour ends with the gentle run through the 

Southern Dolomites from Maniago to Riva del Garda, including Passo

Cereda and Weeble’s favourite, Passo Rolle.

We have plotted an optional fourth day, returning from Riva del Garda

to Vipiteno over the Stelvio and Gavia passes. In addition, you can

download the tour to run in the opposite direction, from Riva to Vipiteno.

The Dolomites are one of Europe’s foremost

riding areas. Here’s three days in bike heaven

The RiDE Tour of... 

The Dolomites

DAY ONE

From: Vipiteno

To: Cortina d’Ampezzo

Distance: 190 miles

 Riding time: 6 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Meltina

Lunch: Passo Fedia

 PM coffee: Passo Gardena

THE RiDE GUIDE TO ITALY36
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The Dolomites: just
about the most scenic

place to ride a bike. This
is Passo Gardena

DAY THREE

From: Maniago

To: Riva del Garda

Distance: 185 miles

Riding time: 5.5 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Longarone

Lunch: Passo Rolle

PM coffee: Lone Lases

DAY TWO

From: Cortina d’Ampezzo

To: Maniago

Distance: 185 miles

 Riding time: 5.5 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Sella Ciampigotto

Lunch: Monte Croce Carnio

 PM coffee: The SP1

37NORTHERN ITALY

Cortina 
d’Ampezzo

Riva del 
Garda

Passo 
Rolle

Sella Ciampigotto Longaron

Maniago

ITALY

AUSTRIA

The SP1

Lone Lases
Maniago

Treviso

Venice

Monte 
Croce Carnico

Winding Roads
Find the most excitiing winding  
roads and avoid the boring straights.

Hilly Roads
Stay at sea level or  
climb the highest peaks.

Round-trip Planning
Discover new routes by simply  
tapping the area you want to explore.
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T
HE SUN IS beating down on a spectacular sapphire sea 

from a cloudless blue sky. The air is fresh with the 

scents of salt, grass and maybe a hint of lemon. 

Winding its way between the water and the citrus 

groves is a ribbon of tarmac, dipping behind scrubby 

trees when it turns inland before swinging out again to 

drink in the perfect Mediterranean view.

Monte Argentario is a curious place – a tiny island tacked onto the 

Tuscan coast by a trio of causeways. There are two small towns – Porto 

Ercole and Porto Santo Stefano – and it’s a sleepy place. A perfect, 

relaxing base for a holiday. Though most of our riding takes place on 

the mainland, devouring the madly twisty roads of rural Tuscany, the 

panoramic ride round the island is unmissable.

This is not a wide road, nor even a long one – but it’s a beautiful one. 

Not just for the vistas across the sea to the isle of Giglio, but also for the 

bends. This is a super-twisty road, rising and falling as it clings to the 

cliffs that ring the island. There’s hardly any traffic, hardly any

sound – stopping to take a picture, it’s just the onshore breeze rustling

the vegetation and the distant hush of the sea. Restful.

But I’m here to ride as much as to rest. Key in, the Triumph’s exhaust

disturbs the peace. On round the coast on the panoramic road, then

over Punta Telegrafo, the central peak of Monte Argentario, then across

the low causeway, scant feet above the water. The scenery on the

mainland is beautiful, too – picture-postcard Tuscany with purple fields, 

shimmering green vineyards and avenues of plane trees. Crossing the 

narrow coastal strip, the land rises steeply, quiet roads twisting past 

isolated farmhouses and the occasional white-painted church.

As lovely as this vision of rural Italian perfection is, there’s something 

especially magical about Monte Argentario. I return across the other 

causeway, passing through the fortifications of Orbetello as the

afternoon sun sparkles on the waters of the lagoon. It’s a view you’d

never tire of – and one you’ll see at the end of each ride based here.

Think Tuscany is just lavender fields and plane trees? Think again – the coast is magnificent

A ride around... 

Monte Argentario



Porto Santo 
Stefano

Santa Fiora

CatabbioGrosseto

Scansano

Porto Ercole
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OUR ROUTES

THE FULL MONTE

Start/finish: Monte

Argentario

Distance: 180 miles

 Riding time: 5.5 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Scansano

Lunch: Santa Fiora

 PM coffee: Catabbio

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

 Route 2: 165 miles, 5 hours 

Flowing roads to Lake Bolsena

Route 3: 230 miles, 7 hours

Quiet roads inland to Lake

Bracciano, with a scenic

coastal return leg

 Route 4:  215 miles, 6.5 hours

Smaller roads looping out to

Lake Vico

The panoramic road
around Monte Argentario

sets the tone for the
riding on the Tuscan coast

Lunch on the 
Tuscan coast

is as lovely 
as the roads
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I
KNOW A GREAT road round here,” says Weeble. “It’s

somewhere round here, anyway. Great café at the top. It sells

the best olive oil in Italy. Now, where is it?” The thing is, there

are so many great roads around Mugello – the race track on the

edge of Borgo San Lorenzo – that it almost doesn’t matter

which way we go.

If you’ve ever watched the Italian GP on telly, you’ll know that the

crazy undulations of the Tuscan hills have produced a fantastic circuit

– rising and falling with all kinds of corners and one super-fast straight.

Those hills have done the same favour for us, producing roads that rise

and fall with a bountiful profusion of corners and the occasional – OK,

rare – long, fast, straight. And if the road surface isn’t quite as pristine as

the GP track, in many places it’s pretty close…

I had so many roads recommended in this part of Italy that the

challenge was putting together just four routes – not 14. We arrive from

the north, riding stretches of the Futa and Giogo passes. After pausing

by the circuit, ears straining to work out what’s thrashing round it, we’re

swinging north into the hills again on the Passo del Muraglione.

It’s blissfully quiet – this would a great chance to stretch the bike’s

legs, but the road is steep and unbelievably twisty. Mugello’s like a

NASCAR oval by comparison. On and on we climb, working up a thirst.

When I roll to a stop, Weeble rides alongside and flips up his helmet.

“There it is,” he points. “That’s the café. I told you it was a great road…”

Well, when you see
a giant helmet, you
have to take a
selfie… don’t you?

Spectators flock here once a year for the

MotoGP at Mugello – but riders should

come all year round for the brilliant roads

A ride around...

Borgo San Lorenzo
Rolling hills and
empty roads
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Suggested stops

AM coffee: San Feliciano

Lunch: Assisi

PM coffee: Gubbio

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

Route 2: 165 miles, 5.5 hours

Includes Passo della Calla

Route 3: 210 miles, 7 hours

Includes Passo del Giogo

Route 4: 190 miles, 6 hours

Includes the Passo della Futa

41CENTRAL ITALY

Winding Roads
Find the most excitiing winding
roads and avoid the boring straights.

Hilly Roads
Stay at sea level or
climb the highest peaks.

Round-trip Planning
Discover new routes by simply
tapping the area you want to explore.
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civilised, so you can enjoy seeing the sights without feeling that

you’ve crossed a war zone to reach them. We’d avoid taking a

bike into Milan, Rome or Naples, but you can still see the history.

This route through Umbria is based in the small, beautiful city

of Citta di Castello but heads out across spectacular roads to

Assisi – famously home to St Francis. But there’s much more to

the town than just the monastery, the Sacro Convento. There

are several other impressive churches, two castles, a Roman

amphitheatre and a truly fabulous town square.

The return leg of our route heads to the less famous but, for

our money, equally fascinating town of Gubbio. Its medieval

centre, Ducal palace and cathedral are just stunning, but it also

has some well-preserved Roman ruins.

Of course, this is not just a route to shuttle you from one

tourist site to another. The riding between our destinations is

just as important and it’s spectacular, on twisting roads through

beautiful countryside. How long you spend at each place is up to

you: you could take an hour or two exploring or just view each

as a high-quality coffee stop before getting back to the riding.

GENERALLY, WE TRY to

plan our routes to avoid going

into the bigger towns or into

cities wherever possible. The

thing is, Italy is crammed with

fascinating towns and cities…

The trick is to pick ones

where the traffic is a bit more

OUR ROUTES

HISTORIC UMBRIA

Start/finish: Citta di Castello

Distance: 160 miles

Riding time: 5.5 hours

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE

Route 2: 195 miles, 6 hours

A full day of twisting roads and Apennine passes

OUR ROUTES

MUGELLO’S PASSES

Start/finish: Borgo San Lorenzo

Distance: 165 miles

Riding time: 7 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Palazzuolo sul Senio

Lunch: Passo del Muraglione

 PM coffee: Fornace

A ride around…

Citta di Castello
 If you’re looking for history, you came 

to the right place… It’s all around you
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ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

Route 2: 150 miles, 5 hours

Twisty roads out towards the Tuscan coast

Route 3: 205 miles, 7 hours

Flowing roads through Abruzzo wine country

Route 4: 230 miles , 7.5 hours

Smaller, higher roads, suitable for adventure-bikes
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T
HIS PLACE IS famous, is it?” asks Weeble, whose

young son isn’t playing the same video games as my

teenage lad. I’d thought Monteriggioni – a key location

in the best-selling Assassin’s Creed games – was a

fictional place… until researching these routes. I knew

then that we’d have to visit this amazing fortified village,

if only to make my son think I’d gone somewhere cool, at last.

The thing is, this whole area of Italy is full of cool places – all rich in

history, all hijacked for all manner of fiction. Daniel Craig’s James Bond

kicks of the action in Skyfall with a fight in Siena, The English Patient

recovered in Sant’Anna in Camprena just to the south of the city.

EM Forster set his book A Room With A View in Florence. But none of

the fiction comes close to the actual grandeur of these historic places.

We’ve based our routes from Siena because it’s smaller than

Florence, cleaner than Pisa and better suited for exploring the whole

region than the lovely walled city of Lucca. While our routes focus on

riding, you may want to plan a day off the bike to visit one of the cities.

Then again… why would you want to come down here and spend time

off the bike? Coffee in an historic village square is all very well and good,

but the riding’s unbelievable. The country roads are generally

pretty well-maintained and they’re quiet: lovely long loops

curling across hillsides, bathed in hazy sunshine. The views 

across the valleys are spectacular, distant towers rising to 

indicate the next potential coffee stop in another 

well-preserved ancient hilltop village. 

“You know what? I’d definitely come here again,” says 

Weeble, putting down his coffee cup. “There’s so much 

to see.” And so many brilliant roads to ride as well.

Ride through the historic heart of

Tuscany – both real and imagined

A ride around...

Siena

OUR ROUTES

SIENA THRILLER

Start/finish: Siena

Distance: 200 miles

Riding time: 7 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Monteriggioni or Frocoli

Lunch: Lucca

PM coffee: San Casciano



ROUTE
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Lago di Vico

Terni

Trevignano

Civitella
del Lago

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Civitella del Lago

Lunch: Lake Vico

PM coffee: Trevignano Romano
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4
ROUTES

Tuscany is packed
with fabulous historic

villages and equally
stunning roads

TERNI, THE CAPITAL of Umbria, is a good distance from the

UK. Not that we don’t have some very British weather on the

way in – the only real rain of the trip. Frankly, by the time we’re

in dry kit and heading out from our hotel to find an evening meal,

a bit of home comfort would be welcome… So discovering a

Ronnie Scott’s for dinner is the perfect tonic.

Next day, rested and refreshed, we’re ready to get to grips

with the amazing riding around here. The skies are slowly

brightening and the roads are grippy: brilliant. We head out

through the historic town of Amelia, on winding roads that climb

into the hills. We grab a coffee in a tiny café in Civitella del Lago,

the terrace overlooking the lake far below.

It’s not just the weather; this riding does remind me of the

best bits of Britain – the Peaks, perhaps, or the Dales. Not so

much the views and definitely not the vegetation, but the

relentlessly twisting roads that flow over the gentle hills. But in

the UK there’s always too much traffic – and when the sun

breaks through the clouds, it doesn’t seem to get any warmer.

Swooping down to Bolsena with its broad lake and turreted

castle, we couldn’t be anywhere but Italy – especially when we

stop to order coffee… potent black espresso. It’s a bit like what

you get at home but much richer, more concentrated, more

satisfying. Exactly like the riding…

OUR ROUTES

STAR TERNI

Start/finish: Terni

Distance: 200 miles

Riding time: 7 hours

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

Route 2: 195 miles, 6.5 hours

Flowing roads into higher hills around Monte Cervia

Route 3: 220 miles, 7 hours

Flowing roads out to Lake Campotosto and the mountains

 Route 4: 215 miles, 7 hours 

Adventure-bike route, on narrow roads in the Gran Sasso

A ride around…

Terni
Mountains, historic towns… and

the occasional home comfort



C
ENTAL ITALY IS simply beautiful – not just Tuscany,

which many regard as the prettiest sister. Every area

you visit is stunning – and best appreciated on a bike.

From the hills of Emilia-Romagna to the lakes of Lazio

and the mountains of Umbria, there is terrific riding to

be found on quiet roads everywhere you turn.

Our three-day trip starts from Borgo San Lorenzo, zig-zagging

across Italy’s Apennine spine down to Terni in Umbria. Looping out

across the Gran Sasso mountains, the next destination is Monte

Argentario on the Tuscan coast. The final day heads back inland,

devouring amazing riding on the way to historic Siena.

To fit this tour in with taking just one week off work, you could freight

the bike to/from Nice, which is one motorway or two relaxed days from

the start and finish points. Alternatively, the ride from/back to the UK

is easily done in three days, if part of each day is on motorways. The

catch is that you’d have no scope to explore the historic sights or add

one of our daytrip loops. Which seems a shame when the riding here is

so good and there’s so much to see. Don’t you deserve a longer trip?

Tuscany, Umbria, Abruzzo… Our three-day

route unlocks the highlights of central Italy

Flowing roads,
historic towns and
cities, great weather…
Central Italy is fantastic

The RiDE Tour of...

Classical Ita

DAY ONE

From: Borgo San Lorenzo

To: Terni

Distance: 225 miles

Riding time: 8 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Rassina

Lunch: Gosparini

PM coffee: Castel Viscardo
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DAY THREE

From: Monte Argentario

To: Siena

Distance: 210 miles

Riding time: 7 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Santa Fiora

Lunch: Montepulciano

PM coffee: Roccastrada

DAY TWO

From: Terni

To: Monte Argentario

Distance: 220 miles

 Riding time: 7 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: San Giovanni

Lunch: Trevignano Romano

 PM coffee: Bolsena

45CENTRAL ITALY

Winding Roads
Find the most excitiing winding  
roads and avoid the boring straights.

Hilly Roads
Stay at sea level or  
climb the highest peaks.

Round-trip Planning
Discover new routes by simply  
tapping the area you want to explore.

Trevignano 
Romano

Monte 
Argentario Santa Fiora

Siena

Monte 
Argentario

Terni
Montepulciano

Bolsena

Rome

San Giovanni 
Reatino

Roccastrada



T
HE CENTRAL APENNINES drop to the east coast of

Italy like a hawk stooping on a rabbit. There’s only one

reaction: like a fleeing rabbit, jink left and right crazily,

adrenaline-sharpening reactions… not because a giant

killer bird is coming at you, but because the road is going

headlong down the mountainside in a cascade of

corners and hairpins that would set anyone’s heart pumping.

You might have thought that getting as far south as Rome meant the

mountains were behind you, but not at all. It’s so high there’s skiing in

winter and the views down ice-carved valleys and across limpid lakes

would be right at home in any corner of the Alps. The thing is, not so

A ride around...

Chieti
ROUTE
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many people know that, so the Majella Massif is surprisingly quiet – 

unlike the Alps, it doesn’t draw hordes of pass-bagging riders, even 

though it’s home to some of the highest peaks in the Apennines.

Our routes radiate from the town of Chieti – just outside the bustling 

port city of Pescara. The road quality is perhaps more variable this far 

south but you don’t need an adventure-bike to enjoy these roads 

– especially not the well-surfaced sweepers carving along the valley 

floors and the runs of broad hairpins climbing the slopes. Particularly as 

you’ll very likely have them to yourself: after all, who’d think you would 

find brilliant mountain riding so far south of the Alps? It’s here… but the 

crowds of German-plated GSs aren’t. 

Don’t follow the herd for high-altitude thrills: head south to find the wilder, quieter mountains 
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Pacentro

Barrea

Casoli

Chieti

Pescara

From quiet towns to 
deserted mountains 

and placid valleys

OUR ROUTES

APENNINE WAYS

Start/finish: Chieti

Distance: 155 miles

 Riding time: 4.5 hours

Suggested stops

Morning coffee: Casoli

Lunch: Barrea

 Afternoon coffee: Pacentro

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

 Route 2  235 miles, 7 hours 

An extended loop through the Majella and 

Monte Genzana areas

 Route 3  180 miles, 5.5 hours 

Flowing roads climbing into the Gran Sasso

47SOUTHERN ITALY

Now with Hands-Free Calling



I
T’S AS IF the mountains never end. Every time you think

you’ve seen your last hairpin, Italy rises up and surprises you,

delivering more stunning roads that blend amazing scenery

with brilliant riding. Especially in Campania.

Finding routes in the south was challenging, though. Most of

our Italian sources were born and raised in the north – and just

as in the UK, there’s a bit of healthy banter between the northerners

and their southern neighbours. Ask most Milanese what the riding’s

like down here and they’ll tell you it’s all donkeys and dirt roads…

Then I bumped into Massimo – who cut his teeth thrashing

A ride around... 

Isernia

Vinchiaturo

Piedimonte 
Matese

Caserte

Colle Sannita

Isernia

ROUTE 

19

OUR ROUTES

ISERNIA SUPPORT

Start/finish: Isernia

Distance: 160 miles

 Riding time: 6.5 hours

Suggested stops

Morning coffee: Piedimonte Matese

Lunch: Colle Sannita

 Afternoon coffee: Vinchiaturo

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

 Route 2: 175 miles • 6 hours

Quiet roads across the Aurunci mountains

to Gaeta on the west coast

 Route 3: 175 miles • 5.5 hours

Rolling mountain roads San Salvo Marina

on the east coast

two-stroke trailies across the hills around Isernia. Now he’s a more

responsible, mature man with a more responsible, mature kind of

motorcycle he sticks to the tarmac and he was kind enough to share

some of his favourite roads around his old home town.

It’s definitely worth the effort of getting down here to enjoy them.

True, you may meet the occasional donkey, but there’s hardly any

traffic – whether on four wheels or four hooves. There’s a maze of

quiet roads to explore in the hills, though we also have routes that

extend to reach the sea. Whatever kind of riding you want, Campania

can surprise you with the quality of its roads.

Head to Campania for some of the quietest, most stunning roads of the south
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A ride around…

Sorrento
The Amalfi coast has one of the most

famous roads in Italy –for a very good reason

Vietri 
sul Mare

Montevergine

Naples

Montella

Sorrento

Welcome to Campania. 
Donkeys and dirt roads 

not pictured…
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AMAZING AMALFI

Start/finish: Sorrento

Distance: 180 miles

Riding time: 7 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Vietri sul Mare

Lunch: Montella

PM coffee: Montevirgine

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE

 Route 2 150 miles • 7 hours

A shorter ride on smaller, 

slightly quieter roads, but 

returning to Sorrento on the

Amalfi Drive

“AVOID THE CITIES”, they said. “Don’t get sucked into the

tourism hotspots”, they said. Well, Sorrento isn’t a city, though 

it is dangerously close to the traffic Armageddon of Naples. 

However, it most definitely is a massive tourism honey-pot, 

attracting droves of visitors. But if the rule is to avoid places like 

that, this is the exception. 

You need to approach riding the Amalfi Drive with some 

caution. Expect to see every kind of craziness, from scooter 

riders going three-up, or texting while riding, or overtaking on 

pavements to buses cutting blind corners and donkeys 

wandering about. It doesn’t 

matter. It’s genuinely 

stunning – one of the most 

beautiful places you can 

ever ride a bike (cautiously). 

It doesn’t just live up to the 

hype: it exceeds it.

Still, there’s only so much 

crazy you can cope with in 

one day, so after riding the 

spectacular coastline from 

Sorrento round to Salerno, 

our route loops up into the 

mountains, swings round in 

the shadow of Vesuvius, 

then returns to Sorrento. 

There’s loads to do off the 

bike as well – from visiting 

Pompeii (go on a coach, get 

a guide and allow a whole 

day) to taking a boat trip to 

Capri. Normally there are 

better alternatives to the 

well-trodden tourist 

routes… but not here. 

ROUTE 
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Winding Roads
Find the most excitiing winding  
roads and avoid the boring straights.

Hilly Roads
Stay at sea level or  
climb the highest peaks.

Round-trip Planning
Discover new routes by simply  
tapping the area you want to explore.
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HECKING THE PLAN for the Potenza route, Weeble

shakes his head in dismay. “But I’ve ridden straight

past here on the motorway!” he complains. “Why didn’t

I know there were roads like this I could have taken

instead?” That’s the trouble: by the time you’ve heard

– or read – about the brilliant riding in the Alps, the

Dolomites, Emilia-Romagna, Tuscany… well, you get the picture.

Every area north of Basilicata boasts about its brilliant roads, so it’s 

easy for the further-flung locations to get overshadowed. However,

there’s equally great riding to be had in the instep of the great boot of

Italy. Potenza is a pretty big city, the provincial capital, but it’s the

perfect base for breaking out to explore the most mountainous region

of Southern Italy. We have three routes with everything from soaring

high-altitude hairpins to sunny coastal cruises. And now you know

these roads are here, there’s no excuse for riding past them.

A ride around...

Potenza
Candela

Venosa

copagnano

Monticchio

Potenza

ROUTE 
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Unlock the potential of the far south of 

Italy: great roads, no traffic, constant sun
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A ride around…

Manfredonia
The quiet east coast of Italy has some

brilliant roads – and some surprising hills

Brilliant seascapes
and quiet hilly roads

Rodi

Vieste

  
 

Manfredonia

San Severo

Sometimes the road
is bumpy. Sometimes

it’s just sublime

GREAT GARGANO

Start/finish: Manfredonia

Distance: 160 miles

Riding time: 5 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Vieste

Lunch: Rodi

 PM coffee: San Marco

in Lamis

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE

Route 2: 210 miles • 6 hours

Mostly flowing roads across 

the hills, some smaller lanes

STICKING OUT INTO the Adriatic Sea like the spur on the back

of Italy’s boot, the Gargano Peninsula is blessed with a sublime

climate, numerous beaches and spectacular scenery. It’s tourist

heaven – which should make it a nightmare for bikes, but it’s

not. Resort towns like Vieste and Peschici draw plenty of

visitors, but the roads remain – for the most part – blissfully

quiet. They’re great roads, too…

Our routes are based in the southern seaside town of

Manfredonia. If you need a day or two relaxing on the beach, it’s

perfect for that, too… But we’re here for the riding, taking the

twisty coastal route round the promontory, skirting the huge

lagoon of Lake Varano

before heading across the

hills to return to base.

The secondary route 

spends less time by the 

coast and more time 

criss-crossing the 

mountainous interior, 

traversing the slopes of 

Monte Calvo and Monte 

Sant’Angelo. This may 

be a small corner of Apuglia, 

but it’s crammed with 

character, scenery and 

brilliant roads.

OUR ROUTES

UNLOCKING POTENZA

Start/finish: Potenza

Distance: 180 miles

Riding time: 6 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Venosa

Lunch: Candela

 PM coffee: Pescopagnano

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

Route 2: 240 miles • 9 hours 

A full day on twisty roads, 

looping out to the coast

Route 3: 220 miles • 7 hours

Flowing mountain roads. 

Easily adapted to provide a 

half-day ride

ROUTE 

22
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Miles of empty roads 
baked by the fierce 

sun of Calabria

OST PEOPLE HEADING to Sicily just sit on the

motorway from Rome all the way to the ferry

from Reggio to Messina. Depending on the

timing, they might stop off in Cosenza as they

cross Calabria, the toe of Italy. But that’s it: a bed

for the night, then back on the motorway.

If riding past Potenza (page 50) is a mistake, then blasting by Cosenza 

is an utter disaster. The hills around this compact city are crammed with 

some of the most relentlessly twisty roads – not just in Calabria nor 

even in Italy, but in all of Europe. Better still, they’re usually silent, but for

the whisper of the wind and the occasional warble of birdsong. 

We have three great routes here guaranteed to make your head spin,

not with dizziness but with the sheer pleasure of getting to grips with

these roads. Unlike the motorway drivers blasting south, we know how

to enjoy ourselves – and that’s by riding these roads.

A ride around...

Cosenza

Sovaria 
Mannelli

San Bernado

Sersale

La Roccia

ROUTE 
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With brilliant roads all around it, Cosenza 

should be a destination, not a stop-over

Cosenza
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OUR ROUTES

VIVA CALABRIA

Start/finish: Cosenza

Distance: 210 miles

Riding time: 6.5 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: San Bernardo

Lunch: Sersale

 PM coffee: Soveria Mannelli

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

Route 2: 205 miles • 7 hours 

Extra-twisty roads down to the 

southern coast

Route 3: 200 miles • 7 hours  

Adventure-bike route on twisty 

roads to the east coast
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A ride on

SICILY
Mount Etna, great food, awesome climate… 

just watch out for the awful drivers

A ride on

SARDINIA
Where do Italian motorcycle testers for

their biking holidays? Sardinia, apparently

OUR ROUTES

GOING SICILIAN

Start/finish: Taormina

Distance: 135 miles

Riding time: 4.5 hours

Suggested stops

AM coffee: Etna

Lunch: Etna (after visiting

the crater)

PM coffee: Cesaro

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

Route 2: 195 miles • 6.5 hours

Flowing roads out along the

north coast

Route 3: 220 miles • 8 hours

Adventure-bike route including

Etna and some coastal roads

THE RiDE TOUR OF SARDINIA

Day 1

Olbia to Muravera

230 miles • 7.5 hours

Day 2

Muravera to Alghero

240 miles • 7.5 hours

Day 3

Alghero to Olbia

205 miles • 6 hours

SICILY IS A DIVISIVE place. It’s beautiful, especially the eastern end 

of the island, with Etna brooding on the horizon. Riding the immaculate 

roads across the lava fields and visiting the volcano is a sublime 

experience (and one we factor into two of our routes).

But it’s also dirty, with litter strewn along many roadsides. It’s 

manifestly poor, with beggars everywhere in the bigger towns. 

And the drivers are awful – you won’t see an undented car on Sicily.

In other words, go to Sicily with your eyes open and keep your wits

about you on the roads. It can be a fabulous place to ride a bike, but it

can also shock the unprepared.

I’VE DONE A few bike launches on Sardinia and it always impressed me.

I thought I’d just been shown the good bits. No: apparently, it’s all good.

Whenever I asked any Italian bike tester to reveal the best place to ride

a motorcycle in Italy, they always gave the same answer: Sardinia.

Etna

Taormina

Catania

Cesaro

Olbia

Muravera

Day 1

Cagliari

Alghero

Day 2

Day 3

ROUTE
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ROUTE
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Mount Etna makes
every ride one to

remember
ITALIAN
ISLANDS
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Winding Roads
Find the most excitiing winding
roads and avoid the boring straights.

Hilly Roads
Stay at sea level or
climb the highest peaks.

Round-trip Planning
Discover new routes by simply  
tapping the area you want to explore.
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Some liked the east coast best, 

some the west, some preferred 

the centre, some the north…

With a bit more badgering, this 

three-day route came together, 

based around taking the ferry to 

and from the port of Olbia in the 

north-east of the island. You can 

get a ferry there from Livorno, 

Savona, Genoa or Civitavecchia. 

Or Corsica. Or Sicily. Hmmm… 

Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica… Now 

that sounds like a good idea.



‘THE WHOLE 
OF ITALY IN

ONE TRIP IS A 
CHALLENGE’
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I
T SEEMS A shame to limit a trip to Italy to just one area,

though cramming the whole country into one trip is a challenge.

It’s too large to do in a single week, but with a fortnight off

work, you can take in all the amazing riding this fascinating

country has to offer. We have not one but two complete

12-day tours. We’ve structured them both to start from Borgo

San Dalmazzo, so they’re easy to do if you freight the bike to Nice.

The mainland tour loops south as far as Potenza, before swinging

out to the fabulous Gargano peninsula – the spur on Italy’s boot. From

there it heads north, through the Dolomites, taking in all the big-name

passes as well as the lakes. With only two half-day stints of motorway

in the entire 12-day trip, it’s a stunning 3000-mile epic of a tour.

Not that the islands tour is any less majestic. It follows the same

route as the mainland tour for the first four days, but carries on south

from Potenza to Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica. After 2600 incredible miles,

the tour reaches Bastia in Corsica, from where an overnight ferry will

get you to Toulon, Genoa – both a half-day ride from Nice – or direct to

Nice, if you wish to ship the bike back. Though from Nice, it’s a pleasant

ride back up the Route Napoleon…
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Day 1

Borgo San Dalmazzo to Levanto

240 miles • 8.5 hours

Day 2

Levanto to Monte Argentario

250 miles • 7.5 hours

Day 3

Monte Argentario to Isernia

255 miles • 8 hours

Day 4

Isernia to Potenza

250 miles • 8.5 hours

Day 5

Potenza to Peschici

230 miles • 7 hours

Day 6

Peschici to Chieti

250 miles • 8 hours

Day 7

Chieti to Citta di Castello

250 miles • 8 hours

Day 8

Citta di Castello to

Riva del Garda

275 miles • 7.5 hours

Day 9

Riva del Garda to Tolmezzo

225 miles • 7 hours

Day 10

Tolmezzo to Vipiteno

235 miles • 7.5 hours

Day 11

Vipiteno to Lecco

240 miles • 8 hours

Day 12

Lecco to Borgo San Dalmazzo

230 miles • 6.5 hours

Routes are planned to coincide

with evening or overnight

ferry crossings as appropriate

 Day 1

Borgo San Dalmazzo

to Levanto

240 miles • 8.5 hours

 Day 2

Levanto to Monte Argentario

250 miles • 7.5 hours

 Day 3

Monte Argentario to Isernia

255 miles • 8 hours

 Day 4

Isernia to Potenza

250 miles • 8.5 hours

 Day 5

Potenza to Cosenza

225 miles • 7 hours

 Day 6

Cosenza to Taormina (Sicily)

205 miles • 6.5 hours

Day 7

Taormina to Palermo

200 miles • 5.5 hours

Overnight ferry to Cagliari

(Sardinia)

Day 8

Cagliari to Alghero

230 miles • 7.5 hours

Day 9

Alghero to Tortoli

210 miles • 6 hours

Day 10

Tortoli to Bonifacio (Corsica)

200 miles • 6 hours

Late afternoon ferry

Day 11

Bonifacio to Porto

180 miles • 5.5 hours

 Day 12

Porto to Bastia

185 miles • 5.5 hours

Overnight ferry to Genoa, 

Toulon or Nice 

Tour 2 Th e RiDE Tour of Italy and the Islands

Tour 1 Th e RiDE Tour of Italy 

Enjoy the warmth of southern Italy
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e did it
OU MIGHT HAVE thought we’d have learned by

now. Having already produced the RiDE Guide to

France and the RiDE Guide to Spain – which

involved excessively long days in the saddle,

wearing out tyres, breaking spirits and reducing us

to physical wrecks – we should have known better

than to try doing two weeks of high-mileage riding combined with

hours of photography every day. But we did it again anyway.

Two things helped us. First, we shipped our Triumph Tiger Sport and

Tiger Explorer out to Nice with FlyBikeFly. This meant we were taking

our first pictures in Italy a few hours after setting off from home,

rather than after a few days. Second, we returned on the overnight

train from Livorno to Den Bosch. We disembarked in Holland and rode

to the Channel Tunnel, reaching home just hours after getting of the

train. Easy. It was just the bit in the middle that was challenging.

Actually, the previous guides had taught us that doing 400 miles a 

day, every day, isn’t healthy – so we restricted mileage on this trip.

We were averaging only 280 miles a day, though as we used virtually 

no motorway and Italy’s minor roads are mostly extremely wiggly,

we were still riding for 10 hours most days. After which I had

to write up the day’s stories while Weeble processed the pictures.

We were lucky with the weather: one day of blinding rain, an

overcast afternoon and morning… but really, conditions were superb. 

Unlike some of the roads – and we’ve excluded as many of the rough 

ones from our routes as we could. Even so, there’s no way to cross

Italy without finding some roads that could do with a little TLC.

Held Air n Dry gloves £160
www.held-uk.co.uk

Summer gloves with loads of feel and vents,

but with a properly waterproof section, too

so I only need to take one pair of gloves. MM

HJC RPHA Tech £360
www.oxprod.com

After 23,000 miles, this helmet still

impresses: comfortable, quiet, well-made,

great flip mechanism, drop-down visor. MM

Oakley Fuel Cell £90
www.oakley.com

They look stylish and grip my head, so don’t 

fall off. They have a large lens area and are

robust – even I can’t break them. MM

Standout gear The kit that made the difference on our trip around Italy

TRIUMPH
TIGER EXPLORER

Price £11,599

Engine 1215cc inline triple

Power 137bhp @ 9300rpm

Torque 121Nm @ 6400rpm

Transmission Six-speed,

shaft drive

Front tyre 110/80 R19

Rear tyre 150/70 R17

Wheelbase 1530mm

Seat height 837-857mm

Fuel capacity 20 litres

Fuelled weight 259kg
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Winding Roads
Find the most excitiing winding  
roads and avoid the boring straights.

Hilly Roads
Stay at sea level or  
climb the highest peaks.

Round-trip Planning
Discover new routes by simply  
tapping the area you want to explore.

It took months of research and hours of planning

to prepare for our 14-day charge round Italy

Thankfully, there are many more roads that are simply brilliant. 

From Piedmont and Liguria, over Stelvio and through the Dolomites, 

we found staggering passes. The rolling hills of Tuscany, Emilia-

Romagna and Umbria were every bit as rewarding, for all that the 

scenery was very different. The further south we got, the quieter the 

roads became. Everywhere we went, we found riding that was better 

than we could have hoped for. And the food was always amazing…

Italy’s not the easiest destination for touring – neither as 

convenient as France nor as cheap as Spain, plus there’s less English 

spoken and the road’s aren’t so consistently maintained. But I’d say 

it’s even more rewarding because the high points are so high, the 

memories it gives are so memorable. We found some truly amazing 

roads in Italy – I hope you enjoy discovering them, too. Simon Weir

Ortlieb 89L Rack Pack £83.70
www.ortlieb.co.uk

With the topbox full of camera kit, this 

superbly tough, flexible, watertight, easy to 

handle bag carried my kit. Brilliant bag. SW

Kriega R3  £55
www.kriega.com

Keeps wallet, passport and phone dry and 

secure in all weathers. Also carries my 

equally indespensible EDZ InnerShell. SW

Held Phantom gloves £200
www.held-uk.co.uk

The best summer gloves I’ve ever used: 

tough but comfy with superb feel. £50-100 

tailoring service ensures perfect fit. SW

TRIUMPH 
TIGER SPORT
Price £9899

Engine 1050cc inline triple

Power 125bhp @ 9500rpm

Torque 104Nm @ 4300rpm

Transmission Six-speed, 

chain drive

Front tyre 120/70 ZR17

Rear tyre 180/55 ZR17

Wheelbase 1540mm

Seat height 830mm

Fuel capacity 20 litres

Fuelled weight 235kg 
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Winding Roads
Find the most excitiing winding roads and avoid the boring straights.

Hilly Roads
Stay at sea level or climb the highest peaks.

Round-trip Planning
Discover new routes by simply tapping the area you want to explore.
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No question about it: the road
over Passo Rolle (p32). Just as

brilliant as the big-name passes 
(and better than some) but

without the crowds. Absolutely 
stunning scenery as well. I’d go 

back there in a heartbeat.
MARK MANNING

So many brilliant roads, 
especially in the Dolomites. I still 
love Stelvio and the even more 
extreme Colle dei Morti, but the 
best road on this trip – perhaps 
the best I’ve ever ridden – was 

the Colle del Nivolet (p24).
SIMON WEIR

THE BEST 
ROAD IN ITALY 

All those miles, which ones were the best?

Is this the ultimate 
Italian road? It’s the

 Colle del Nivolet



Choose your own adventure
Decide how thrilling you want the ride to be.

Share the excitement with friends 
Exchange touring adventures before setting off 

and after you return home.

Built for bikers 
Completely redesigned for life on the road.

THE ALL NEW

RIDE YOUR WAY

TOMTOM.COM RIDER

Tel: 01425 620580 | Email: info@tranam.co.uk | Web: www.tranam.co.uk

For more detailed product information please email info@tranam.co.uk



Finance is subject to status and is only available to UK applicants aged 18 and over. TriStar Personal Contract Purchase is only available through Triumph Motorcycle Finance which is a trading style of Black Horse 

Ltd, St William House, Tresillian Terrace, Cardiff CF10 5BH. Finance figures correct as of 01.05.15 and are subject to change. Finance offer ends 31.07.15. *Accessory Terms and Conditions: Fitting charges may apply. Offer 

subject to the purchase of a new full price motorcycle. Offer subject to stock availability and applies to motorcycles registered between 05.01.15 and 31.07.15.

For more information or to book your test ride, visit triumphmotorcycles.co.uk

NOW WITH OVER £940 WORTH OF COMPLIMENTARY ACCESSORIES*

TIGER EXPLORER

PACK INCLUDES:

Two Box Pannier Set,

Heated Grips & Switch,

Heated Rider Seat.

Tiger Explorer

£11,599 OTR

TIGER EXPLORER XC

PACK INCLUDES:

Two Box Pannier Set,

Heated Grips & Switch,

Heated Rider Seat.

Tiger Explorer XC

£12,599 OTR

There’s a road out there. Way out there.

Places where you’ll appreciate having a little extra.

Times when you’ll appreciate having it all.

#fortheride

REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE

£11,599.00 £129.00 £6,480.00 £2,727.00 £8,872.00 £13,851.00 37 Months £10.00 9.44% 9.9% APR

On the

Road Price 

36 Monthly

Repayments

Final 

Repayment

Deposit/Part  

Exchange 

Total Amount

of Credit

Total Amount

Payable 

Agreement

Duration

Purchase

Fee†

Interest Rate

(Fixed)

Representative

APR

Based on: Tiger Explorer @ 5,000 miles per annum.

†  Included

within Final

Repayment.


